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Abstract
This is an artistic response to Mrs Lindy Chamberlain and the drama that
engulfed almost a decade of her life. That drama began with the loss of her baby
Azaria to a dingo while on a family camping holiday at Uluru in Central
Australia in 1980. Two years later she was wrongly convicted of the baby’s
murder, and spent the next three-and-a-half years in gaol. Upon her release, she
continued to fight to clear her name. Her conviction was finally quashed in
1989.
The Chamberlain drama was part of the almost daily news diet of Australians for
some years, and still provokes strong reactions in many today. It was a story
with powerful ingredients: the disappearance in the night of a helpless baby, into
a remote desert landscape of ancient mythological significance; a contest for
credibility between a defiant accused mother and a little understood native
species of wild dog; forensic experts evoking horrific images of the baby’s last
moments, using only her bloodied clothing but without her body; a co-accused
husband and wife who were active members of a minority religious group that
was noticeably different to mainstream Australian church denominations; and so
on. The paintings discussed here explore the story’s many ongoing resonances
and re-engage their viewers with it in new and positive ways.
The thesis comprises 36 works, most of which are acrylic on board or canvas. It
includes ten portraits of the predominant personalities in the case, a number of
pseudo-portraits (i.e. several reworked media-derived pictures of Lindy
Chamberlain and four depictions of the ‘Dingo Spirit’), and approximately
fifteen other related paintings. This documentation explores what influenced
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these works, including: the facts of the decade-long story; the implications of
these facts; the artistic considerations involved, both technical and aesthetic; and
some of the artworks, artistic traditions and critical theories about art that
influenced the works’ design and execution or might subsequently shed light on
their interpretation – especially the portraiture traditions of Europe and
Australia, from the Renaissance to today.
This paper also provides: background material for each painting, a brief workby-work analysis of them, and a short history of their creation and exhibition.
The significance of this body of work is that it contributes to both the
Chamberlain story itself and to the development of the role that art and artists
play in Australian cultural life. In particular, it demonstrates a compelling social
role for portraiture in Australia today. By depicting as a series the major
characters and several key moments of an important historical episode, insights
can be communicated, responses evoked, and positive social discourse
furthered.
The project and its accompanying paper should be understood to insist that no
single theory about art or our relationship with it can really render an artistic
practice invalid. Rather, critical ideas from both past and present can and should
be drawn upon simultaneously to assist in making meaning. This is consistent
with the observation that artists and viewers alike appreciate artistic expression
on many levels at once.
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Certification
I certify that this work has not been submitted for a degree to any university or
institution and, to the best of my knowledge and belief, contains no material
previously published or written by any person, except where due reference has
been made in the text.

Neville Dawson
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Artist with paintings Rock Breaks Scissors (acrylic on board, 138 x 158cm)
and Confinement (acrylic on canvas, 153cm x 153cm)
outside the Prescott Hall, Newington College 1996.
(Photograph: Roseina Baker)
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Explanatory Notes
1. Double quotation marks (“ ”) indicate quotations. Single quotation
marks (‘ ’) signify words used by me in non-literal or unnatural ways.
2. I have taken the liberty of referring to some of the people in the
Chamberlain story by first name. The most frequent examples are: Lindy
(Chamberlain, now Chamberlain-Creighton), Michael (Chamberlain) and
Sally (Lowe). Lindy and Sally have become good friends, so such an
approach has seemed quite natural. But it has also been necessary at
times for the sake of convenience and clarity. I mean no disrespect to
anyone by adopting this practice, and I have tried not to do so where it
sounds presumptuously familiar.
3. At the time of Azaria’s abduction in 1980, Uluru was still officially called
Ayers Rock. For the sake of both consistency and convenience, I will
use “Uluru” at all times. Quoted extracts use original nomenclature.
4. I mention in this paper, in several different contexts, the institution that
employs me, Newington College in Stanmore (Sydney). Newington is a
school for boys aged five to seventeen. I am Head of Art at the
secondary school. Newington is one of the prestigious Great Public
Schools of NSW; it was founded in 1863. Not only did the school host
exhibitions in which these works featured, it was also the place that two
of the depicted subjects, Ian Barker Q.C. and Malcolm Brown, were
educated as boys.
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5. The photographs of my paintings included in this document have
sometimes required a small amount of cropping for practical reasons.
This explains the prevalence of so-called detail images; in fact, most
‘details’ below are almost the whole image.
6. For practical printing reasons, the colour images in this paper are
interleaved with the text at the nearest appropriate place, but these
additional pages remain uncounted in page numbering. Images are fully
captioned but not allocated figure numbers. Images of works by me can
be found easily by referring to the subheadings throughout the
document as listed in the Contents page. Other works are reproduced
where available and appropriate, and wherever possible are positioned
very near to where they are discussed. The galleries in which they can be
found are cited in the captions and in the list of Works Consulted.
7. The Works Consulted list includes the significant correspondence and
interviews conducted by me. In the case of Lindy Chamberlain,
however, we have shared many more interviews than those listed; those
omitted here were largely on a social rather than research basis.
8. Where there were several interviews with the same person, the
abbreviations “T.I.” for Telephone Interview and “P.I.” for Personal
Interview are used in the text’s parenthetical references, together with
the applicable date; the interviewee is omitted from the parentheses
where context allows and reading would otherwise be obstructed.
9. In Part C, the paintings are not discussed in chronological order of their
production. Instead, they are grouped by subject and theme. For
-9-

clarification of when a work was made, see the caption accompanying its
image.
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Introduction
This paper documents a large body of work that I created over a period of more
than ten years.
Part A outlines the paintings’ raison d’être. First, it surveys some of the different
theoretical approaches to portraiture (and to painting more generally) that have
appeared over the centuries. Particular consideration is given to those modes of
thought that have influenced the making of these works or can be seen to
impact upon their understanding and appreciation. It demonstrates that my
project draws on and illuminates a range of important ideas about art and the
artist and that my works were influenced by an equally diverse group of art
practitioners, from both present and past.
In other words, Part A provides the critical/conceptual framework within which
this thesis project should be viewed and analysed. This Part has been
significantly expanded and amended in response to the valuable examiner’s
feedback I received in early 2002.
In researching these amendments, I considered various examples of recent
thinking about portraiture. In particular, I looked at how recent artists such as
Gilbert and George or Cindy Sherman have extended the language of
portraiture through their use of different media, including installations,
microscope imaging, photography, performance, costume, etc. My touchstone
of relevance in this long research process was whether an artist I was examining
had arguably conveyed something new about what portraiture is capable of
communicating. If so, he or she was probably relevant to my thesis.
- 11 -

However, As Part A makes clear, this test alone still encompasses a very big
area. Part A therefore necessarily chooses just one or two significant examples
for each of the central ideas that it explores. And whilst it does range across as
many different media and artists as is possible in the space available, this is
always with the proviso that those media and artists are not mentioned for their
own sake, but because they convey something about portraiture’s capability for
communication that has not been covered elsewhere.
Such limitations are not in fact a major disadvantage. After all, the mere
adoption by an artist of a new medium does not necessarily imply that
something new will automatically be conveyed. It is therefore only proper to
keep focussed on the ideas and not the media. Where those ideas are best
exemplified by a portraitist working in other preferred media to mine, his or her
work is discussed. (For example, Cindy Sherman’s work explores ideas about
representation, which is why her work is relevant to mine even though it’s in a
different medium.)
Moreover, covering every possible medium is not only unnecessary but arguably
impossible. A portraitist might conceivably work in etching, sculpture,
engraving, textiles, woodworking, metalworking, mime, theatre, video, web
design, animation, CD-ROM design, dance – and so on indefinitely. One could
even imagine architects and builders creating portraits of sorts. To even try to
spread this thesis paper so thinly would be to detract from what it achieves
rather than to add to it, because it would mean broadening its scope in irrelevant
ways.
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Another limit to the scope of my work is explained briefly in the section of Part
A entitled ‘Still Lives’. In essence, it notes that my work is not narrative in nature
and does not try to be. It interacts with a narrative (in fact many) in meaningful
ways, but that is all.
Indeed, Part A goes on to explain how my works comment upon and participate
in the long controversial Australian debate known most simply as ‘the
Chamberlain case’. It explains why that episode in Australian social history
necessitates such artistic engagement, and demonstrates the valuable social role
available to the portraitist who responds to this challenge. These ideas are
explored particularly within the context of the popularity and longevity of the
Archibald Portrait Prize.
Part B provides a history of how the works came about and where and when
they have been exhibited thus far. It demonstrates that the project has already
begun to play its intended positive social role and will be continuing to do so in
the foreseeable future. Australian viewers continue to be engaged by these works
in constructive discourse about the lessons to be learned from the Chamberlain
case, including from their own preconceptions. In this context, some mention is
made of the media interest the project has generated thus far.
But first, I provide in Part B below a brief outline of the exhibitions in which
these works have featured. I hope this will help to make clear that the social role
I envisage for this project has been at least partly performed already, and is also
ongoing.
Part C is the bulk of this paper. It looks in detail at each work, one at a time,
examining its chosen techniques and thematic intentions. The paintings are
- 13 -

discussed in thematic rather than chronological order, so that each of the many
facets of the Chamberlain story can be explored in turn. Background material
for each painting is drawn from sources that range from my own interviews of
the portraits’ subjects to the varied materials in the list of Works Consulted.
Part C also inevitably gives some analysis of the Chamberlain drama itself. But it
does so only in the context of documenting how the paintings came about and
what they endeavour to express. And whilst my discussion is certainly very
sympathetic towards and supportive of Lindy Chamberlain, it is not a defence of
her. That was achieved – belatedly, of course – by others years ago.
Many of the key works in the series are portraits. They include depictions of
Lindy and Michael Chamberlain, Denis Barritt SM (Coroner at the first inquest),
Ian Barker QC (Prosecutor for the Crown), Nipper Winmatti (the Aboriginal
tracker who searched for Azaria), Sally Lowe (an important eyewitness), and the
dingo spirit (the notion of which is drawn partly from Aboriginal folklore).
The major portraits are intentional representations of the subjects. In that sense,
they are partly documentary in nature: they capture characters and moments
from a drama of recent Australian history (in some cases before this drama was
even ‘ended’ by the declaration of the Chamberlains’ innocence in 1989). But
they are really a response to that drama rather than a retelling of it. And they
participate in our society’s ongoing debate about what it all meant and how it
happened.
Other works in this series are not really portraits at all, even some of my several
paintings of Lindy Chamberlain herself. Instead, some are responses to images
of what I call the ‘false Lindy’ and similar media-made or imagined notions. And
- 14 -

some are simply expressions of feelings and moods aroused by the Chamberlain
story. These works support and develop ideas in the central portraits and round
out the collection into a meaningful whole.
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A – An Australian Drama in Paint
As the Honourable Justice Michael Kirby put it, “Probably no other trial in
Australian history – with the possible exception of that of Ned Kelly – has
attracted so much attention as the trial of Lindy Chamberlain” (Young 1989,
289).
That trial centred on what happened on the evening of 17th August 1980.
Azaria Chantel Loren Chamberlain, nearly ten weeks old, disappeared from the
family tent at Uluru in Australia’s Northern Territory. The case immediately
gripped the Australian imagination, and Lindy’s cry in the dark of "The dingo's
got my baby!" was subsequently to echo around the world.
The day after Azaria’s disappearance, it was a leading story of virtually every
major Australian print and television news service. Over the ensuing years, there
would be a coronial inquest, a police investigation, a second inquest, a trial, a
conviction, a Federal appeal, a High Court appeal, the conviction upheld,
Lindy's imprisonment, and – after three more years and some fresh evidence – a
release, a judicial inquiry, a pardon, and (finally) a full and complete quashing of
all records with a declaration of innocence.
It was a real-life television drama for a nation, as ordinary Australians found
themselves divided over what they believed had happened, and what they made
of Lindy. The saga, as it unfolded, seemed to have important things to say about
life and death, people and nature, light and darkness, fact and fiction, belief and
science, and so on. These fundamental aspects of human experience seemed
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Photograph published in the Sydney Morning Herald

August 17, 1980: The Chamberlains’ car and tent at Uluru campgrounds.

relevant to Lindy’s story, and provided me with things I wanted, as an artist, to
say.
But beyond such apparently universal themes, the case also raised questions
about Australia and Australians. For example: how do we think about justice?;
who has power and how properly do they use it?; are there dangerous traits in
our national personality (if, indeed, we have such a thing)?; what relationships do
different citizens have with their cultural and political institutions? And so on.
Many of the central questions that preoccupied me in this project were stated
concisely by His Honour Justice Michael Kirby in 1989. I reproduce some of his
remarks here, since they also conveniently summarise the facts of the
Chamberlain drama in their simplest form.
The disappearance of a baby from a tent near Ayers Rock, a brooding
monument of nature in the middle of the Australian desert. A young
mother and her Pastor husband suffer a terrible bereavement. A coroner
finds that the baby is taken by a dingo; a fearsome fate which enlivens the
anxiety of every parent. The moves of officialdom to have that finding
quashed. The committal of the parents for trial. A trial held in remote
Darwin under the spotlight of unprecedented media coverage. The jury’s
verdict of guilty. The long trail of challenging the jury’s verdict in the courts,
ending finally in a narrow decision by the highest court of Australia to
refuse to intervene. The organization of a citizens’ movement to challenge
the findings. Calls for a Royal Commission. The release of the mother. The
report of the Royal Commissioner that new evidence renders the verdicts
unsafe. The subsequent application which secures the quashing of the
convictions of the parents. A great deal of pain and heartburn on the road
to the right conclusion.
… At the end of the ordinary legal road, Mrs Chamberlain’s convictions
were upheld. It took extraordinary, extra-curial steps to be taken to rescue
her from prison, to secure the Royal Commission and to provide amending
legislation to permit the quashing of the conviction. …[T]his is a story
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which, upon one view, ended happily ever after. But did it? Would the
original coroner’s findings have been challenged and set aside, but for a
feeling in some official quarters that it impugned the integrity of some
government officials? Would there have been an indictment and trial in
such a case at all but for the tremendous media coverage and the ‘beat up’
of the story provided by the media, reaching as it did into the coroner’s very
court room? Would Mrs Chamberlain and her husband have been convicted
if there had been no such media coverage intruding every night into the
living rooms from which the jury would eventually be drawn? Did the fact
that the Chamberlains belonged to a minority religion or came from a
different part of Australia in any way influence the jury’s or the
community’s opinion as to their guilt? Would there have been quite the
same energy put into fighting their case through three levels of the courts of
Australia but for the support they had from the institutional church which
stood behind them? …Would the exceptional steps of the Royal
Commission, the amending legislation and the compensation have been
provided if the Chamberlains had stood alone? Or would a lonely Mrs
Chamberlain still be sitting in a Darwin prison as I write this?
…If we learnt one thing only from the Chamberlain case it should be this.
The good citizens who were confronted with the travails of the
Chamberlains — and who experienced for the first time a lingering doubt
about the justice of our legal system – should direct that concern beyond
the Chamberlains. They should exhibit a similar concern for every victim or
potential victim of a miscarriage of justice. We should all be vigilant; judges,
jurors and citizens generally. (Young 1989, 289-91)

In that sense, my project here goes beyond the Chamberlain story. It is, in part,
an artist’s attempt to remind others of our responsibility to be vigilant in the way
His Honour describes. My paintings confront the viewer with the ‘characters’
(and sometimes ‘scenes’) of this real-life drama – a drama that some of us hope
shall never be repeated.
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The Changing Face of Portraiture
Portraiture has a long and dynamic tradition. Many different practical and
theoretical approaches to it have come and gone over the centuries, and all have
left some mark on how artists and their audiences conceive of portraiture and
use it. In the discussion following, I wish briefly to explore some of the critical
perspectives that provide a context for my work on the Chamberlain project. I
shall examine the ideas that helped me to create my works and that also shed
light on the ways they can be read by others. This will necessitate some
premature discussion of a few of my paintings by way of example, so the reader
is advised to refer to Part C for further information about those works.
The ideas discussed in this section are both old and new. I do not hold the view
that the appearance of a new critical theory or artistic practice sounds the deathknell of all previously received understanding. Rather, my art is influenced
simultaneously by a diversity of conceptual models, and I am confident that
viewers of it also bring with them different perceptions of what portraiture (and
art generally) is and what it does.
Accordingly, I have always drawn freely on ideas about art (both practical and
theoretical) from many different times and places. While working on the project
that comprises this thesis, I never lost the sense that the best way to pinpoint
what I wanted to say or how I could say it was to be inclusive in my approach.
Perhaps this attitude is a somewhat modern one (or postmodern rather): it is
founded on the view that no one tradition or construction has all the answers
but that all traditions (and reactions) are potentially instructive in some way.
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Joanna Woodall, in her very useful study entitled Facing the Subject (to which I am
indebted for several observations following), defines “naturalistic portraiture” as
“a physiognomic likeness which is seen to refer to the identity of the living or
once-living person depicted”. She notes the “centrality… in particular [of] the
portrayed face, to western art” and that the genre dates from antiquity (Woodall
1).
In Aristotle’s time, portraiture was understood as “representation in its literal
and definitive sense of making present again: re-presentation” (Woodall 8).
Despite the naïve oversimplification obvious in this mode of thought, it was in
fact a strong element in my own desire to create a series of works on the
Chamberlain case. I remembered learning as a schoolboy that portraiture could
be thought of as a moving attempt to preserve something that cannot be
preserved, to deny the mortality of a unique human being. I had seen a print of
Joseph Wright’s The Corinthian Maid, and was spellbound when my teacher told
me the Greek myth behind it: the maid Dibutade, having discovered that her
lover was about to leave her, traced his shadow on the wall while he slept. Thus,
the story went, portraiture was born: from the desire to preserve those we love.
Of course, I do not “love” all of the characters I have painted for this project.
But they are, in my view, all important – for Australia and for the world. This is
true not just of the protagonists like Lindy and Michael Chamberlain, but also of
the antagonists like Crown Prosecutor Ian Barker Q.C. To pursue my drama
metaphor further, these portraits were in part an attempt to preserve the cast of
the original production – for the purpose, in fact, of warning Australians against
ever doing a remake. Portraiture makes the tragedy real for the future, because
the people who took part in it look down on us from our walls.
- 20 -

Of portraiture’s so-called ‘rebirth’ in the Renaissance, Woodall identifies a
number of important developmental stages. All of these are still remarkably
relevant to my own work centuries later. Chronologically, they are as follows. (1)
Strongly illusionistic facial likenesses provided representations of “elite figures”
(sovereigns, nobles, clerics etc. – and sometimes, unsurprisingly perhaps, their
painters). (2) These lifelike representations were then affected by stylised
techniques of physiognomic portrayal that “were traditionally understood to
attribute universal and ideal qualities to figures”. (3) To these conventions were
soon added (in the sixteenth century) a significant vocabulary of standard
signifiers surrounding the subject (e.g. “dogs, servants, jesters and black
attendants”), which served to depict his or her so-called “natural authority”. (4)
Subsequently, the very format of the portrait (i.e. both the dimensions and
relative proportions of the painted space and the organisation of images within
that space), as well as other aspects of representational language, became
determined by conventions for depicting particular ranks and roles of the
subject (for example, a particular convention developed for the layout and
symbolism applicable for portraits of Cardinals and Popes). (5) The influence of
individual ‘masters’ such as Van Dyck both reinforced these conventions and
varied them over time. (6) Deliberate variation from the conventions could
thereby be used to say something particular about the portrayed subject (or,
indeed, about the painter). (7) Social and/or political details about the sitter
came to be included (e.g. marriages, battles etc.) (Woodall 1-3).
Such Renaissance conventions of artistic language do not, of course, govern my
own output, but the thinking behind them is still highly pertinent to it. For
example, I too am interested in what the dimensions and relative proportions of
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a portrait can communicate about its sitter (see, e.g., Ian Barker QC: Through My
Eyes), or by how portraits can show us moments of social history in the making
(something my entire project is concerned with). I adopt too my own “standard
signifiers” at times: Sally Lowe’s baby and Nipper Winmatti’s glasses are obvious
examples (see Sally Lowe and Nipper in Part C).
Woodall notes that all of the abovementioned stylistic developments in
portraiture served to reinforce and perpetuate the prevailing discourses of
power, particularly by personifying the institutions of power (everything from
the Kingdom and the Church to “the patriarchal principle of genealogy upon
which aristocratic ideology was built”) in the deliberately idealised individuals
portrayed. Accordingly, this political function of portraiture required that,
despite the obvious idealisation process, “portraiture had to be theorised as
unmediated realism” (Woodall 3).
I will return to the important notion of art’s possible interactions with discourses
of power further below. But first, it is worth noting that the Renaissance lie of
“unmediated realism” is perhaps not so unknown in our own time. Isn’t it akin
to what has been axiomatic for many people about photography: that “the camera
never lies”? (Of course, this axiom has in any event been rapidly disintegrating
with the advent of the digital imaging era: see Mirzoeff 88):
This question was a crucial one for me while I worked on my responses to the
Chamberlains’ story. I was conscious of the fact that many ordinary Australians
– the men and women of a kind of nationwide television jury – had been too
quick to accept an almost direct nexus between media images of Lindy
Chamberlain and truth itself. In one sense, my own paintings were designed to
- 22 -

offer viewers an “alternative realism” – the oxymoron is deliberate. By painting
people who had become visual celebrities, I was challenging the press camera’s
monopoly on the manufacture of images that constituted those celebrities. And
I had painting’s five hundred year old claim to so-called realism as venerable
support for the authority of my portraits.
By this I do not mean to suggest the absurd idea that my paintings offer a more
precise mimesis of the physical features of my sitters than photography could.
Rather, my point is that the mere act of creating different images to those
accepted as ‘truthful’ might act as a reminder that all portraits (in whatever
medium) are merely representations of the subject and not the subject himself or
herself. They are always mediated, at the very least. (Indeed, even the camera’s
technical accuracy is always theoretically questionable. As Mirzoeff notes, “[as]
late as 1864, the British photographer Julia Margaret Cameron responded to
critics of her work by demanding: ‘What is focus and who has the right to say
what focus is the legitimate focus?’” (67))
At the very least, my portraits provide poses that the television and newspaper
cameras were unable to get. In this way I was highlighting the very finiteness of
the set of media images of Lindy that were in circulation; so even if they did
constitute a kind of truth, they were clearly not the whole truth.
Even moving pictures on the evening television news can present only a few
very brief moments in a subject’s day. By paradoxical contrast, the labourintensive nature of a painted portrait suggests to many viewers that the
portraitist may have spent quality time with the sitter. This was largely an essential
feature of true portraiture before the advent of photography, and it is still
- 23 -

common today. Such a tradition raises the possibility for viewers that the poses I
have chosen are more ‘representative’ of the subject than those obtained under
less genial circumstances by a controversy-hungry and image-obsessed mass
media. Indeed at the various exhibitions of the works under discussion, my
viewers have usually been made aware that Lindy Chamberlain and several other
subjects are personal friends of mine. Such portraits are therefore personal, and so
serve to remind us that media photographers deal in the impersonal.
Whilst in the Renaissance era identity was “presumed… to be produced through
resemblance to a potent prototype” (Woodall 3), in reality a much more
complex symbiotic relationship between the portrait and the subject was
creating this presumption. Physiognomic and other features of the person
portrayed became signifiers of the ideal and vice versa.
This in-built flexibility meant that the ‘prototype’ was quite capable of evolving,
and it did. Portraiture became more diverse in the seventeenth century, and a
broader range of people became subjects. The rise of new elites who were not
aristocrats (e.g. civic dignitaries, bourgeois patrons, the educated intelligentsia
etc.) led to developments in what was emphasised in a portrait, a notable
example being the head (as location of the mind) at the expense of the
previously valued “bodily regions associated with physical prowess and the
generation of lineage” (Woodall 4). Centuries later, this trick of selective
emphasis in portrait painting remains valuable for many artists. In depicting
Coroner Denis Barritt, for example, I gave special attention to his hands (see
Part C below), because I felt they spoke of his common sense and practical
hands-on approach to finding the truth among all the rumour and innuendo that
was then in circulation.
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This seventeenth century search for the ‘personality’ of the sitter resulted in
work such as Rembrandt’s being “celebrated for its visualisation of the sitter’s
interiority” (Woodall 10). This conception of portraiture has always been a
significant one for me: I too search for the hypothetical ‘inner self’ of my sitter.
Whilst I am fully aware of the limitations of this construct, and that it has been
seriously and productively questioned in the twentieth century (see further
below), I am nonetheless confident that many people still view portraits from
this perspective: they ask themselves, that is, whether the representation goes
close to capturing the ‘true’ nature of the subject. In his 1977 history of
photographic portraiture, Ben Maddow expresses the experience well:
We read a face as we read a clock: to orient ourselves. …The power of
character and the support of social nexus is strongly concentrated in the
face – an organ, one might say, especially made for that purpose.
… The greater motive of portraiture is the artist’s desire to work magic, like
the shaman or priest: to have, to hold, to possess, to comprehend the
human character by its representation; and then to thrust the image back
upon us for our astonishment.
… [T]he artist grows acquainted with his subject, and can learn to see,
through the virtual translucency of skin and flesh, the lineaments of age and
character; of the general inside the particular, and the particular constructed
into the general; of the tragedy, dignity, and absurdity, all inextricable.
(Maddow 18, 31)

By this approach, I hoped to challenge pre-conceived notions about Lindy
Chamberlain and others involved in her story. I wanted to express the ‘truths’ I
saw in their faces, to communicate my own understanding of them and of their
stories.
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Indeed, one of the central preoccupations of my thesis project was a search for
what I liked to think of as ‘the true Lindy Chamberlain’, and to attempt to
combat the long-running dissemination of ‘false’ Lindys. These ‘false’ Lindys
played, I felt, an important part in what happened to her.
By the eighteenth century, portraiture had expanded and diversified even
further. Indeed, it became
increasingly recognised as cultural practice…. Sitting to a fashionable
portraitist entered into literary discourse as a self-conscious, socially
prestigious interaction and the exhibition of portraits invited public
discussion. (Woodall 5)

It is worth remembering that my initial interest in painting Lindy Chamberlain
was fired by an idea that she would make a good subject for the Archibald Prize
(see Part B below). That is, I was drawn to the public nature of portraiture – to its
social aspect and its legacy of respectability. As eighteenth century practitioners
recognised, the very act of painting a portrait involves some kind of social
dignification of the subject. And the subsequent public display of the resulting
work is a further stage in this process. I wanted the Chamberlains’ ‘drama’ to be
viewed in a different context to the ones we had all taken for granted; to move
from the courtroom and the television news into the (much more dignified)
exhibition gallery.
Another important eighteenth century idea about painting was Reynolds’ notion
that the artist should seek out the “central forms” of what he or she is depicting
– that one must “[shed] the particularity of perception in favour of the ideality
of averaged or abstracted forms (in the ‘grand manner’)” (N. Bryson 1991: 61).
Something of this notion is to be found in my approach to portraying that other
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star ‘character’ of the Chamberlain saga: the dingo. As I explain in Part C, I
became attracted to the Uluru region’s indigenous stories of Kulpunya, the great
‘dingo spirit’. Through these, I hit upon an answer to the difficult question of
how to depict the dingo in paint. I found a simple ideal form – one that could
simultaneously express both the dingo’s anonymity (no particular dog was ever
pinpointed as the one that killed Azaria) and its ancient association with a
spiritual eternity. (See my discussion of Dingo in Part C below.)
Related to this focus upon central forms was the nineteenth century’s interest in
the ‘science’ of physiognomy:
a person’s character could be deduced from his (and less commonly her)
external appearance. …Facial features and aspects were compared to
anthropomorphised animals, such as the courageous lion, crafty fox or
stupid cow. They were also positioned within modes of visual
characterisation descending from the angelic to the monstrous.
…Physiognomic principles were invoked not only portraits of ‘great men’,
but in images of pathological and insane individuals... (Woodall 6)

I was very conscious of this tradition when I came to look at how to draw Lindy
Chamberlain in particular. As I detail in Part C below, the courthouse press
gallery during Lindy’s criminal trial developed something of an obsession with
her physical appearance – to the point where it was seen to cast light upon her
guilt or innocence (Howe 3-4). She was the dingo with a pair of scissors (see
plate in Young 1989, after p. 138), a bitch (McGregor 16-17 Dec. 1995), a
pathological monster, and a witch (Howe 4) who had sacrificed her own child to
the world of occult (J. Bryson 71 and 50). It was therefore important that I be
on the lookout and try to keep a distance between the forms I created and any
caricatures that might exist in the minds of those who came to view my work. In
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other words, I did not want any of my works to be seen to be reinforcing such
stereotypes.
Interestingly, it was another nineteenth century tradition that really secured the
link between press images of Lindy and her alleged criminality. As Woodall
explains:
the objectivity attributed to photography quickly led to its use in the
identification or investigation of criminal, insane, diseased, orphaned and
otherwise ‘deviant’ individuals. … the camera… tended to record
imperfections and physical idiosyncrasies which were, according to the
idealist precepts underlying honorific portraiture, indicative of the accidental
and animal elements of humanity. (Woodall 7)

In other words, the so-called ‘objective’ camera lens united early with wholly
subjective values about physical appearance. This was very much Lindy
Chamberlain’s personal experience: she once noted to me the irony of a news
media that followed her every move yet seemed to understand her so little (L.
Chamberlain, P.I. 25 Oct. 1991).
Another nineteenth century development was a conceptualisation of
representational painting that Norman Bryson noted was “still vigorous” even in
1991:
[In] the Perceptualist account the painter’s task is to transcribe perceptions
as accurately as he can, just as it is the viewer’s task to receive those relayed
perceptions as sensitively as possible… The painter perceives and the
viewer re-perceives, and the form which unites them is a line of
communication from one pole, replete with perception, the painter’s vision,
to the other pole, the viewer’s gaze, eager for perception. (N. Bryson 1991:
63)
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The emphasis in this approach is the artist as the owner of an eye that sees things
in a certain way, and that this is what he or she puts down in paint. Such a
construction is of course naively egocentric, particularly because it assumes
almost self-contradictorily that the artist’s perception is so sensitive as to be
heightened whilst the viewer’s is completely neutral. I have worked in art education
classrooms for long enough to know that the latter assumption is demonstrably
untrue.
So it was never my belief, in creating the works under discussion, that I was
simply presenting some kind of special ocular understanding for my viewers’
consumption. Rather, I was attracted to the very acts of producing the artworks,
exhibiting them and discussing them. It is the interactions among viewers, the
artworks and me that have always been my focus. As Ben Maddow says:
… But now portraiture is hung in public view… There are no longer only
two persons involved… there is a third: the viewer, intended or unintended.
These three are the locus of that indefinable emotion that is embodied in
the work. It is a kind of locked, willing antagonism, a love that one weakly
resists, a triangle distorted by the usual pressures of time and society, but
real and true and powerful nevertheless. (Maddow 31)

Again, this approach is probably a product of my long experience as a teacher:
art in a school context is always social. But it is also partly a product of the
Chamberlain experience itself. As Fred Schepisi’s film version of Evil Angels
emphasises, ordinary Australians actively participated in the Azaria debate. At the
very least it was a dinner table talking point, and perhaps it was sometimes also a
means by which we articulated our own values and prejudices, hopes and fears.
My own project was therefore conceived from the outset as participation in that
debate. I began painting these works well before the 1989 Royal Commission
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that led eventually to the Chamberlains’ convictions being quashed by special
legislation. My art was a small contribution towards the family’s ten year
campaign to clear its name.
One might imagine that such a hope for the role of the artist is naïve, and that
Antonio Gramsci’s idea of ‘cultural hegemony’ makes it perfectly clear that
prevailing discourses are not so easily altered (Gramsci). Nevertheless, I have
been afforded some encouragement by another important twentieth century
school of thought, namely semiology.
What was clear to me from very early on about the Chamberlain case was that it
was full of potent images that took on a life of their own. It became impossible to
separate the simple facts of a wild dog attacking a human baby from the web of
powerful signs – some entirely false – surrounding those facts: the ‘lost child’ in
the ‘wilderness’, the ancient monolith of Uluru, the ‘native dog’, the ‘religious
sect’, the bloodstained jumpsuit, the scissors, the pregnant accused, the ‘blood
under the dashboard’, the ‘murderess’ who ‘did not cry’, the ‘weak’ husband, the
‘blacktrackers’, and so on. These were not just words. They became, in semiotic
terms, signifiers of a whole range of (in truth irrelevant) signifieds. If so, could I
reach my viewers by engaging with them at the level that semiology suggests
they make meaning – at the level of the sign?
One modern semiotician in fact constructs quite a spirited defence of exactly
this approach. It is worth quoting at some length:
A virtue of considering the visual image as sign is that having relocated
painting within the social domain, inherently and not only as a result of its
instrumental placing there by an agency, it becomes possible to think of the
image as discursive work which returns into the society. The painter
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assumes the society’s codes of recognition, and performs his or her activity
within their constraints, but the codes permit elaboration of new
combinations of the sign, further evolution in the discursive formulation.
The result of painting’s signifying work, these are then recirculated into
society as fresh and renewing currents of discourse. …
It is usually at this point that one encounters the objection that the power
of the image to intervene in the social fabric is severely limited, that the
image possesses in-built strategic inadequacies, and that unless images
articulate their local acts of innovation with the stronger, the major
movements and activities within the social formation, they are insignificant
(where that word operates as a term of quantity, a measure of instrumental
efficacy). No one is so misguided or so out of touch as to claim otherwise.
If we think of even revolutionary moments in painting, the impact of the
image on its surrounding world may seem hopelessly curtailed. … Yet this
is only a truth of logistics, of administration of the image…
…[T]he essential point is that these collisions of discursive forms occur
within the social formation… To look for a result in the form of a change in
the base, or in the political sphere, is once again to assume that it is only
there, in those arbitrarily privileged zones, that ‘real’ change happens. If
your politics are such that the only changes you recognize are those which
take place in the economic sphere, and all the rest are mere swirlings in the
cloud of the superstructure, then you will not find a painting a particularly
interesting or forceful instrument. … [But power is in fact found] in every
act of looking, where the discursive form of the image meets the discourses
brought to bear upon the image by the viewer, and effects a change.
…[P]ower can also be microscopic and discrete, a matter of local moments
of change, and … such change may take place whenever an image meets the
existing discourses, and moves them over; or finds its viewer, and changes
him or her. (N. Bryson 1991: 70-1)

This encouraging view makes particularly good sense for portraiture, since, as I
noted above in the context of the Renaissance, it has long been used as a
method of empowering the portrayed. Many of the key individuals involved in
the Chamberlain case were rendered powerless by the institutions in which they
found themselves caught up – particularly by the justice system and the mass
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media – and I was therefore interested in how one might begin to restore this
power. By this I do not mean, of course, to claim real therapeutic benefits for
the actual individual portrayed. Rather, I am referring to the construction of that
individual’s authority in the minds of those who are exposed to my work, and,
by extension, in the minds of any who subsequently come into contact with
those whose views may have been (albeit subtly) affected.
By drawing on an established art form with its roots in representing – and
thereby legitimating – kings and nobles, saints and church leaders, I attempted
to offer an alternative site of power, namely in ‘ordinary’ individual citizens.
Michel Foucault, lecturing in 1976, spoke of
the re-emergence of… low-ranking knowledges, these unqualified, even
directly disqualified knowledges (such as that of the psychiatric patient, of
the ill person, of the nurse, of the doctor – parallel and marginal as they are
to the knowledge of medicine – that of the delinquent, etc.), and which
involve what I would call a popular knowledge[.] (Foucault; Harrison and
Wood 973)

As I mention in Part C, it was the knowledges of the ordinary eye-witnesses and
of the Aboriginal experts, all of whom supported the Chamberlains’ account of
a dingo being responsible for Azaria’s disappearance, that were systematically
subjugated by the justice system’s obsession with the so-called scientific
evidence of forensic ‘experts’. It took almost a decade for their voices to reemerge in the Morling Royal Commission.
An important contemporary Australian artist who is interested in the
knowledges of the unheard is George Gittoes. With an uncanny knack for being
in the ‘right’ place at the right time, he travels the globe to places of conflict and
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bloodshed, documenting in paint and other media the stories and experiences of
victims and witnesses. Many of his works are portraits His destinations over the
years read like a reminder of the era’s television news headlines: Nicaragua, the
Philippines, Somalia, Cambodia, Rwanda, Israel, southern Lebanon, Western
Sahara, South Africa, Sarajevo, Berlin, Northern Ireland, Bougainville, Tibet,
China and Timor. And, of course, several key moments of unrest in Australia
(Dalton).
But Gittoes is not a news reporter, and it is not as though we lack information
about the happenings in the places he visits. In fact, the problem is the opposite.
As his wife and biographer Gabrielle Dalton explains:
Electronic global glow has become a currency, a need to know events asthey-happen ensures delivery. Little time for digestion between sound and
image byte …the artist has stepped in, to rearrange our on going free lunch
of images into something tactile and lasting. Laid out before us this way, its
value is altered, its existence made permanent, it is resistant to banishment
by electronic remote control. (Dalton)

Paradoxically, it is nonetheless media dissemination of images that is also
Gittoes’ ally in his mission. As he himself explains:
by placing them in the context of media coverage – the interconnecting
visual communication of our age – I am using the public familiarity with it
to facilitate a deeper interest in the art I make from the same source. (qtd in
Dalton)

This “public familiarity” was precisely what made me feel that my large project
of engagement with the Chamberlain case could be of social value. My position
vis-à-vis the media was not one of combat only. Rather, I was also trading on the
ubiquity of the news media, harnessing it as carrier for my own contributions to
the ‘debate’. And further, this participation in the discursive flow was assisted
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quite literally by the news media at times and not just by association with it: my
Chamberlain-related exhibitions have been the subject of television, radio,
newspaper and magazine features precisely because the case is such a media
magnet (see Part B below). (In fact, this is only a modern twist on a much older
historical development. Even in the sixteenth century, the growing taste for
portraiture meant that the circulation of images was one of the ways by which
power itself was disseminated (Woodall 3)).
George Gittoes is similarly aware of the power of this alliance:
Gittoes uses gallery exhibitions as a springboard to reaching wider
audiences through the tools of the media. He has recognized that far more
people will experience his art through media reproduction than through
viewing the works ‘live’ in a public gallery. (Dalton)

This aspect of my project is by no means over. In late 2002, several of my
Chamberlain images will feature in the publicity material for Opera Australia’s
premiere of Moya Henderson’s opera Lindy at the Sydney Opera House. An
accompanying exhibition is also planned, and I expect media interest will once
again be significant.
I mentioned earlier that part of my engagement with the Chamberlain story was
at the level of the sign. An example should help make his clearer. Rock Breaks
Scissors (see Part C) decontextualises the alleged murder weapon in the
Chamberlain case by juxtaposing a giant ‘portrait’ of it with a portrait of the
accused who is apparently only a similar size. The scissors have thus been
divorced from their usual signified (a domestic and feminine ‘weapon’ suitable
for a deranged infanticide) and forced to admit themselves nothing more than
an absurdly inflated implement of common stationery.
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Cindy Sherman, Untitled
Film Still #21. 1978.
Gelatin-silver print,
19 cm x 24.1 cm.
The Museum of
Modern Art, New York

George Gittoes, Smoke (Bosnia), 1996.
Oil on Canvas, 168 x 179 cm.
Private collection.

A contemporary figure who has very successfully used decontextualisation to
divorce the signifier from the signified is the American photographic artist
Cindy Sherman. Her famous Untitled Film Stills are silver print photographs
depicting female characters (Sherman herself in costume) in what look like still
moments taken from 1940s and ’50s Hollywood movies. In fact, they are
original works and not even based on identifiable films and scenes. As van
Alphen explains:
In Sherman’s case, the portrait is not used as a critique of the mass-media,
but as the framework which explores and exposes modes of femininity.
This had to be done within the genre of the portrait exactly because
according to the standard view of the traditional portrait that was the place
where we could watch femininity as an essential quality, as beauty that is. If
the portrait has been one of the frameworks in which the notion of ‘real’
femininity had been advocated, it is of course the most relevant space for a
deconstruction of that notion.

One of my pieces, Lindy: The Australian, operates in an analogous way. By using
a metal poster holder designed for the promotion of daily newspapers, it co-opts
the newspapers’ own space, then uses it to deconstruct the portrait that has been
peddled within its frame: an image of Lindy Chamberlain (based directly on a
press photo) is literally ‘behind bars’.
In a similar vein, Rock Breaks Scissors deliberately dignifies an inappropriate
subject – a gigantic pair of scissors – with an apparently ‘serious’ portrait. Thus it
asks by what process such an insignificant and innocuous implement – found in
any family – could have stolen centre-stage in the Chamberlain’s tragic drama.
Like the characters in Sherman’s ‘fake’ stills, it is disconcertingly out of place.
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But there is a more fundamental implication in Cindy Sherman’s work, one that
touches on a profound problem facing portraiture as it seeks to remain relevant
in the twenty-first century: the falsity of the traditional division “between the
person as a living body and their real or true self” (Woodall 9).
This classical search for the inner self has been shaken by the rise of numerous
new critical modes of thought from the late nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
These include Darwinist evolution, Marxism, psychoanalysis, phenomenology,
feminism, structuralism, post-structuralism, and several other recent theories
that might be loosely gathered under the umbrella term ‘postmodernism’
(Woodall 9ff). At this point I wish only to discuss those developments that I see
as directly relevant to my work for this project.
The Freudian notion of the ‘unconscious’ radically repositioned our perspective
on ourselves as rational thinking humans. When Jacques Lacan then applied a
language-centred structuralist approach to psychoanalysis and subsequently
added the pre-speech infant who recognises itself in the mirror, it was clear we
were in a ‘post-humanist’ age:
This jubilant assumption of his mirror-image by the little man, at the infans
stage, still sunk in his motor incapacity and nurseling dependency, would
seem to exhibit in an exemplary situation the symbolic matrix in which the I
is precipitated in primordial form, before it is objectified in the dialectic of
identification with the other, and before language restores to it, in the
universal, its function as a subject. (Lacan; Harrison and Wood 610)

Thus there are two stages that help us to create the illusion of our self-identity:
we see what we perceive as a unified whole in the mirror, apparently unique and
indivisible, and then we acquire a language system that appears to us as similarly
natural and ordered. As Woodall concludes, “[t]he reflected image is thus
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identified with an idea(l) of the self whose integrity and consistency are at odds
with the incoherent, disjointed experience of embodied selfhood.” (Woodall 12).
This notion of the fragmented self is a profoundly important legacy of twentieth
century thinking, because it has assisted in exposing so many past ‘truths’ as
being in fact constructed. For the portraitist, what is at stake is the very notion of
identity, and thereby our concept of visual likeness. If we cannot know someone,
how can we successfully represent him or her? Is ‘recognition’ – in either the
narrow or broad sense – really possible? What do we make, for example, of
Picasso’s famous cubist portrait of his friend Kahnweiler, from which we can
glean a few references to human features but cannot by any means really
conclude that it represents any particular person? (See Pointon 196.)
Perhaps what Lindy: The Australian and Rock Breaks Scissors are really asking is
whether portraits really ever ‘tell the truth’. Thus:
in twentieth-century art the portrait has become such a problematic genre,
marginal as well as central in a subversive way, because from a semiotic
point of view the crisis of modernity can be seen as the recognition of the
irreconcilable split between the signified and the signifier. …But artists who
have made it their project to challenge the originality and homogeneity of
human subjectivity or the authority of mimetic representation, often choose
the portrait as the genre to make their point. (van Alphen 241-2)

Such artists include the popular Gilbert and George, who have been attracting
attention in contemporary art circles for thirty-five years now. They often make
their own bodies (or something connected to them) a feature of their artworks.
A good example is the 1972 black and white video Portrait of the Artists as Young
Men, a looped short sequence of footage of themselves:
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The ‘action’ begins. Gilbert and George pose, weakly and lifelessly. They
just stand there, in bespoke suits and tight collars, moving ever so slightly,
their faces impassive, their hair flattened. George feebly smokes a cigarette.
Of all Gilbert and George’s works, this is the one that most acutely raises
the question of whether their works are ‘portraits’, in the sense of
representations of a person that tell us who they are and what they are like.
Does this artwork contain any personal information, or is the washed-out,
superlit image a mask concealing nothing? (Jones 4)

This last question might in fact be asked of all portraits. How can we really
know what, if anything, lies behind the mask? If the so-called inner self is merely
a construction, and if the fragmented self is ultimately unknowable, what can
portraiture offer as a raison d’être?
Perhaps the answer is that it can at least pose the question of what lurks behind the
mask. By offering up a likeness of his or her subject, the portraitist presents the
subject’s façade (as opposed to face) for scrutiny. In this way, portraiture is
neither pretending to re-present the sitter nor even uncover his or her ‘identity’.
Instead, it poses a challenge to the viewer, asking: what do you see, and how do
you know?
This inherent limitation of the art of representation to make meaning has not
only led to art that highlights the problem. Some contemporary artists have
attempted to remove the problem altogether by breaking down the barriers
between the signifier and the signified, so that the thing itself becomes the artwork.
Gilbert and George began their career in precisely this way. Their first show
featured themselves as Singing Sculptures in a London sandwich bar; they
became, in a single stroke, both artist and artwork, as well as performance artists,
installation creators and sculptors. Soon afterwards:
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They felt slighted when not included in a London exhibition in 1968 of new
Minimal and Conceptual Art, When Attitude Became Form. They responded by
painting their heads and standing motionless in the centre of the gallery on
opening night. (“Gilbert & George”)

Thirty years later, they were still using similar shock tactics to draw attention to
the human need to close the gap between what is seen and what is:
Nineteen Ninety Nine incorporates themes from the artists’ most recent
bodies of work, which focus on elements such as blood, semen, saliva, and
urine, that comprise a necessary aspect of life. Microscopic images of urine
and blood cells, exponentially enlarged, stand for the artists – and, by
extension, all people – who are also pictured in each panel of work. (“MCA
Presents…”)

Is this then the ultimate self-portrait? Certainly, my own major portraiture
project culminates in similar fashion. In Part C below, I describe a planned
installation (see Witness and Road Sign), which features not only a double-portrait
of Lindy and Azaria Chamberlain, but at its centre a pile of red earth from
Central Australia that allegedly contains real blood particles shed by the baby
Azaria Chamberlain on the night she was killed. I say “allegedly” because I have
not had the story of the sand’s origin confirmed by laboratory analysis. And I
have no intention of doing so, since the very uncertainty involved helps to
reinforce the fact that the display of this ‘artefact’ is a futile attempt to establish
real contact with the events of 17 August, 1980. What is gone cannot be represented, no matter how close we might imagine we can get to it.
This seems to be precisely the point of French artist Christian Boltanski’s work,
whose “portraits don’t signify ‘presence’, but exactly the opposite: absence.”
(van Alphen 250) Some feature distorted images of people who are thereby
rendered unidentifiable and who in any case the artist has forgotten, and others,
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such as Inventory of Objects that Belonged to a Woman of New York, present
the belongings of the subject rather than a likeness. “Similarity has gone, contiguity
is proposed as the new mode of portraiture.” (van Alphen 250)
This mode of reference is partly what I am exploring in my mixed media works
Lindy’s Handkerchief and Michael’s Handkerchief. They are, in a sense, portraits of
Azaria’s absence. Doing a likeness is precisely what is impossible now.
A similar notion is found in Australian artist Mike Parr’s long interest in selfportraiture. As Coulter-Smith and Magon explain:
In his more recent self-portrait drawings Parr foregrounds the inescapability
of the trace by making laser copies of charcoal drawings and then
destroying the original. The charcoal drawings, with their physical record of
the artist’s hand, evoke the theological idea of the artist’s presence, but this
cannot be said for the laser copies. When Parr destroys the original charcoal
drawings he rejects the traditional aesthetics of presence (Coulter-Smith and
Magon 3).

Parr is also an installation artist, and was formerly a performance artist. “But
even his performances became enmeshed in traces, in the form of photodocumentation. The living reality of presence became implicated in the
‘deathliness’ of the trace, the remnant.” (Coulter-Smith and Magon 1)
The American high-technology performance artist Laurie Anderson has also
steered her performance work into the realms of portraiture at times. She
described her 1975 self-portrait installation At the Shrink’s as “a way of doing
performance without being there” (qtd in PBS Art21 2). The work featured a
pseudo-hologram, made by projecting Super-8 footage of her onto a small clay
statue. Anderson was of course playing with the notion of Freudian projection,
asking who really projects what in a psychotherapy session (PBS Art21 2). Once
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again, the tension between what’s real and what’s merely created – between what
appears to be re-presentation but is perhaps just artistic invention – is explored
through the medium of portraiture.
Indeed, Anderson has recently taken this idea even further. In 1998, she
mounted a high-technology installation called Dal Vivo (Life). The first room
featured a typical Anderson multi-narrative ‘performance’ – a series of statuettes
each projecting a recorded voice telling a different story. But the second room
was deliberately silent.
The second room of “Dal Vivo” contained a life-size clay statue onto which
the image of a seated Italian prisoner was projected. The image of the
prisoner, alive and in a cell some five miles away from the gallery, was
projected via cable. Appearing live in the exhibition space, Anderon’s work
provided a “virtual escape” for the prisoner while raising questions about
voyeurism and the public’s fascination with justice. … [But the] prisoner
[was] unable to see those who [were] examining him [and] unable to talk to
them. (PBS Art21 2)

In other words, instead of simply shrugging the shoulders at the impossibility of
re-presenting the absent, Anderson demonstrates that portraiture, in bridging
this very divide, can confront us with our own complacency about the unseen
and unheard. These same ideas coalesce with Mike Parr’s notion of ‘trace
remnants’ to produce my own installation about the Chamberlain case, discussed
above and also in Part C below (Road Sign and Witness). The work features
(allegedly) real traces of the real Azaria Chamberlain. It also retains the silence of
Dal Vivo’s second room – because no-one should presume to tell Azaria’s own
story now. This is why I have been content to keep my work away from any real
concept of narrative. The truth is that whilst the Chamberlain story has been
endlessly told and retold – in an inquest, the criminal courts, a royal commission,
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the media, books, periodicals, and so on – at the heart of it lies the unwitnessed
moment of a small baby’s tragic death, to which the only truly appropriate
response is contemplative silence. Traditional painted portraits offers the viewer
the opportunity for precisely this, and this is why I felt the medium had
relevance to the Chamberlain case from the very outset. My response is not
therefore that of the storyteller. Instead, it interacts with the narratives already
available, in an exploration of the silent truth of Azaria’s absence. (See also the
subsection below entitled Still Lives.)
It also develops this idea in a different direction, by using the logical inverse of
Parr’s notion of the ‘trace remnant’. Dingo Spirit: Kulpunya is a ‘portrait’ of
Azaria’s ‘eternal presence’, but is not even based upon a photographic likeness of
her. Perhaps this is a paradox that all portraitists are confronted by when
presuming to re-present the absent.
But what do we really mean by ‘likeness’? Francis Bacon’s portraits are usually
recognisable as likenesses of the subjects he portrayed, yet they are highly
distorted ones.
Bacon was contemptuous of traditional portraiture, which had no other
goal than to be what he called “illustrative” – faithful to reality as it is. The
creative artist must, on the contrary, find new ways to depict reality, to
establish new ways of seeing beyond convention. …This is what he means
by such seemingly paradoxical statements as “I’m always hoping to deform
people into appearance.” The Baconian deformation is meant to activate
moments of recognition that transform our comprehension of reality…
(Ishii-Gonzales 632; quotation taken from Sylvester 146)

Needless to say, my works have little in common with Bacon’s. But what
interests me is that even an artist of his importance was still attracted to
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portraiture, albeit in radical “deformation”, and that he even subscribed to a
form of the conservative notion that such portraiture could make people
‘appear’. In fact, he goes so far as to endorse the Aristotelian idea of representation:
DS [interviewer]: Are you saying that painting is almost a way of bringing
somebody back, that the process of painting is almost like the process of
recalling?
FB: I am saying it. (Sylvester 40)

Van Alphen sees Bacon’s deliberate distortion technique as “[depicting] exactly
the fight between subject and representation” (245). In other words, Bacon
thought of his models’ actual physical appearance as somehow resisting the
shape he was trying to find – as though there was a ‘surface’ likeness and a ‘true’
likeness. But this seems to me like a strange modern twist on the centuries old
search for a subject’s ‘identity’, and I must admit to not being entirely convinced
that the difference is as great as van Alphen suggests. Clearly there is still an
‘essence’ being portrayed here – a distorted but nonetheless identifiable ‘inner
self’, of sorts.
At the other extreme, ‘likeness’ is not visual accuracy either. Consider, for
example, Chuck Close’s well known giant painted portraits of ‘photorealism’,
created by the painstaking imitation of the thousands of tiny machine-captured
details to be found in a black and white photograph. These present us with a
paradox about the so-called realism of the camera. The truth is that we don’t
normally experience the faces of others with anything like this level of visual
accuracy. This is part of his point: his works, he says, are “paintings first and
portraits second” (qtd in “Chuck Close”). They are deliberately impersonal,
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resembling passport-photo poses and usually lacking identifying surnames (or
sometimes any title at all). As John Gage explains, “They deny us that sense of
person which is perhaps the fundamental requirement of access to the figure
through portraiture, and they thus make the assessment of likeness an
irrelevance.” (Gage 128) He goes on to conclude:
The human head is the chief vehicle of social intercourse, through
expressive conversation; and we usually expect the representations of heads
to embody such lively qualities of the features as would be conveyed to us
in real life. This is what we interpret as ‘likeness’, and what turns an effigy –
a mere aggregation of surface features, as in a wax-work – into a portrait.
The unprecedented advantages of the photograph as an aid to identification
have thus had little direct impact on the notion of likeness, and portrait
photographers have usually used far more traditional means of coaxing an
identity from the subjects presented to them. (Gage 128)

Thus, Gage is suggesting that ‘likeness’ is about capturing “lively qualities” in the
face, and that “more traditional means” – manipulating pose, setting, costume,
lighting, colour, focus, proportionality, and so on – are still capable of “coaxing
an identity”.
He does, of course, recognise that “twentieth-century psychoanalysis and its
modern theoretical offshoots… discarded the notion that human character may
be inferred from external, and especially facial, characteristics” (not least, no
doubt, because identity itself is a construct). But it’s worth noticing that –
whether it’s Francis Bacon or Robert Mapplethorpe or their twenty-first century
successors – portraiture continues to thrive in spite of these ‘discoveries’. There
is no mystery in this: there are still plenty of gallery-goers who are capable of
suspending their postmodernist disbelief (where they have one) in the enjoyable
pursuit of a good new portrait. We need only look at the widespread interest in
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the Archibald Portrait Prize, the Portia Geach Award and the Doug Moran
Portrait Prize to comprehend this.
And it is for this reason that my work draws freely upon a variety of theoretical
traditions about portraiture. Indeed, such an approach is highly appropriate in an
age conscious of the multiplicity of contexts and for a story as rich in
possibilities as Lindy Chamberlain’s.

Still Lives
The works presented in this thesis project do not of themselves tell a story.
Rather, they interact with one. Instead of attempting to re-tell the Chamberlain
drama with some kind of painted narrative (as per, for example, Hogarth’s A
Rake’s Progress), I engage with it via several of its key characters, moments and
images. This is why my works range from major ‘realist’ portraits to more
meditative pieces such as August 17, 1980 and Prayer at Uluru, and on to the very
stark images of Road Sign and Witness.
In that sense, my whole project is one that draws upon what Jacques Derrida,
among others, has called ‘intertextuality’. Communication occurs in the space
between texts, and I am interested in how Australians can make meaning from the
many texts and contexts of the Chamberlain drama. They bring their own
narrative shreds; I supply others. When I began this project, I thought of it as
partly an experiment in narrative art. I was attracted to the notion that Lindy
Chamberlain’s story needed to be told. But the truth, of course, is that she has
done this herself – or rather, has been trying to do it since the very beginning.
But there is no grand narrative really. Instead, there are only fragments that we
piece together, like Lacan’s child facing the mirror. My role therefore is not
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narrator but explorer – of the space between the stories that Australians make for
themselves when they construct the events of August 17, 1980 in their minds.
As subjects, we create and re-create ourselves through the stories that are
told and we ourselves figure as the characters in the drama. But there is no
one story, although there is a story, a very powerful story, that says there is.
(Usher & Edwards 147)

So the significance of this thesis project is to be found in the very real social role
it demonstrates for portraiture in Australia today. By exploring in paint an
important episode of our recent history, I am contributing to how that history
will be remembered and understood. History is the name we give to
remembered fragments of events and images that we piece together in
retrospect. The artist is well placed to be part of that process.

The Archibald Prize
The Archibald Prize is awarded to “the best portrait, preferentially of some man
or woman distinguished in art, letters, science or politics, painted by artists in
Australasia during the [past] twelve months”. The rules define “portrait” as “a
picture of a person painted from life” (Ross 143).
Since its inception in 1921, it has been won by many of the finest painters of our
region, including W.B. McInnes, William Robinson, Clifton Pugh, William
Dargie, John Longstaff, Judy Cassab and William Dobell. Winning subjects
include Gough Whitlam, Robert Menzies, Albert Namatjira, Margaret Olley,
Desbrowe Annear, Patrick White and Banjo Paterson (Ross).
But the third factor in the Archibald Prize, equally important to its character, is
the viewing public. The annual exhibition of shortlisted portraits – culled from
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hundreds and sometimes even thousands of entries – is visited today by crowds
of people, many of whom attend perhaps few other exhibitions.
According to Peter Ross, in 1998 the Archibald enjoyed around 60,000 visitors
in Sydney and another 10,000 whilst on tour to Melbourne and regional galleries.
And in 1984, when admission was free, that number was more like 225,000
(Ross 116). It is arguably both the most prestigious portrait prize in Australia
(though not the most valuable) and the most visited Australian exhibition.
These three elements – distinguished artist, distinguished subject and large
public audience – combine to give the Archibald a special place in Australian
artistic culture. When I am painting a work for submission to the Archibald, I
am conscious of this three-way relationship. What, I ask myself, makes a
successful Archibald portrait?
By “successful” I don’t only mean the winning entry. Instead, I am interested in
trying to find the right image that matches the Archibald context. Its public, its
painters, its subjects, and even its trustees (most of whom are “not experts or art
insiders” (Ross 119)) are all significant.
Thanks also to the ‘twelve months rule’, the portraits often carry a topicality that
adds to their excitement. A viewing public will always be curious to see what its
region’s artists have made of a Paul Keating or a Barry Humphries.
In my view, there are some Australian public figures whose images need to be
hanging in our leading galleries. In a sense, the Archibald Prize is their forum.
The public comes not just to see art, but to see them, the subjects, in a place
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more hallowed and profound – and less demeaning and transient – than the
television screens and newspapers that are their usual point of contact.
Sir William Dobell is the Australian portrait painter I most admire. He won the
Archibald on three occasions: first in 1943 with the controversial portrait of
fellow artist Joshua Smith; then again in 1948 with his portrait of fellow artist
Margaret Olley; and again in 1959 with a portrait of Dr Edward MacMahon.
It is instructive to examine the Olley portrait briefly. In 1948, the art-going
public visited the Art Gallery of New South Wales to admire a master portrait of
one painter by another – an image of one member of an elite club by another:
Olley and Dobell were friends, but not very close. The Sydney art scene was
constricted, consisting of only a dozen or so prominent painters and one
important commercial gallery, the Macquarie. As a jape, Margaret Olley had
attended an exhibition wearing an extravagant costume conjured out of
parachute silk and an old wedding dress. She cut quite a figure. Dobell
painted the portrait not long after a wild night of partying, which started at
Russell Drysdale’s and ended at Vaucluse House, where the revellers
watched the sunrise. Dobell and Olley caught the tram home together, and
he asked her to sit for him. “Dobell did a lot of detailed sketches of me, and
when I saw them later, he’d laid me down sideways, even drawn me in the
nude with the hat on, though I certainly never posed like that!” Olley said
later. (Ross 40-41)

Despite Ross’s comment that Olley and Dobell were not very close, there was
clearly some fun in the genesis of this work, and you can see that in the image. It
is a picture that projects immense personality; Olley is launched upon the viewer
full of vitality and humour, a woman of dash and confidence. Ross quotes
reviewers of the time: “exuberant brush”, “verve”, “rare vivacity” (Ross 40). The
work has an organic quality – everything is alive, and grows from the centre (the
ribbon at Olley’s breast) – and there is a dynamism built out of curves that direct
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us to the face. Intimacy is balanced with a society pose: the artist (Olley) is
surrounded by objects reflecting her own personal artistic interests and her inner
life, yet she looks out confidently, sociably, from a high-back chair. The
spontaneity communicated in the brushwork also suggests Olley’s own youthful
vitality. There is a sense in which Olley is emerging – from the ground and back,
upwards and forwards. And in a sense, she is: when Sali Herman convinced
Dobell to enter the work in the Archibald, he was destining Olley for a
debutante: Olley’s portrait became a celebrated media image (Ross, 40-42).
Here then is social history in the making – the Archibald as both a reflection of
and an addition to Australian public life and artistic culture. This is why I wanted
to paint Lindy Chamberlain for the Archibald Prize, and why the Archibald has
played a significant part in this larger project of responding in paint to the drama
of her story.
Olley’s experience as Dobell’s subject suggests another connection:
Fifty years on, Margaret Olley relates how oppressed she felt by the media
attention, so much so that for a long time she “simply couldn’t look at the
painting”... (Ross 42)

In other words, the Archibald launched her as a media image. For Lindy
Chamberlain, it was in fact my hope that the Archibald might counter her media
representations, and restore some of her humanity.
I have never been as pleased with Dobell’s final winning portrait, of Dr Edward
MacMahon, and, as Ross notes, I am not alone in this view (53). To my mind,
the composition is awkward and makes the subject seem pressed uncomfortably
into the visual field. The background is treated with spontaneous but seemingly
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careless painterly gestures that, for me, add little meaning. I have often
wondered whether Dobell, though grateful to the surgeon who had performed a
successful operation on him, did not really know or understand him as well as
his two earlier subjects, who were both artists and friends.
Whether or not I am right in this last observation, it was certainly important for
me with the portraits documented here that I got to know the subjects as well as
possible. In the case of Lindy Chamberlain herself, she became a friend, and my
portraits are made out of a personal knowledge of her that was developed over
many social occasions and conversations. Of course, I also read extensively
about her story.
I got to know other sitters less well, to varying degrees. Both the extent of my
familiarity with them and how I addressed the task of translating my impressions
into portraits are detailed in the context of the discussion of each painting,
further below.

Other influences of significance
In modern portraiture and other modes of painting, some works could be
considered more ‘traditional’ than others in their style and language. In some
ways, my portraits are of a traditional flavour, but in fact I acknowledge many
varied influences, from the old masters to expressionism, surrealism and Social
Realism. For example, painters mentioned below in the context of examining
my own works include Rembrandt, Salvador Dali, Otto Dix, Russell Drysdale
and Sir William Dobell.
Of course, most of the artists who influence me are from the so-called Western
tradition, particularly from Europe, Australia and America. But I am also
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passingly interested in other painting traditions, not least indigenous Australian
art. This has been particularly so because of the Chamberlain story’s Uluru
setting.
Having said that, I have avoided making my paintings like Aboriginal paintings,
and have not presumed to pretend that I can connect my work very
meaningfully to what is an extremely complex and profoundly different artistic
tradition. I cannot understand Aboriginal art in the way I understand Western
art. Yet it has been of influence, on two levels: (a) through my interest in the
stories of the dingo spirit Kulpunya and the other Uluru myths; and (b) through
a few techniques that my work shares with it, sometimes deliberately, as I
mention later. But these are occasional only, and my larger debts are elsewhere.
For example, I have found the work of the contemporary Russian artist Tatyana
Nazarenko inspiring. Her paintings are partly portraits and partly domestic tales.
They invite the viewer to unravel their meaning. People, usually her
contemporaries, are gathered together in an atmosphere of enigmatic silence and
gently mannered stillness. The canvases called Granny and Nicky (1971) and
Drinking Tea at Polenovo (1973) are good examples.
Alexander Morozov says:
Nazarenko tries to provide some spiritual resolution to her heroes’
passionate feelings. In her early group portraits the thirst for sincerity and
mutual understanding is perceived as an inner monologue, half-stated and
remaining unanswered. …The moral act… forms the basis for the
distinctive harmony... It becomes a distinguishing trait that transforms these
[three early] paintings into a small, unintentionally linked cycle: the logic of
Nazarenko’s artistic intuition binds them together. (Morozov 19)
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Tatyana Nazarenko, Drinking Tea at Polenovo 1973
Oil on canvas, 70 x 90 cm
The Russian Museum, St Petersburg

Tatyana Nazarenko, Granny and Nicky 1971
Oil on canvas, 100 x 140 cm
Exhibition Board of the Union of Artists, Moscow

Although in my portraiture there is often less outward action than even in
Nazarenko’s, I too search for both “inner monologue” and a sense of “mutual
understanding” – usually between the subject and the viewer. And I too try to be
prosaically sober in my representation and depiction of people, and to depict my
subjects’ psychological state, suggesting that they are inwardly active though
outwardly still. Lastly, I too make connections among my works, sometimes by
intention, sometimes without conscious choice.
Of course, such approaches can be applied well beyond portraiture. All
paintings, no matter how outwardly ‘busy’, are in fact still and are (arguably)
representations. They therefore possess psychological – indeed, dreamlike –
qualities. Even photographs (and this includes press photographs and images on
television and video) have a similar quality of unreality and what I think of as
‘moment mystery’. This notion was often in my mind during this project,
because many Australians experienced the Chamberlain story largely in images
(whether media-created or culturally inherited). It was therefore important to me
that my images in response would also convey a sense of the dreamlike – in
recognition of the non-rational level at which we really experience this story.
Similarly, paintings are also enjoyed for their ‘silence’. By that I mean that when
they ‘speak’ to us there is no recordable, ‘in the ear’ sound. Instead, the feeling is
in the ‘inner’ brain. When working on this project, I noticed that this silence was
like the silence of the darkened desert into which Azaria was taken. Moreover,
the paintings’ silence seemed a valuable refuge from the media noise that has
accompanied most of the images associated with the Chamberlain story.
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B – The Exhibitions
The inception of the paintings and the early exhibitions
Only two months after Azaria disappeared, I painted a 6ft x 4ft canvas called
Geoscape. It was exhibited, along with 23 other works by me, at East End Art
Gallery, Burton Street, Darlinghurst, Sydney, on Wednesday 25th February,
1981. The exhibition was called Structure, Process and Time – an Approach to
Landscape.
The subject matter of Geoscape was the media’s response to the disappearance of
Azaria. I was upset by its handling of the tragedy. I had known both Lindy and
Michael Chamberlain from our student days (c. 1966) at Avondale College, a
Seventh-day Adventist secondary and tertiary education institution in
Cooranbong, New South Wales.
In Geoscape, a newspaper heading “Azaria Killed By Scissors” was pasted into the
mouth of a bloodstained semi-abstract dingo with a large rock formation in the
background. I believe this to be the first painting to be exhibited anywhere on
the tragedy, and certainly on the media’s sensational, irresponsible and
insensitive handling of it. No photographs remain of the work and it has been
destroyed, as I was more concerned with making a public statement than with
the future of the picture.
While all the other paintings in this exhibition were inspired by local landscape,
Geoscape had the landscape of Uluru for its background. At that stage I had never
been to Uluru and had to refer to a tourist brochure.
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My interest in the Chamberlains’ plight increased and I painted some related
landscapes for my second exhibition in London’s Woodstock Gallery in 1984. I
made a gift of one of these paintings to the Australian High Commission. The
painting was called Spirit of the Kangaroo, and was inspired by both the
Chamberlain story and my father’s own photographs of a snake that had eaten a
wallaby.
The following year I discussed some tentative ideas for a body of work on the
Chamberlain case with some Russian artists after addressing the International
School of Language at Moscow University on Australian art and art education.
But it was almost two years later that I had a perchance meeting with Lindy and
convinced her to let me paint her portrait for the Archibald Prize. I approached
her at my brother’s wedding on 30th September 1987 (my brother Neil Dawson
worked years ago with Michael Chamberlain in Tasmania), with the words of
Otto Dix to Sylvia von Harden in 1926 ringing in my ears: “I must paint you! I
absolutely must! You represent an entire era!” (Michalski).
Avoiding the temptation to say this, I instead asked if she remembered me from
Avondale College days. To my surprise, she remembered not only me but my
three siblings too. She also remembered my artwork at College and was not
surprised when I asked her if she would sit for me. After some persuasion, she
agreed.
This portrait was completed for the 1987 Archibald. The Weekend Australian ran a
story on 5th December 1987, titled “Lindy to Face More Judges”, with the photo
reproduced here.
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A painting of Lindy Chamberlain will hang in the Art Gallery of NSW for
the duration of the Bicentennial year ... if it wins the coveted Archibald
Prize for portraiture. ... The portrait depicts Mrs Chamberlain glaring over
her right shoulder with her back to the viewer. “We carry a national guilt for
having prejudged her and she is snubbing us in the painting,” Dawson said.
(Egan)

There was other media attention, including some television news stories.
Although this painting was not chosen for the Archibald exhibition, it was the
work that began my friendship with Lindy and the subsequent large body of
work detailed below.
In 1989, for the final exhibition of my Graduate Diploma in Art Studies at the
City Art Institute, Sydney, I painted Confinement. It was hung in a feminist
exhibition at Newington College in the same year. All other exhibiting artists
were women from the Art Institute’s course called “Sexuality, Identity and
Gender”. Confinement was hung again in 1990 at the Newington College Art
Show.
In October 1990, Lindy Chamberlain launched her autobiography Through My
Eyes. One year later she sat for me for again; I named the result Lindy
Chamberlain: Through My Eyes, playing on the book’s title, and submitted it for the
1992 Archibald.
It was selected for the first official Salon des Refusés (“Alternative Archibald”)
exhibition at the S.H. Erwin Gallery, Sydney. I was very happy to be hung in the
company of Emily Kame Kngwarreye, Sali Herman, Ian Grant, Robert Juniper,
Wendy Sharp and Guy Warren.
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Artist with Lindy Chamberlain (acrylic on canvas, 183 x 122cm) outside the Art Gallery of NSW, 1988
(Photograph: Weekend Australian)

In 1992, thanks to a letter of introduction, Ian Barker Q.C. sat for me. The
finished portrait was submitted for the 1993 Archibald prize.
In mid-1993 I painted Bob Gould for that year’s Archibald and a posthumous
portrait of Professor Robert Guy Howarth, which is now at the University of
Texas, Austin. His son Geoff then wrote poems responding to the major
paintings of my Chamberlain series. They are given here as an appendix.
All the related works created by early 1994 were transported to Wollongong for
the first examination of my DCA work at the Long Gallery, School of Creative
Arts, University of Wollongong. The exhibition comprised 29 paintings and
opened on 25th March.
In September 1994, several of the major portraits and related works by then
completed were hung in the Newington College Art Show. Dingo Spirit: Kulpunya,
a portrait of the ‘dingo spirit’ with ‘Azaria’s spirit’ in its mouth, caused a stir: it
was hanging among many pleasant paintings of vases of flowers and traditional
landscapes. Prayer at Uluru was sold at that exhibition.
In late 1994, the two portraits Lindy Chamberlain: Through My Eyes and Ian Barker
Q.C.: Through My Eyes were added to the National Portrait Collection in
Canberra. They are currently housed in the Australian National Library.
On 15th August 1995, Nipper (see Part C below) was shown in an exhibition of
twenty-five artists at the Particle Gallery in Clovelly (Sydney).
My second portrait of Ian Barker was hung in New South Wales Parliament
House, in an exhibition called The Image of an Old Boy – Portraits of Old Newington
Collegians. It ran from 24th August until 7th September 1995. Portrait painters that
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I much admired were represented, including Sir William Dargie, Brian Dunlop,
Judy Cassab, Bryan Westwood, Christopher Leonard, Rosemary Valadon, Bill
Leak and Kevin Connor.
From 26th August to 6th September 1996, the paintings Nipper and Dingo Spirit:
Kulpunya were featured in the Australian in London exhibition at the Mall
Galleries, London. I was unable to attend, but Lindy and her second husband
Rick Creighton travelled there from the USA, and were kind enough to
represent me informally. This was the first time Lindy had seen Dingo Spirit:
Kulpunya in its finished state. Again it was hanging among painters I admire –
Robert Hannaford, for example – and I was also pleased at the significant
number of Aboriginal artists’ works exhibited. My own paintings were well
positioned for display.

The second DCA exhibition and its reception
As part of the examination process for this degree, I organised a high profile
one-day exhibition at the Prescott Hall of Newington College, Stanmore, on
Sunday 29th September, 1996.
Lindy travelled with her second husband Rick Creighton from Snohomish near
Seattle, Washington, to open the exhibition. Her presence guaranteed media
interest, and her agent Harry M. Miller arranged a series of high profile
interviews for her throughout the preceding weeks.
Media exposure for the exhibition began four weeks before it opened, and there
was much of it. Malcolm Brown, acclaimed reporter on the Chamberlain case
for the Sydney Morning Herald, broke the news with “Drama of the Dingo Caught
in Music and Painting” (Brown 31 Aug.; the article refers also to Moya
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Lindy Chamberlain with Nipper (acrylic on board, 122 x 122 cm) and Dingo Spirit: Kulpunya
(acrylic on board, 122 x 122 cm) at the Australian in London exhibition, The Mall Gallery, London
1996. (Photograph: Rick Creighton)

Henderson’s opera Lindy). He himself was one of the subjects portrayed, and
also an Old Boy of the hosting College.
Other newspaper, television and radio coverage soon followed, in many parts of
Australia and in New Zealand. Lindy did a telephone interview with Woman's
Day, for which I supplied some photographs of paintings and of myself. It was
headed “Lindy’s Portrait of Pain”, and featured reproductions of four of the
most important works from the exhibition, together with a photo of me working
on Lindy Chamberlain: Through My Eyes (Gibbs 14).
I was amused, of course, to see my artworks in the company of typical Woman’s
Day fare (“Sheikh Bids $1M for Fergie: The desert lord's offer for a night of
passion with the duchess…” and so on). But such publications were a major
source for many Australians’ opinions about Lindy Chamberlain, so I was
pleased to be reaching those same people with my own response to her story.
Much of the focus in Woman’s Day as elsewhere was on Dingo Spirit: Kulpunya.
The graphic nature of that painting – Azaria inside the dingo’s bloody head –
clearly captured the imagination of the media. It is certainly a confronting image
(deliberately so), but, as I explain further below, it is also a paradoxically
peaceful one. Lindy thought so too, and said so in interview on many occasions.
So it was revealing to observe some of the public’s reactions. The following
week’s edition of Woman’s Day dedicated a column, with repeat photos of Lindy
and “Kulpunya”, to four summarised letters to the Editor. One reader renamed
the story “Lindy’s Portrait of Shame”, claiming the work was “ghoulish” and
“sickening”. Another wrote:
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Artist varnishing Lindy Chamberlain: Through My Eyes (acrylic on board with peacock feathers, 122 x
153 cm)
(Photograph: Roseina Baker)

Lindy’s lack of emotion never ceases to amaze, but this latest story totally
astounds me. I cannot understand how a mother could find ‘a feeling of
peace’ in this painting, yet ‘loathe’ the one of herself pregnant and looking
for her child in the dark. Does the loss of her child take a back seat to
Lindy’s vanity? (“Lindy’s Portrait of Shame”)

What’s curious about these responses is that their owners seem to accept that a
dingo took Azaria, yet their media-made view of Lindy as a demon mother
lingers on regardless (see Part C: “The false Lindy”). Nevertheless, I take solace
in the fact that my paintings also remain, unlike the rapidly changing images in
the press.
The Daily Telegraph (Sydney) made mention of the impending exhibition on 4th
September (“Lindy Heads Back Home”), and followed with a Sunday Telegraph
feature entitled “Art for Azaria’s Sake” on 8th September (Banks). The Sunday
Territorian (Darwin) gave it front and second page prominence, and then another
full page and five photographs, on two succeeding Sundays respectively (“Lindy
to Open Azaria Art Show”; “Azaria Lives On in Bizarre Exhibition”). ABC TV
interviewed me at Newington College for the 27th September Darwin edition of
Stateline.
As can be seen, the rather colourful headlines are indicative of the ‘household
word’ status the Chamberlain story continues to have, and there were more in
the aftermath of the exhibition too. Many stories made mention of my
candidature for the Doctor of Creative Arts award from the University of
Wollongong.
I did not wish to get involved in Lindy’s own television interviews, but I was
happy to send the paintings to network studios. The Nine Network’s Today Show
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(1 Oct.) and Midday Show (2 Oct.) both featured interviews with Lindy and a
look at my works. Lindy and Rick also flew to Melbourne for Seven’s Good
Morning Australia programme (4 Oct.). They took slides of the paintings with
them, which the show used.
My employer became anxious about all this media interest. Just a few days
before the opening, the school’s Headmaster and its Chairman of Council
suddenly asked me to move the exhibition to another venue. But a calmer
approach eventually prevailed, and the exhibition went ahead on the advertised
date, although permission for television cameras was denied.
In the end, that might have been just as well. As the Chamberlains know better
than most, the media can intrude so much on events that they significantly alter
the atmosphere. It was difficult enough with just the print media present on the
day, not least because the venue was quite full.
The exhibition was a great success. The Prescott Hall, a charming Gothic revival
space, had an air of excitement. Many of the subjects portrayed were in
attendance – indeed, it was something of a Chamberlain case reunion. Sally
Lowe (the most important defence witness) came from Hobart. Other subjects
present included Stuart Tipple (the Chamberlains’ solicitor featured in the
painting Fate), Malcolm Brown, Glad Moser and Bob Gould (these last two are
introduced much later in this document). The exhibition’s dedicatee Denis
Barritt (coroner at the first inquest) sent apologies because of ill health, together
with kind words. The exhibition’s festive mood was probably also enhanced by
the fact that Lindy, her husband Rick, Sally Lowe and Lindy’s parents were all
my houseguests during that time.
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This was a portraiture exhibition, and I limited it to my best work. (There were, of
course, also two pseudo-portraits of the dingo.) The display was carefully
Artist with Lindy Chamberlain: Through My Eyes and Dingo Spirit: Kulpunya
at Second DCA Exhibition at the Prescott Hall, Newington College in 1996.
Photograph: Emmanuel Angelicas

curated, with works arranged to allow readings of the paintings as both
individual pieces and components of a larger series. Viewers progressed around
a U-shaped display in which the horizon lines or alternatively the eyes of the
subject all sat at the same height. This created a strong sense of continuity.

The order of paintings helped viewers to explore key moments of the
Chamberlain story afresh. My major portrait Lindy Chamberlain: Through My Eyes
was the first painting in the sequence, followed immediately by Dingo Spirit:
Kulpunya. From there, the various characters and moments were woven in an
order that enabled viewers to draw both thematic and technical links.
The exhibition was well received by invited guests and the media, many viewers
commenting that it was very moving. The portrait of Aboriginal tracker Nipper
Winmatti was particularly popular.
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The interest of the news media was exciting, but there were no art critics’
responses; to the best of my knowledge, the works were not critically reviewed. I
found it strange and disappointing that newspapers sent journalists and
photographers to cover the event but no art critic from the same paper
attended. The fact that the Sydney exhibition was for one day only may have
been a factor.

Subsequent exhibitions and paintings
In January 1997 the works were exhibited again in the Project Art Space gallery
in Wollongong. This was partly to enable one of my examiners, who had been
unable to attend the Newington show, to view the works. Unfortunately, the
two major portraits from the National Library were unavailable this time, and I
was also somewhat disappointed with the curation standards, at least in
comparison to what was achieved in Sydney.
In late 1997, I made a new work, Uluru, for a group exhibition in Paris called
Australian in Paris (Miromesnil Fine Art Gallery, 12 rue de Miromesnil, 10 Nov. 10 Dec.). Uluru is not further documented here; it was a “one-off” landscape
piece somewhat separable from this series.
In 1999 I painted Witness, as something of a culminating statement, then added
to this Road Sign, a simple but effective warning sign on a stand. It reads, simply,
“A Dingo’s Got My Baby”. The works tie together many of the thematic threads
of the series, in a reminder of the years of agony the Chamberlains suffered,
despite what was really a simple and solitary event of nature.
At the time of writing, I am in talks with the Sydney Opera House Trust
regarding a future exhibition of several of these works and one or two new ones
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at the Sydney Opera House in late 2002, to coincide with the premiere of Moya
Henderson’s opera Lindy. Lindy has consented to sit for me, and I hope to enter
the result in the Archibald Prize. In this way, my project continues to provide
opportunities for the Australian public to engage with its ideas and feelings.

A note about the practical aspects of making the artworks
I was aware that at least some of the works in this project could prove to be of
lasting significance because of the subject matter involved. Accordingly, I took
pains to choose stable surfaces and paints with permanent pigment, and to
experiment beforehand with a variety of media before committing myself to
materials that might prove to change unpredictably during or after use. For
example, in preparing for Lindy Chamberlain: Through My Eyes, I tested a variety of
glues and adhesion methods for the peacock feathers, before settling on an
impasto gel medium that had convinced me of its reliability.
Whatever the work in question, I consistently gave careful consideration to
materials (including papers, canvases and boards), and, even more importantly,
to the relationships of the paintings to each other. Colour schemes and
brushwork techniques, formats and dimensions, symbolic motifs and many
other features serve at times to link the various works in this series, including the
non-portraits.
I had only limited time with sitters, and sometimes had to travel considerable
distances to meet them (e.g. Sally Lowe in Hobart). I made sketches and took
photographs, and later magnified these with an overhead projector for further
work. In two cases – Nipper Winmatti and Denis Barritt – I never met the
subjects, but studied a number of different press images of them, before
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selecting pictures to work from and applying for copyright permission. In
Barritt’s case I was able to talk to him several times at length by telephone; he
was too unwell for a face-to-face interview.
For the dingo paintings, I visited the Australian Museum in Sydney – on 20
November 1980, just three months after Azaria’s death – and was allowed access
to a taxidermy-preserved dingo, which I sketched. I also visited the farm of a
neighbour in Picton NSW on several occasions to sketch his domesticated
dingo.
Throughout the project I kept sketchbooks and jotting pads within reach, to
record ideas (both visual and verbal) as they came to me. I tape-recorded
interviews with several sitters, in order to get an expanded view of their
personalities, and would sometimes work on the portraits listening to these
recordings.
Once a major work is well underway, I do sometimes find that I can barely stop
until it is finished. Some of my best work has been painted in the shortest time,
under a compulsion of inspiration that I often feel comes from an unknown
place. This ‘muse-possessed’ experience was quite real for me on a few
occasions during the project.
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C – The Paintings
The Dingo
“The dingo’s got my baby!”
On 17th August 1980, at a campsite near the base of Uluru, Mrs Judith West, her
husband Bill and their daughter Catherine were camping in a tent next to Lindy
and Michael Chamberlain and their children Aidan (six), Reagan (four) baby
Azaria (ten weeks). Mrs West recalls:
Bill heard … a low, menacing growl. …Then seconds later, I heard Lindy
cry out, and it was the most terrible, terrible, terrible cry I had ever heard in
my life. (Boyd 48)

Lindy had not heard the growl. She was at work with a can-opener organising
food, and her back was turned away from the tent. Aidan, Michael and Greg
Lowe (another camping neighbour) had resumed their conversation. Aidan
interrupted, “Was that bubby crying?” Sally Lowe (Greg’s wife) had also heard
the cry. Michael asked Lindy to go and check (L. Chamberlain, “Through” 36).
Lindy recalls:
I immediately put the can opener down and started to walk back towards
the tent. I was halfway between the fence and the barbecue railing, when I
saw the head and shoulders of a dingo emerging through the tent flap.
It had its head down, shaking vigorously, and I thought, it’s got Michael’s
shoes, which were at the front of the tent ...[T]he way it was swinging its
head around made me think it had the shoe by the shoelace and couldn’t get
it through the tent flap properly. The dingo appeared to be having difficulty
in getting whatever it had free and through the door. ...It flashed through
my mind that the dingoes were wild. ... I was now one step closer past the
bush and I could see into the dreadful ravaged tent. I started to scream to
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the others as I burst into headlong flight — ‘The dingo’s got my baby!’ (L.
Chamberlain, “Through” 36-37)

The dingo’s capacity
A crucial question in the Chamberlain trial was whether a dingo could have been
capable of taking Azaria. On the whole, those with the most knowledge of
dingoes were the ones who thought so (J. Bryson 218).
We know now that – despite the widespread scepticism that eventually
developed – there is something of a documented history of dingo attacks prior
to Azaria’s. Norman H. Young provides more than a dozen examples (Young
1989, 229-230), and I was able to confirm personally the attack on a three-yearold girl not long before Azaria’s death
near where Azaria disappeared. They were parked in the same parking area.
She was lying on the ground with a dingo standing over her. She had
bleeding bite marks on the back centre of her neck, across her left shoulder
and left side of her face. She was calling out, “Doggie drag me mummy,
doggie drag me.” (Cranwell)

There was much speculation on the dingo’s ability to carry in its mouth a baby
the weight of Azaria (i.e. 4.5 kilograms) the distance of four kilometres or more
to its lair in the rock. Les Harris, the then President of the Australian Dingo
Foundation certainly thought so (J. Bryson 219).
Both Senior Constable Morris (N.T. police) and Uluru’s Park Ranger Derek
Roff confirmed at the first inquest that a dingo could, without trouble, carry
Azaria’s weight over that distance, and in the filming of Evil Angels, “the dingo
which had been trained for the film [seized] a dummy of a baby weighing over
10 kilograms and [ran] easily off into the bush. It was estimated that the trained
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dingo could carry the burden, which was over twice Azaria's weight, for up to
twenty minutes”(Young 1989 235, citing “Dingo Takes Azaria Dummy”).
The dingo trainer involved, Evanne Chesson, confirmed what dingoes could do
with lighter dolls: “Syd carr[ied] around a doll almost 3cm longer and 500g
heavier than Azaria ... Syd did it for two hours” (Fynes-Clinton 22).

The Aboriginal knowledge
An important aspect of the dingo debate for me was the knowledge about them
held by Australia’s indigenous people, and how it was treated by our justice
system. Derek Roff (the Park Ranger at Uluru in 1980) told me that most of the
local Aborigines always believed that a dingo was capable of taking Azaria
(Roff).
An interesting and relevant incident — not relating directly to dingoes —
happened to my own mother, a country schoolmaster’s wife and the local bush
nurse, in Queensland in 1952. She subsequently related it to me.
She had a habit of putting her children (my three siblings and me) out on a rug
on the lawn to take the sun. The local Aboriginal women told her, “Don’t put
the children on grass, missus, the snakes will get them.” They then made her
aware that Aboriginal children had in fact been taken by carpet snakes.
Warnings of this kind were always passed on through generations.
This possibility was later confirmed when my father saw a large carpet snake
that had swallowed a whole wallaby. He had no trouble catching the snake, as it
could not move much. With the help of some Aboriginal boys it was put into a
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Three photos of a carpet snake that has swallowed a wallaby, as examined by Joe Dawson
and two Aboriginal neighbours at Mona Mona Mission, North Queensland in 1953.
In the third photograph, the snake has been dissected, revealing the wallaby.
(Photographs: Joe Dawson and Beryl Dawson)

Dingo 1994
Acrylic on paper, 66 x 92 cm.

Sidney Nolan, The Trial 1947 (detail)
National Gallery of Australia, Canberra ACT

Dingo (detail)
Acrylic on rag paper

large bag and trucked back to the family house where Mr Dawson photographed
his gradual dissection of the animal to reveal the wallaby inside.
It was recollections like these that led me to wonder what knowledge and
insights about the dingo might also be found in indigenous mythology and
folklore.

The dingo spirit
The Aboriginal stories concerning the origins and creation of Uluru make
fascinating reading. Thomas Keneally outlines them in Outback (1983). Keneally
tells the story of the “devil dingo”, and how the Kikingura elders sang it up in
the time of the Dreaming after forming it rudely from mulga wood, fragments
of marsupial mole and bandicoot, and the hair of a woman. They filled it with
life and malice using chant and ritual, so it would attack those sleeping in the
Mala camp. The men seemed to have escaped, but the Mala women were
attacked and savaged, followed by the initiates and old men. The devil dingo, on
completing its destruction, retreated to a cave high up on the north face of
Uluru where it still resides (Keneally 26, 35).
I became interested in this story’s possible parallels to the Azaria tragedy. I
wondered, fancifully perhaps, whether the Dreaming and the modern era were
somehow merging to form a new potent myth of two diametrically opposed
characters, battling over truth itself: on one side, the devil dingo; on the other,
the devil mother, Lindy Chamberlain.
Keneally’s “devil dingo” is clearly akin to the “dingo spirit” Kulpunya referred
to by Charles Mountford. He discovered from the people of the Pitjandjara tribe
that when Kulpunya was about to destroy the Mala men, Tjinderi-tjinderiba, the
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willy-wagtail woman, tried to warn them, and Lunba, the kingfisher woman, also
tried to protect them (Mountford 31).
The neglect of such cultural details by non-indigenous Australia seems highly
relevant: no warning was available to the Chamberlains that dingoes could attack
and destroy humans. (Their story, since, has served as a warning to others.)
While these Aboriginal myths no doubt exist for many complex reasons, on one
simple level I imagine they may have served to keep children from straying too
far away from the camp. More substantially, they surely reflect a belief that
dingoes do attack and can destroy.
Yet there was much alternative speculation about how Azaria met her death –
despite the relatively unsurprising notion that wild dogs can attack humans.
Ironically, the simple tale of a dingo taking a baby was just not exotic enough.
Other more graphic ideas fermented in the minds of journalists, police and even
the so-called forensic experts, and soon Lindy could not be understood for who
she really was. Perhaps even more crucially, nor could the dingo.
At this point, it is worth noting that the dingo is neither the hero nor the villain
of the Chamberlains’ drama, unless we choose to make it so. I was keenly aware
of this fact while working on my dingo sequence, because of that creature’s
ancient connection with myth.
The dingo has long been perceived by Australians in many different ways. To
some, dingoes need to be shot, to others protected or even domesticated, to
others made into a deity or spirit. Some just ignore them. This ability that the
dingo demonstrates – to change its shape, so to speak – reinforced my decision
to depict the dingo as a spirit creature, as an animal of the Dreaming – or,
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perhaps, the nightmare. Only part of the dingo was seen by Lindy and for such a
short time; Sally Lowe, Michael Chamberlain and Bill West heard dingo sounds,
but only briefly; Aboriginal tracker Nipper Winmatti and others saw the dingo’s
footprints and drag marks of the baby’s feet; some saw the baby’s blood. Such
clues render the dingo as mysterious as it is ancient, and I wanted to capture this
feeling in my works.

Dingo
I decided not to represent a specific dingo, but to employ a distilled symbolic
form of the dingo. I wanted to depict its presence simply and directly, as Sidney
Nolan did with Ned Kelly (in his well known series of works in the Australian
National Gallery, Canberra). Like Nolan’s work, I wanted strong and haunting
images of the landscape that express something of our relationship with it. What
was needed was a harmonic balance between a dream-like motif and the usual
strong visual impact my paintings strive for.
The form or shadowed outline is a semi-abstract shape like the letter M,
suggestive of the dingo’s ears, and something like how a child might conjure up
the animal’s shape. This simple visual metaphor underpins all later dingo
paintings too.
Dingo is on a very thick rag ochre-coloured paper with strongly defined textures.
This gave a good tooth to drawing with black wax crayon, which I like to use
because it can be painted over with acrylic and will resist the paint if the paint is
watered down a little. (Although wax crayon is not very permanent, it is still quite
satisfactory for my purposes. More significant for stability is choosing board
over canvas.) I also like its smeary quality: it gives interesting textural effects in
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combination with layers of impasto gel medium, to seal the drawing for future
acrylic painting.
In this work, the animal is approaching Uluru. Its shape is made using a
continuous line over the painted landscape and lit from the outside to bring it
forward. This effect suggests the dingo’s spirit nature: that it is both there and
somehow not. Watercolour effects in the sky and dots refer to the rain that fell
soon after Azaria disappeared and created problems for the trackers and those
looking for forensic evidence. White over-paint helps carry the eye to the
horizon line and to Uluru. Dark sinister forms hang from the dingo’s mouth.
These are more abstract/expressionist than depictions of something particular.
The composition is simple; it features a subtle Z shape to assist the visual
dynamics, starting with the horizon and returning to the dingo’s ears and down
its body. The rough, frayed edges of the paper (not visible in this detail) also
help to remind us that all is fragile, especially materials like clothes left in the
wilderness.
This work contains the seeds of later and more important paintings that have as
their subject the dingo spirit Kulpunya.

August 17, 1980
I knew that I was working towards a major painting depicting the very moment
that Azaria was taken, but I was still a long way off tackling it. After a lot of
sketchbook work and other small experimental pieces, I reached this painting,
August 17, 1980.
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August 17, 1980 1992
Acrylic on rag paper
92 x 122 cm

It was on that evening that Azaria Chamberlain disappeared from the tent. But
in this work it is only afternoon, and Azaria is still alive. The dingo and its
shadow are approaching the rock; it will make its move at nightfall.
The treatment of the grass and earth is colourful, and I have tried to evoke a
sense of the ‘spirit wind’ blowing over the landscape. To suggest the dingo
spirit’s essence I painted only the head throwing a shadow behind it. This
suggests both its intangible nature and its real physicality (since it blocks out the
sun’s light).
The horizon is high in the composition, suggestive of the vast distances that
characterise the dingo’s outback habitat. On the right, appearing from the
heavens and connecting to the earth, is a transparent strip of blue. This mystical
shaft suggests the instinct force that draws the dingo to its prey. It also acts as a
major balancing line in the painting’s compositional structure, intersecting the
many horizontal lines. At its top are pale cream coloured dots that act like
pointers to the sacred, spiritual land of Uluru. The dots are generally suggestive
of the Aboriginal art of the region, but are not based on a particular technique
or artwork.
A troubled sky is seen, with unsettled clouds about Uluru. The blue sky, near the
horizon on the left, contrasts with the grey and blue/purple swirls. The
yellow/green/grey clouds over the rock recalls for me the poignantly lowhanging sky that I witnessed years earlier at a funeral of a close and very young
friend. A sense of upheaval in the heavens prevailed that day, and I wanted
some feeling of this in these clouds.
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The gradation of horizontal lines creates the feeling of a mirage, reinforcing the
uncertainty of the spirit vision. The dingo, after all, was the great mystery of the
Chamberlain case: it came in the night and disappeared again, and Azaria was
never found.
Perhaps too, other aspects of the drama can be detected in these horizontal
lines. The television news, with its radio waves of tangible, crisp and clear
images, managed to convey only uncertainty, confusion, and the most blurry
information. Where is truth in a landscape of such mirages?
More straightforwardly, the ripple effect of these horizontal lines suggests a
track leading from the foreground to Uluru. In that sense, they depict the time
that will soon pass. When the dingo’s journey has been completed, things will
really start to move swiftly.

Instinct
As Les Harris, the President of the Dingo Foundation has written:
The dingo is a carnivore and a predator which must hunt and kill other
mammals every day of its life just to survive. It hunts and kills ALL of the
native mammals of Australia, from the great red and grey kangaroos down
to the smallest native mice, plus most of the introduced mammals as well.
(Boyd 102)

Yet after the first inquest there was an outcry in defence of the dingo and its
rights. Journalists, politicians, dingo owners, wildlife conservationists and many
ordinary members of the public criticised Coroner Denis Barritt’s finding that a
dingo killed Azaria (Young 1989, 21-22). By the time of the criminal trial, some
people were wearing T-shirts emblazoned with the name “Azaria”, its A formed
by a pair of blood-dripping scissors. Other T-shirts read “The Dingo is
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Instinct 1994
Acrylic on board, 122 x 61 cm

James Gleeson
We Inhabit the Corrosive Littoral of Habit 1940
Oil on canvas, 51 x 40.7 cm
National Gallery of Victoria.
.

Innocent”. Yet another had Lindy approaching a tent while clad in a dingo
costume. It said: “Darwin’s Theory” (plate in Young 1989, after p. 138).
It seemed to me that the ‘guilt’ of the dingo should never have been the issue.
Hunting was simply the dingo’s natural drive – its instinct. And there is a sense
in which instinct is a creature’s spiritual essence. That is what I’ve painted.
In the foreground, the head shape is made with a line of transparent dots, to
evoke its ghostly spirit. Inside the head are four smaller heads; they are either
dogs yet to be born or the dingo’s thoughts of its dependent offspring. They
carry the perpetual nature of this hunter breed.
When discussing this painting with Lindy, she told me there was evidence to
indicate that puppies had been born recently before Azaria’s death, and that the
dingo was probably returning home with its kill to feed them, the lair being right
next to where the clothes were found (P.I. 19-24 Aug. 1996). By focusing on the
dingo’s instinctive nature, I had apparently anticipated this detail in my painting.
In the background is a large cold-blue dingo towering over Uluru. It is the dingo
spirit, Kulpunya. The early evening light is the result of my conversations with
both Sally Lowe and Lindy about the nature of the light at Uluru on that night
(Lowe: P.I. 22 Jan. 1992; Chamberlain, Lindy: T.I. 24 Sept. 1989).
I also wanted the painting to suggest the surreal quality of a dream. I turned to
the work of Australian surrealist James Gleeson, which I have long admired.
Indeed, I personally thought his Portrait of the Artist as an Evolving Landscape was
best portrait of the 1994 Archibald. But it was We Inhabit the Corrosive Littoral of
Habit that I turned to as the most useful model (Free 20; cf. generally Allen 139).
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I decided to use a similar composition, i.e.: the horizon line a little below
halfway down; two main forms in the landscape, in the left foreground and right
background respectively; a major rock formation; and the head opened up, its
insides exposed to reveal its inner state.
The blue dingo hovers over Uluru as a giant spirit creature. Over a very dark
background, I painted its form with the same colour I had used to create the
night clouds. Its transparent quality and shade of blue was influenced by a
significant moment in my childhood. At the age of eleven, I had been returning
my borrowed art books on European masters to the very small local library in
Morriset Town Hall. When it started to rain, I took shelter under the building,
where I stumbled upon a box of old colour cinema slides. Holding them up to
the sunlight, I felt uplifted by their dramatic atmosphere. (These days I also find
them reminiscent of the shining stained glass of Marc Chagall.)
Such blues are often found in religious works, and my dingo was a religious
spirit. The gown of Raphael’s Madonna in the Meadow occurred to me, and I
found his treatment of the fields in that work useful when planning the middle
ground and how to carry the viewer’s eye to the background subject. Raphael
used the light shining on the water for this; in my painting, the light helps carry
the eye to Uluru.
Without having worked through these three paintings, I would not have arrived
at the strong painting that followed a year later: Dingo Spirit: Kulpunya.

Dingo Spirit: Kulpunya
I wanted a work that sincerely summed up the drama of that night. My earlier
dingo paintings had been working towards something that “evoke[d] a feel for
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the controversy” (Banks). This and similar press comments on the second DCA
exhibition were probably inspired in particular by this painting of the moment of
Azaria’s death. It was certainly the most talked-about of my works in the media.
As the Sunday Territorian put it: “This is the painting that has raised more than a
few eyebrows” (15 Sept. 1996).
Writers to Woman’s Day would call it “shocking”, “ghastly”, “sickening”,
“loathsome” and “ghoulish” (“Lindy’s Portrait of Shame Causes Outcry”). But
others (there and elsewhere) responded much more positively.
Such a strong reaction was what I had hoped for. In fact, I wanted this painting
to reinforce strongly the simple idea that a dingo took and ate this baby;
Australian viewers everywhere needed to accept this simple historical fact.
I tried to imagine what nightmares Aidan (aged six) and Reagan (aged four)
might have had during the first year or so after their little sister was taken in the
night. I decided that the painting would be dreamlike, bold and confronting. It
would communicate as directly as possible both the simple reality of what
happened and the mystical power of that moment for so many of us.
I made a close study of Peter Paul Rubens’ painting of the mythical founders of
Rome, Romulus and Remus (c. 1614). The painting is rendered in warm colours
and rich naturalistic detail and the clear narrative is directly conveyed: the
shepherd Faustolo discovers the twins Romulus and Remus being suckled by a
she-wolf. Rea Silvia, the vestal mother of the twins, and the river Tiber
(portrayed as an old man) look on.
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I made drawings of parts of this painting. I was particularly interested in the
treatment of both children, and decided to appropriate the head of the child
suckling on the left to depict Azaria. The she-wolf in the Rubens painting was of
interest to me also: its open mouth, visible teeth, strong jaw and pointed ears
were all relevant for Kulpunya. The other child’s upraised hand gestures helped
me suggest Azaria defending herself from the dingo, and I hit on the idea of
forming its upper and lower jaws from the baby’s arms and hands.
As with Instinct and August 17, 1980, the colour is dramatic and theatrical, and
suggestive of the surreal.
The child’s head is asleep inside the dingo spirit’s head. Part of Uluru is to the
back left. My treatment of the rock was influenced by Giovanni Bellini’s Ecstasy
of Saint Francis (1480), in which the rocks are flat and lineal and given form
mostly by the light.
At the top of Uluru is a dot-line technique similar to John Olsen’s in Nightfall,
when wattle stains the doubting heart (1980, Art Gallery of NSW). It was my response
to the suggestive lines painted on the actual rock to assist its (controversial)
climbing. While I find them visually and environmentally offensive, they do give
out an interesting feeling of form and are highly memorable. The dark mood of
Olsen’s painting was also akin to what I wanted, so I selected similar tones of
blue and blacks.
The M shape of the ears harks back to the she-wolf in the Rubens and my other
dingo works. It is also the shape I imagined the mulga-seed men of the
Dreaming might have made when creating the “devil dingo” from the twigs of
mulga branches (Keneally 26, 35).
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Lindy’s head and face is reflected in Kulpunya’s eye. This reminds us of her
grievous loss and subsequent tribulations, yet distances her from the cause of
Azaria’s death. In a sense, the work is thus a triple ‘portrait’ – of the characters
at the centre of this strange mythic drama acted out in the courtroom of our
national imagination.
The dark background contrasts strongly with the bright colours of the light
shaft at the top of the painting. This shaft pierces the darkness as Lindy’s scream
pierced the stillness of that night. A secondary association is, once again, the
instinctive drive of the dingo spirit.
A nimbus-like halo curls about Azaria’s head, reminiscent perhaps of light
refracted around the moon. The suggestion is of serenity, like the mood
conveyed by Leonardo or Raphael in their depictions of the divine family and
other saints.
From the mouth of Kulpunya comes blood. It drips down into a spiral shape
(beyond the cropped detail shown here). Spirals and concentric circles are
common motifs in the Aboriginal art of Central Australia; they can represent a
huge variety of different things in different contexts, from the breasts of women
to camps and waterholes. (See generally, Mountford Ch. 9) My wish here was to
connect my work in a simple way with the Pitjajandjara people’s spiral and circle
representations of Kulpunya described by Mountford (168-9).
By combining this striking image of the dingo’s bloodied mouth with the
imposing M-shaped dingo form and Rubens’ peaceful baby, I was trying to
capture the sense of visual shock in works like Chaim Soutine’s Carcase of an Ox
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(1925), in the context of which Feldman notes that Soutine’s use of form
successfully “reinforces our normal feelings of revulsion” (166), because:
[Sometimes] we have to deal with two sources of aesthetic emotion: thematic
or subject-matter sources, and organisational or design sources. (164-166)

My painting is not about violence and mutilation; it is as calm as the Rubens
work from which it sprang. Just as Romulus and Remus are nurtured by the shewolf, so even is Azaria somehow secure, inside the head of the spirit dingo. It is
an image of transcendence, not extinguishment, and it is fitting for a child who
became, for our nation, a symbol almost as powerful as Romulus and Remus did
for the Romans and their cultural inheritors.
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Dingo Spirit: Kulpunya 1994 (detail)
Acrylic on board, 122 x 122 cm

Peter Paul Rubens, Romolo e Remo,
c. 1614, oil on canvas, 213 x 212 cm
Pinacoteca Capitolina, Rome

The false Lindy Chamberlain
I wanted to paint the ‘real’ Lindy Chamberlain, whatever that turned out to be.
But Lindy was a superstar, a character created by the national media machine.
Australians everywhere had formed opinions of her without ever knowing her.
How was I to reach a series of portraits that captured something of who she
really was?
My first step was to come to understand what I called the ‘false’ Lindy. Below is
a summary of some of the important ideas that influenced my approach to the
paintings.

News and crime
For most Australians, the principal source of information about our crime and
justice system is the media. Journalists organise, construct and report crime
news. As Grabosky and Wilson point out, the media play several roles:
[The first is] to inform the public… An informed public, after all, is one
essential requisite of a democratic society. …
Another role of the news media is entertainment. …They are competing in
the entertainment field as much as the news field.
A third role of … at least the commercial media, is profit. The media is
business – and lucrative business it is, too…
…A fourth role, albeit one which may not be performed consciously, is to
provide a focus for the affirmation of public morality… When such
fundamental values are violated, such as through the murder of a child, the
news media enable members of the public to share their indignation, and
provide an opportunity for the reaffirmation of the basic moral standards of
society. (11-12)
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The second, third and fourth roles mentioned above seemed to coalesce
perfectly in the Chamberlain story. The first was seriously undermined by them.
The smallest or least reliable details in the Chamberlain case could become the
most sensational: e.g., the claim that Azaria’s bloodied jumpsuit was found in a
“folded” condition.
Journalists often showed a lack of caution in researching stories and an
indifference to due process of law. The publishing of the rumour that Azaria’s
name meant “sacrifice in the wilderness” is a good example: such a small yet so
prejudicial claim was easy enough to check. But its sensational nature, in a world
where news is product, surely meant that the desire to rush into print was too
strong.
In fact, the name’s real meaning, “blessed of God”, was chosen by Lindy from a
simple volume entitled 2001 Unusual Babies Names, and purchased at a
newsagency for twenty-five cents prior to the birth of her children. It is now in
the National Library in Canberra (P.I. 19-24 Aug. 1996).
This notorious incident of press irresponsibility may be one of the many that
arise from the dubious close relationship in Australia between reporters and
crime detectives:
Police whether through official sources, through trade unions (called police
associations) or as individuals, provide a regular supply of material to the
newsrooms of Australia. (Grabosky and Wilson 26)

In 1988, I was invited to the Chamberlains’ victory dinner at Avondale College,
at which reporter Kevin Hitchcock spoke of the many occasions in the case
when journalists had accepted uncritically leaks from the Northern Territory
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Police. Similarly, if Bloggerama is right, rumours like that Lindy dressed the baby
completely in black and that she did not react like a normal mother, seem to
have been first collected by Inspector Gilroy of the Northern Territory Police
notebook, from a semi-anonymous phone call by a man who claimed to be
Azaria’s Mt Isa doctor. These unsubstantiated rumours then somehow became
known to the media (J. Bryson 98-99).
This parasitic relationship was highly dangerous when we remember the
unprofessional sides of the police investigation itself. For example:
The tests with an effigy dragged through the bushes did not prove much.
“Anybody with an ounce of common sense would realise a dingo holding
something in its mouth would walk around bushes, not through them.”
(Shears 109: quotation attributed to Lindy Chamberlain)

When Coroner Denis Barritt decided to broadcast his findings at the first
inquest live on national television, it was in an attempt to tackle head-on the
rumours about the Chamberlains. Barritt said that it was his hope that “by direct
and accurate communication, such innuendoes, suspicion and gossip may
cease.” (“Findings”) He told me years later that he held the press and police
responsible for much of this gossip, and that his direct broadcast was an attempt
to bypass any journalists or editors who might wish to tamper with his
statements (T.I. 7 Jan. 1995).
Certainly the media were hungry. Lindy points out that the press knew of
Barritt's decision before it was given:
As we walked into court on 20 February 1981 to hear Barritt's verdict, a
reporter quickly drew one of our lawyers aside and told him that the finding
was favourable and we would be happy with it. … We seemed to be the
only people who didn’t know. What Phil Rice and Peter Dean said about
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not giving the defence counsel the same courtesy as the press was
unprintable. (L. Chamberlain, “Through” 157)

At this inquest, the journalists had occupied the seats that were usually reserved
for the jury – an image more relevant than it may have appeared at that time.
And it is worth noting that the media’s sensationalising of the Chamberlains’
story has never really ceased, as some of the headlines about my own exhibitions
demonstrate. Even during the Morling Royal Commission, that was to see the
Chamberlains’ vindicated at last, we find that:
Towards the end of the hearing… Michael and Lindy Chamberlain revealed,
rather impishly, that they had also had with them [at Uluru] an esky, a
serrated vegetable knife, a spade and water bottles [never seized by police].
The revelation was reported in a Sydney newspaper. Sadly, some radio
commentators even then, when it was apparent that an outrage had been
perpetrated against the Chamberlains, speculated seriously that such items
might constitute material evidence that a murder was committed. (Brown
and Wilson 140)

Lindy: The Australian
This is one of the quicker and simpler works of the series. It was an attempt to
express in a symbolic but straightforward way my anger at what the press did to
Lindy Chamberlain.
The work is painted on canvas glued to a painted board. The ‘portrait’ is taken
from a press photograph of Lindy and Michael entering Darwin Court during
the trial (see above). Playing on the obvious double meaning, I used a masthead
of The Australian newspaper, which I tore through the middle and splashed
below the image. Several immediate interpretations arise: the press had torn
Lindy’s life and family apart; the nation itself was split in two; and so on. I also
pulled on the canvas’s edges to fray it, further echoing this sense of fracture.
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Lindy: The Australian 1989
Collage and acrylic on canvas on board, in newspaper display holder, 61 x 92 cm.

Lindy’s pale, slightly disturbed face is surrounded by a cold melancholy blue.
The red ochre margin around the canvas provides the outback context behind
the saga. The top of the board blends into it, forming a loosely sketched Uluru.
In the sky is the white circle of Halley’s comet; it was in the news at the time I
had the idea for this painting, and it is suggestive of the idea that Lindy’s story is
an exceptional one: that she was singled out for very rare treatment.
In front of the image of Lindy is a newspaper promotional poster holder: she is
behind bars, and it was the press that had imprisoned her. Yet she too is “the
Australian”: a name by which many are often proud to be identified has here
taken on a bleak irony. Lindy’s nation (or much of it) had turned against her.
For a further discussion of this work, see Part A above, under “The Changing
Face of Portraiture”.

The making of a witch: gender
In their book Australian Images, Barrie McMahon and Robyn Quin discuss
women and Australian film:
Women have not figured prominently in the literature, history, mythology
or folklore of Australia. The early works of Lawson, Furphy and Paterson,
which have contributed so much to our sense of national identity, omitted
women almost entirely. In the stories, poems and ballads told of pioneers,
bush battlers, mates and heroes, it was always men who figured as the
central characters. (McMahon and Quin 120)

Since many Australians might equate “the pioneering spirit” embodied in such
folklore with individual courage and fortitude, the lack of women in it has
ramifications for their perceived gender role: they are not as readily expected to
show such traits.
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Lindy Chamberlain, in particular, came across to the public as very strong
indeed, from the moment of the loss of her baby onwards. When I asked Lindy
from where other than her belief in God she got this strength, she talked about
her pioneer settler grandfather in Victoria. Yet much of the press had a different
explanation. Lindy’s strength was:
unfeminine, unmotherly and sufficient proof of her guilt. …While her
behaviour throughout the traumatic ordeal could on the one hand be
interpreted as heroic, the actions of the media ensure that it is seen as
callous and uncaring. (MacMahon and Quin 130)

Adrian Howe argues that Lindy was the victim of “ the media’s construction of
the criminality of that ultra-‘deviant’ woman who is accused of murdering her
own child.” She says they were afraid of:
a dangerous provoking counter stereotypical woman who refused to play
her assigned gender-role; who spoke out on her behalf and on behalf of all
women, demanding her right to tell her story, her dreadful story of the
death of her child, in her own way, her own defiant, non-passive way, a
right which was denied her by a male-dominated media… (Graycar and
Morgan 262)

Lindy was also inescapably on show before these mostly male journalists. Every
day, they faced what Howe calls “the sexualised body of Lindy Chamberlain, the
body which, if we can believe the media, solicited criminalisation” (Graycar and
Morgan 263; Howe 2-3). As she explains:
The media’s preoccupation with Lindy’s body was the first step in the
creation of Lindy the Witch. The witch, a figure embodying the power and
threat of female sexuality… which must be tamed… by the objectifying
gaze of the media. Lindy's sexuality became a major point of discussion
among the male journalists ... She was ‘the pert brunette’ wearing a different
outfit to court each day, but always looking ‘striking’; her ‘filmy apricot
dress with thin straps over the shoulders’ led many to ogle and tip that ‘she
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Lindy and Michael Chamberlain in December 1985
(Photograph: Australian Telegraph Mirror)
This picture was a source for Lindy Gulla.

Newspaper photograph of Lindy entering
Darwin Courthouse, 13th September 1982.
This picture was a secondary source for
Confinement.

was braless beneath’. The ‘soft roundness of her tanned shoulders’ attracted
their attention, and helped them formulate their opinion that ‘it's easy to see
why Michael is a pastor and not a priest’.
… Lindy’s appearance became a media obsession. It was as if her photo
could tell us about her guilt, as if the media was seeking evidence which
could not be used in court – evidence about her femaleness. Their photos
became the evidence by which we prejudged her criminality. (Graycar and
Morgan 263; Howe 3)

We bring visual, emotional, intellectual and spiritual experience to images we
view, so our response to them is partly pre-determined. Many Australians –
whether taking the photos or just looking at them in the newspaper – helped
construct a Lindy Chamberlain that was unreal. And once this false Lindy had
been created, she took on a life of her own:
On one day, said a journalist, she would look ‘like a schoolgirl…’ and on the
next she would look ‘like a filmstar with a black dress, red lips, shoes and
handbag’; (Johnson 90, qtd in Howe 3)

Australian women were as conscious of this as the men. Indeed, they perceived
Lindy to be flaunting her body and her wardrobe before the cameras
(Goldsworthy 2-3).
But Lindy has told me:
You must change daily in the tropics. Guys changed their shirts; me, I
changed dresses. I had five mid pregnant dresses and I rotated them, and I
had five large pregnant dresses I rotated towards the end of the trial. The
impression was that I had a new dress every day of the seven or eight
weeks. (P.I. 6 Jan. 1998)

Central to the media photos of Lindy during her murder trial was her advanced
state of pregnancy.
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The pregnancy fuelled more rumours... Was her pregnancy a play for
sympathy? Who would convict a pregnant woman? More crucially, however,
her pregnancy raised the vital issue of motherhood. …[A]ssessment began
of her mothering skills. In the process Lindy Chamberlain lost her status as
a woman. The headlines tell the story: she became “The Guilty Mother”,
“Azaria’s Mother”, the “Young Mother with Far Away Eyes”, the “Dingo
Baby Mother”. …[S]he became transformed into an unnatural mother and a
witch.
The evidence put forward to support the witch theory took two forms.
First, there was her changing body shape… [Second, her] weird, ‘unnatural’
non-stereotypical behaviour. …most crucially, she didn't cry... (Graycar and
Morgan 264; Howe 4)

Lindy told me that she did cry on numerous occasions but her grief was edited
out from television programmes and news. It was her belief that the television
producers and directors wanted to present her as a “hard-faced bitch”. She also
observed that still photographs and television footage were used to depict times
other than their actual times. Australians weren’t even seeing the pictures of Lindy
they thought, let alone the Lindy they thought (P.I. 6 Jan. 1998).
So the false Lindy was not just an idea; she was an image, and one generated
largely by cameras. As Feldman notes:
A great friend of photography, James Agee, once said: “It is doubtful
whether most people realize how extraordinarily slippery a liar the camera
is.” The camera is also sensitive, seductive, and instructive, but photographs
have to be closely analyzed if we want to enjoy them without being
deceived. …Photographs have tremendous power to please our eyes and
persuade our minds… (429)

My response, therefore, was to generate my own varied images of Lindy in reply,
not with a camera, but with an art form at least as honest.
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Burn the Bitch!
“That bitch” [is] the most common description Territorians use for Mrs
Chamberlain. “Put the bitch behind bars,” a Northern Territory Minister is
said to have exclaimed, after the first coroner exonerated Chamberlain.
(McGregor 16-17 Dec. 1995)

“Burn the bitch!” was a loud call made by a man outside the Darwin court when
the Chamberlains were entering the building. I heard it myself on the evening
news one night during the trial, and never forgot it. Burning was, of course, the
punishment of Joan of Arc – as a witch. The utterance seemed to sum up the
very worst of how Lindy was hunted. (And not only does “bitch” rhyme with
“witch”; it is also a female dog. Lindy had clearly become, as a joke I recall from
the 1980s suggested, the “two-legged dingo”.)
This work took a similar form to Lindy: The Australian. Once again the
newspaper poster holder imprisons Lindy. It also suggests that the image is
entirely media-constructed and bears little resemblance to the real person. I used
a newsagent’s promotional poster that read “Sydney Morning HERALD”,
which I tore to become “Sydney Morn HER” – a simple pun suggestive of the
regret we would have had to live with had capital punishment really been used as
demanded. The call “Burn the Bitch” is painted in a graffiti style.
It is a small work on cardboard with acrylic paint. The newsprint is pasted down
and painted over with acrylic paint wash and glaze.

The witch’s sabbath: Seventh-day Adventists
Another important component of the ‘false’ Lindy Chamberlain was her
religion: she was (and is) a Seventh-day Adventist. Michael Chamberlain was a
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Burn the Bitch 1989
Collage and acrylic on paper in newspaper display holder, 51 x 64 cm

Confinement (acrylic on canvas 153 x 153 cm) and Burn the Bitch (as above)

Pastor of the Adventist Church in Mt Isa, Queensland, and Lindy was a Pastor’s
wife.
This difference from mainstream denominational Australians had two major
effects. Most obviously, it left them vulnerable to the community’s suspicion
and mistrust, caused by its fear of their otherness. But also, it seems to have
affected the way the Chamberlains responded to both Azaria’s death and their
sudden celebrity. This difference, in turn, led to them being constructed by the
media as much more different than they really were.
Seventh-day Adventists believe in being “Christlike”:
In view of Christ’s assurance that He will return when the gospel of the
kingdom has been proclaimed as “a witness to all the Nations” (Matt.24:14),
all are invited to be stewards and co-workers with Him. … faithful stewards
will be made glad as they see the blessings of the gospel extended to others.
(Ministerial Association 276)

As someone who had a strong Adventist upbringing myself, I believe that Pastor
Michael and his wife could not have been but mindful of this notion of
witnessing for Christ in all of their dealings with the print and television media.
Their comments and actions were measured and checked from the beginning,
whether consciously so or not. This made it difficult and confusing for most
people to come to a fuller understanding of what they did say.
We are called to be a godly people who think, feel, and act in harmony with
the principles of heaven. For the Spirit to recreate in us the character of our
Lord we involve ourselves only in those things which will produce
Christlike purity, health, and joy in our lives… (Ministerial Association 278)

From the moment of their first television interview, the Chamberlains were on
show. They often put on a remarkably brave face, and this ability to face the
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cameras and restrain tears was used against them by public opinion. But the
‘real’ Lindy and Michael may simply have been trying to “think, feel and act in
harmony with the principles of heaven”, and to aspire to “Christlike purity,
health, and joy”. Perhaps, ironically, the ‘real’ Lindy was on show all the time,
but what people thought they saw was something more sinister. If so, it would not
be the first time that those who have aspired to “Christlike” behaviour have
been cruelly misconstrued.
Brown and Wilson note: “Some of the parents’ behaviour did raise eyebrows.
But from an official point of view there was no reason to disbelieve their story.”
(122) Indeed. There was only emotional evidence:
If Lindy had admitted to killing her child, and with uncontrolled tears
confessed that she could not understand what had come over her, she
might have become the object of pity and compassion. Instead, she boldly
proclaimed her Christian faith, did not cry unrestrainedly in public, defiantly
asserted her innocence, and stubbornly maintained her view that a dingo
seized Azaria. Her uncompromising stand won her little sympathy and set
her on a collision course with the public, the media and the Northern
Territory authorities. (Young 1989, 10)

But did the Chamberlains perhaps think of this as witnessing for their God and
religion? If so, their approach may have been backfiring. For example, Bryson
claims that Geoff De Luca, reporter for The Adelaide News who did the first
television interview with Michael and Lindy, commented early on: “There’s
something in this. …They are weird, even allowing for religion.” (J. Bryson 72)
The media would vehemently pursue this perceived weirdness for years to come.
Michael Chamberlain was rarely referred to by the press as “Pastor”. During the
trial, Crown Prosecutor Ian Barker QC did not. He was no doubt avoiding the
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risk that a minister of religion is a person Australians might normally be
expected to believe.
But Michael was not a mainstream minister anyway. Wilson says:
The membership of the Chamberlains in the Seventh-day Adventist Church
was emphasised by many media outlets. Most Australians perceive
Adventists as an obscure and perhaps bizarre sect who do not eat meat but
pray on Saturday — the day ordinary Australians are watching football. If
the media portrayal of the Chamberlains’ stoicism was accepted, then they
would also perceive them as managing grief in a bizarre and guilty manner.
For, by innuendo, direct comment and visual picture, the Chamberlains
were shown to be unquestionably talkative, almost indecently composed in
the face of the death of their child and overtly confident. Coupled with
publicity regarding the name 'Azaria', the weird circumstances of the child's
disappearance and the emphasis on their religious background, the media
stereotyped Lindy Chamberlain in particular as a modern day witch. (Wilson
1987: 18)

Young observes that:
eight months after Barritt’s findings, Constable James Metcalfe was still
assiduously ransacking name books in the Mitchell Library searching for a
sinister meaning for “Azaria”. At this time, Metcalfe admitted to the inquiry,
he still thought “Azaria” might mean “sacrifice in the wilderness” and that
there had “been some sort of cult or religious killing”. (Young 1989, 16)

And later:
The Adventist Church lost. The Church, for no logical reason, was
convicted with the Chamberlains, and thus, in a sense, exonerated with
them. But no judicial act can entirely reverse the effects of years of
malevolence. There is in Australian society a residual hostility towards
Adventists as a result of the Chamberlain case. (Young 1989, 271)

In 1995, Seventh-day Adventist Ministry Director Dr A. Salom discussed with
me the potential damage caused to the Church and the impact on membership
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numbers as a result of the Chamberlain case. He stated that he did not think the
case affected numbers much — it may simply have brought to the surface
feelings of hostility towards the Church that already existed. He gave the
opinion that most people would have thought of Seventh-day Adventists very
little and probably did not know much about them except that they made Weet
Bix, were vegetarians and went to church on Saturdays. It was, Salom said, the
rumours of a “sacrifice in the wilderness” and Michael Chamberlain’s being
reported as saying that the loss of Azaria was the will of God (see, e.g., J. Bryson
71 and 50) that would have made people think of Seventh-day Adventists as an
offbeat religion (Salom).
My own instincts are that the press did significant harm to the Adventist
Church. It may take a few generations of Australians to forget the associations
involved.

Regardless of any judicial act, I suspect that there remains in

Australian society a residual hostility towards Seventh-day Adventists as a result
of this case. Nevertheless, I am hopeful that my paintings might make a small
contribution towards righting that wrong.

Seven Days of the Week (seven paintings)
This title bears an obvious allusion to the Adventist Church’s role in this drama,
but also refers to a comment Lindy made to me once. She said that she used to
put on weight every time she was sitting in court all day, and that this was a fair
bit of the time she wasn’t in gaol! In the trial, she commented, the days of
endless evidence took on a sameness (T.I. 23 Nov. 1992). I was reminded of the
Adventist Church’s focus on the importance of the Sabbath, and reflected that
in the Chamberlains’ long nightmare they never really got a day off. I imagined
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Seven Days of the Week 1994
“Sunday”
Acrylic on cardboard, 51 x 64 cm

Seven Days of the Week 1994
“Monday”
Acrylic on cardboard, 51 x 64 cm

Seven Days of the Week 1994
“Tuesday”
Acrylic on cardboard, 51 x 64 cm

Seven Days of the Week 1994
“Wednesday”
Acrylic on cardboard, 51 x 64 cm

Seven Days of the Week 1994
“Thursday”
Acrylic on cardboard, 51 x 64 cm

Seven Days of the Week 1994
“Friday”
Acrylic on cardboard, 51 x 64 cm

Seven Days of the Week 1994
“The Sabbath”
Acrylic on cardboard, 51 x 64 cm

too the constant memory of Uluru large in their minds. The seven works are
based on these simple associations.
I have always liked the idea of a series of related images, and I remembered from
my art school days Leonard French’s paintings with the same title as this work. I
decided that Seven Days of the Week would allow me to experiment at length with
mixed media and with varying images of the Chamberlains and of Uluru in
particular (the latter being renowned for its constantly changing light and
colour).
I wanted to find materials I might later use in larger works. I used heavy
cardboard, and worked with collage on photocopied images of Lindy and
Michael and their solicitor Stuart Tipple. Materials adopted included string,
labels from drink bottles, sand, plant forms, parts of maps of the Alice SpringsUluru road, and other found objects.
The shape of Uluru always features. It weighs down on the scene below, helping
to capture that feeling of daily frustration Lindy had described. The sun too
appears regularly. I painted it using an old car hubcap, which I placed on the
heavy cardboard and then spray-painted over. (I used this device in a few other
works about the Chamberlain case too.)
The dot and line effect featured in several works was achieved by removing
some of the paint while still wet.
I have also featured crosses and circles reminiscent of the game tic-tac-toe. This
idea came to me from press photographs I found on file at a newspaper’s
archive office. They bore their layout artist’s markings: crosses for images to be
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excluded and circles surrounding details chosen for publication. Here then was
evidence of the Chamberlains’ images being literally constructed by the press.
The markings seemed powerful visual symbols for the way Lindy and Michael
were targeted, and I used them to add to the sense of claustrophobia and of the
dream-like images that Australians subconsciously absorbed.
I singled out the Saturday work for special treatment. All other pictures are
simply titled by their day, but the last is called “The Sabbath”. It bears a
noticeably different mood to the others in the series: more spiritual and less
dominated by the wilderness setting (for example, the human figure (Lindy)
looks much less intimidated by the surrounding landscape). This is partly
achieved by the hints at Aboriginal influence in the work, such as the bright
meandering lines and dots and the warmer, earthier colours (see, e.g., Sutton
108).
The figure of Lindy is much larger than in the other works. She possesses a
serenity and strength the other images don’t quite communicate. Inside her body
are a Madonna and child; they identify her as a loving mother and a woman of
spiritual conviction.

Portrait of a landscape: the lost child and the hostile mother
A theme that occurred to me as pertinent to the story of Azaria’s death was the
hostility of the outback landscape. Azaria was taken by a dingo in the desert,
under an enormous rock monolith that Australians equate with “the Dead
Heart” of the country. The baby was the victim of an environment for which
she was no match.
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The notion of an unforgiving landscape has, I think, been a longstanding feature
of non-indigenous Australians’ consciousness. Modern Australia began as a
penal settlement and with the struggles of early settlers to extract a livelihood
from the landscape. Here was a vast and alien country, and life, as Robert
Hughes’ book The Fatal Shore makes clear, was very difficult.
Since many human cultures have often characterised the concepts of both earth
and nation as “mother”, it occurred to me that the harsh Australian outback was
like a hostile mother. After all, for many decades, a lot of Australians would
consider themselves as children of their mother country (England), from whom
they had been somehow separated. If so, I wondered how much anxiety we
were therefore carrying in our national baggage. Were we abandoned children?
I also wondered to what extent that other mother, Lindy Chamberlain, in being
blamed for what was really the outback’s ‘murder’ of her baby, had been forced to
take on the role of this hostile mother. Had we, as a nation, projected our fears
onto her, as if she herself were the desert, or the Rock? Was she an earth mother
who had proved herself barren? As Kerryn Goldsworthy argues:
Lindy Chamberlain… was condemned rightly or wrongly not for murder as
such, but because of a public belief that… she had violated the sanctity of
motherhood. (Goldsworthy 1)

Christopher Allen suggests that “the spatial experience of Australia, at its most
hostile, alternates between claustrophobia and agoraphobia” (Allen 11). He puts
considerable store on the effect the national landscape has had on every
generation of Australian artists. He believes that even today “it would be a
mistake to conclude that the physical nature of Australia has lost its central place
in the cultural imagination” (Allen 14), a view that advertising agency DDB
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Needham seems to have understood when it deliberately “reconstituted Uluru as
a Big Burger Thing” in its McDonald’s Restaurants television campaign about
“the taste of Australia” (Brereton 187-8).
I noticed that Allen’s nominated anxieties, claustrophobia and agoraphobia,
seemed to underpin the two sides of the Chamberlain story respectively: the
Crown case, with its allegation of a mother cutting her baby’s throat in the front
seat of a small car; the defence, with its explanation of the dingo disappearing
into the vast wilderness.
There seems little doubt that the Azaria drama carried a special resonance in the
minds of Australians because of its unique Uluru backdrop. Here was the
country’s “dead heart” – the perfect setting for the most heartless of crimes.
Sanders contrasts Azaria (“human, vulnerable, soft and small”) against “the
Rock” (“masculine, hard, impenetrable, magnitudinous[…]”) (Sanders 90). This
is an intelligent reading, though it should be remembered that these “masculine”
traits are exactly what was projected onto Lindy.
Russell Drysdale saw the psychological significance of the outback world. As
Allen explains:
Colonists and settlers had always known about this interior of the
continent, and there are heroic stories of nineteenth-century explorers
travelling through the unknown centre, or perishing in the attempt, like
Burke and Wills. But Drysdale discovered the outback – and was soon
followed by others – as the expression of an existential state. Part of the
material and moral difficulties of settling in Australia had always been its
distance from Europe… but the outback represented distance within...
(Allen 140)
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Similarly, the figure in Drysdale’s The Drover’s Wife (1945) stands in a landscape
of virtual isolation. In that sense it is a mindscape, and works somewhat like the
landscape in Patrick White’s Voss. To my mind, it was into such a setting that
the Australian imagination put Lindy Chamberlain and her daughter Azaria.
Azaria became the helpless and lost child, and Lindy was assigned the role of the
hostile mother/landscape.
Peter Pierce finds that lost children are recurring figures in Australian cultural
works, from the novels of Marcus Clarke to the plays of Ray Lawler and well
beyond. He argues, for example, that Frederick McCubbin’s two famous
paintings entitled Lost (1886 and 1907 respectively) are expressions of a tradition
that saw boys and girls “on that dangerous threshold where they might choose
to leave the known and safe for the fascinations of the unknown and the
perilous”. Such an “innocent attraction to the bush can be fatal.” (1999: 58).
It is one thing for the bush to be hazardous and unforgiving. But for it to be an
actually malevolent force is much worse, and thus harder to accept. Pierce explains
Australia’s reaction to the Chamberlain story:
By blaming the dingo for Azaria’s loss, the Chamberlain defence set itself
against the body of nineteenth-century Australian narrative of children lost
in the bush. Much too young to wander off, thence to perish, this child had
allegedly been stolen away by a bush creature. The outback, no longer
indifferent to, however unwelcoming of, the European presence, was now
conceived as purposefully destructive. The Chamberlains therefore
confronted a deep reserve of Australian folk memory, called up
unexpectedly by the loss of their child. Such remembering was almost
bound to be sceptical of their story. (Pierce 1999: 175)

Pierce’s book was first published in 1999, so I had not read it at the time I
painted most of the works documented here. But this idea – that somehow the
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outback’s potential menace had been projected onto Lindy Chamberlain instead
– was a key one for me from early on.
If so, it meant that Lindy was not allowed to project the more comprehensible
image of the distraught mother – an image that dates from the ancient world, if
not prehistory (Baring and Cashford). An Australian example of this archetypal
role is noted by Pierce: the waiting mother in Henry Lawson’s poem “The
Babies in the Bush” has “a wild fixed look of a life’s despair” (Pierce 1999 7980).
It seems to me there is a terrible irony here in what happened to Lindy’s mythic
role. Azaria was not the only focus for those who sought a victim of this callous
hostile mother; the dingo itself was righteously defended, as I have mentioned
earlier. It too was perceived as a helpless creature under threat. In this context,
Lindy became the deviant Australian who turned on one of her own. By
contrast, the dingo was able to draw on the public affection that Australians
show towards many of their native mammals (not to mention towards dogs
generally). In a final reversal of the myth of a child of human civilisation being
left to wild dogs, a civilised dog was seen to need protection from a deviant and
wild human.
That we were blinded to this reversal is all the more amazing when one realises
just how prevalent the grieving mother image normally is: it ranges from
Michelangelo’s Pieta to Ethel Pedley’s famous Australian lost child narrative, Dot
and the Kangaroo.
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Lindy found this out the hard way. As she has noted in the margin of my
documentation draft, the day after Azaria was taken she was comforting her
young boys, Aidan and Reagan with a story:
We had been reading a book called Spindles of the Dusty Rouge for some weeks
about the lost joey and it ended in tears as we discovered the frantic mother
had seen a dingo’s tracks following her joey’s tracks. (Chamberlain, L.
“Handwritten comments”)

Perhaps what happened is that two different kinds of vulnerable children were
conflated in the Chamberlain case. After all, one of the key ideas in Pierce’s
book is the relationship of the lost child tradition to the many actual Australian
cases of victims of abuse, abandonment and even abduction. These disturbing
and true stories include eight-year-old Graeme Thorne of Sydney (kidnapped
and murdered in 1960), Jaidyn Leskie of Gippsland (found dead in a lake five
months after disappearing), the Aboriginal ‘stolen generation’, the many victims
of abuse in church orphanages and institutions (many of whom were postWorld War Two child migrants from Great Britain), and so on (Pierce 1999 184
ff.).

Lindy in Landscape
With these ideas in mind, I decided to attempt a depiction of Lindy’s figure
merged with the outback landscape. Lindy stands with Uluru behind her, yet it
also forms an arc that partly encloses her. I had read that the geological
formation of Uluru is thought to continue up to five kilometres underground
(King 14), so my idea was that this arc should continue in the mind’s eye to
completely encompass her.
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Watery acrylic paint runs like blood down from the horizon at the base of Uluru
and stains the formation. Lindy stares into the vast distance with stoic
determination but perhaps slight uncertainty. The form above her head is
suggestive of a crown or headdress, conferring the dubious honour that she is
the tragic queen of Uluru.
This myth-like approach is reinforced by the apparent translucence of her figure:
she is the colour of the land itself, because she has taken on its mythic role as a
hostile mother. And the very dark outlines of the figure and the rock add to this
spiritual feeling too, by creating a strain-glass window like outline.
I did the painting in one sitting. It was an experiment with mixed media and
technique. I used wash and thick textured paint, dragging these with the edge of
a metal rule down diagonally from Lindy’s face and up diagonally from her hair.
The sense of angularity thus created helps directs the eye to the face and adds to
boldness and directness of the work.
The part circles in the background of a 1665 Rembrandt self-portrait now at
Kenwood, London (see my discussion of Michael Chamberlain below) helped me
decide on the composition.
I have sometimes imagined that this image would make an interesting basis for
the set of the opera Lindy, since part of its success lies in its obvious theatricality.
Lindy liked this picture and expressed a desire to own it. Unfortunately I had
already sold the work to pay for the framing of a larger painting.
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Russell Drysdale, The Drover’s Wife 1945
oil on canvas, 61.5 x 51.5 cm, National Gallery of Australia, Canberra ACT

Lindy in Landscape
Acrylic on paper, 91 x 61 cm

Rock Breaks Scissors
I wanted to juxtapose the false, constructed Lindy with what I understand to be
the ‘true’ Lindy (I try to outline this below) in a strong image. This is that
painting, and I think it is one of my most successful works. It is of deliberately
imposing proportions: 4ft 6in x 5ft 6in.
The title alludes to the innocent children’s game “Rock, Scissors, Paper”, in
which competitors simultaneously choose one of three different hand symbols
at random and see who has won the round. (Rock breaks Scissors, which cuts
Paper, which wraps Rock).
The implication is obvious. Lindy is the Rock (both in the sense of unbreakable
reliability and of an extension of Uluru itself as described above). And her
fortitude has finally broken the accusations made in court that she killed Azaria
with a pair of scissors.
The scissors are painted as black and white newsprint, for obvious symbolic
reasons. At the tip of the scissors, shreds of paper fall to the ground, but they
are too insignificant to wrap themselves around Lindy’s right hand, which is
lightly clenched into the shape of “Rock” in the game. Paper normally defeats
Rock by enclosing it, but not this time.
Her white dress and chair declare her innocence, and stand in high contrast to
the blood-red background. This, then, is a victory painting.
In this context, the red background might also be seen as her trial by fire. The
well known story of Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego (in the Book of Daniel),
in which they are cast into a fiery furnace for refusing to worship an alternative
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Rock Breaks Scissors 1996
Acrylic on board, 138 x 158 cm

god but are soon saved by an angel, always seemed to be a good symbol for
Lindy’s courage and faithful adherence to the truth. And it became a compelling
notion when I read:
Intriguingly, Azaria is the feminine form of Azariah, the Hebrew equivalent
of Abednego, Michael is the anglicised version of Mishael, the Hebrew
equivalent of Meshach, and Alice, Lindy’s first name, has the same meaning
as Shadrach. But perhaps the strangest feature was the occupation of these
three men. They were chamberlains to the king. (Crispin 379)

The ‘true’ Lindy Chamberlain
The changing public
Before I move on to outline what I have come to believe is the ‘real’ Lindy, it is
necessary to look briefly at the changing feelings towards Lindy Chamberlain
among the Australian public. From what follows, it should be clear that public
perceptions are changeable over time, and this has been one of the motivations
of my work. If as an artist I can contribute, albeit in a very small way, to the
construction of a public image for Lindy that is closer to the truth, then the
project has merit for me.
In other words, part of my purpose has been to help redress deep-seated
prejudices that even now are held by many Australians about the Chamberlains.
This notion is worth exploring briefly.
The law of contempt, for example, assumes that jurors (like readers of
newspapers) are vulnerable to prejudicial material. Some journalists in the
Chamberlain case shared this assumption and were careful, but far too many
were not. And of course, the very nature of prejudice means that it is often
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something of which people are not conscious: whether we realise it or not, we
all take notice of extraneous information.
But if we do, then perhaps my paintings – also extraneous statements – can have
a positively ‘anti-prejudicial’ effect. In that sense they behave as a personal
testimony of my own; the artist acts as a character witness in an ongoing trial
before a jury made of the whole Australian population. That this jury exists, and
how it has changed, has long interested me.
Three-and-a-half years after the baby’s death came the D448 Gallup Poll (March
1984). Respondents were asked, “Do you believe that Mrs Lindy Chamberlain is
Guilty or Not Guilty of the baby Azaria murder charge?” 76.8% said Guilty and
23.2% said Not Guilty. Another question followed: “Do you believe that Mrs.
Lindy Chamberlain should be Pardoned or Not Pardoned?” 31.8% said
Pardoned and 68.2% said Not Pardoned (McNair Anderson 1984).
In the September 1985, this question was put to the people: “Mrs. Lindy
Chamberlain has been in gaol nearly three years for the murder of her baby
Azaria at Ayers Rock in August 1980. Do you now believe there is sufficient
doubt about the case to justify a verdict of not guilty?” 36.3% said YES and
63.7% said NO. The follow-up question was: “Do you believe Mrs.
Chamberlain should now be released from Darwin gaol?” 38.4% said YES and
61.6% said NO (McNair Anderson 1985).
The March 1986 survey developed this theme further: “The Northern Territory
Attorney-General has recently released Lindy Chamberlain from prison and
promised a judicial inquiry. Even if the inquiry confirms previous findings, do
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Lindy Chamberlain, 1987
(Photograph: Neville Dawson)
This photograph was a source for Lindy Chamberlain.

you think Lindy Chamberlain has spent enough time in prison?” 54.1% of
respondents said YES and 45.9% said NO (McNair Anderson 1986).
This gradual but very substantial shift in attitudes towards Lindy Chamberlain
has encouraged me, for the sake of Australian justice and tolerance generally,
and for the sake of Lindy personally, to pursue this project. The ‘true’ Lindy
Chamberlain is worth searching for, because to do so is to reaffirm the value of
truth itself.

Experiences
There is no question that Lindy Chamberlain was changed by what happened to
her. In order to paint her portrait, I wondered what it would feel like to be her;
to be at the centre of her drama rather than an observer of it. For example, she
opens her autobiography of almost 800 pages with:
This is a story of a little girl
who lived, and breathed, and loved, and was loved.
She was part of me.
She grew within my body and when she died,
part of me died,
and nothing will ever alter that fact.
(L. Chamberlain, “Through” 1)

Consider too the adversarial outlook she was forced to have – that she was not
just the victim of an innocent mistake, but involved in a contest against very
powerful people. For example:
The Chamberlain case had embarrassed the Northern Territory
Government ...No matter what the cost, the Northern Territory intended to
show the rest of Australia that it had attained the capable maturity of a selfgoverning State. (Young 1989, 10)
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And Lindy had to come to terms with why such things were happening. As she
put it:
Why were they so desperate to get hold of me? Why would they be so
anxious to spend millions to get me? If Jack the Ripper was running amok,
you could understand it. But why me? Somebody is scared of something.
(qtd. in Howe 3; Graycar and Morgan 263)

Her attempts to fathom what was happening to her are an important part of
who she became, and were therefore important to me as portraitist, as can be
detected in my discussion of Lindy Chamberlain below.
Further, the media gave Australia a ‘Lindy’ that even Lindy had to grapple with
to understand. She has identified in an interview the moment that she had to
come to terms with that other Lindy:
Suddenly, in 1980, when Azaria died, I read the paper and discovered that I
had a very sheltered life and that everything was new and frightening for
me. …That was the beginning of me getting to know the Lindy
Chamberlain the media created. A good part of the time she wasn’t in the
same courtroom that I was. So I had to watch the news to see what she was
up to, because whatever she was up to, I got blamed for. (qtd in McDonald
4)

We all have, to some degree, the ability to imagine ourselves walking across a
crowded room. Lindy would have to develop the ability to watch herself walking
across a crowded room as herself and as the Lindy that would be seen on the
evening news. And then, years later and aided by Harry M. Miller, she would
offer the colour women’s magazines a different Lindy again – one they would
have to get out the chequebook for. Thus she was eventually able, at least in
part, to turn the tables on a once hostile press and enlist it in the campaign to
declaim her innocence.
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Neville Dawson drawing Lindy Chamberlain, 22 November 1987
(Photograph: Nicole Guymer)

Lindy Chamberlain
at home,
22 November 1987
(Photograph: Nicole
Guymer)

Lindy Chamberlain
Once I had persuaded Lindy to sit for me, I visited the Chamberlains at their
home at Avondale College in Cooranbong, and made various drawings and
photographs. The subsequent painting was worked back at my home in Sydney.
I liked Lindy’s choice of dress for the portrait. (Michael, by contrast, strongly
disapproved.) It reminded me of Marilyn Monroe, and also suggested innocence,
which was highly appropriate. It was open to show the shoulders, and it
communicated to me a feeling of lightness and freedom.
The painting is a large, horizontal canvas of six by four feet. I first drew in the
horizon line near the top. Almost all of my paintings, even portraits, have a
horizon: the horizon pervades my vision; I feel I owe it to the Australian
landscape. (In this way, I feel a real affinity with the work of artist Fred
Williams.) My preoccupation may come from living some years of my childhood
at Brewarrina in New South Wales, where the landscape is very flat.
In my painting, Lindy stands in a slightly surreal but obviously Australian
landscape, just a little right of centre, with her back to the viewer. She has turned
away from us because we rejected her, but still looks back with a sense of
understanding and determination. The face is hard, the expression firm and
fixed, almost mask-like. Her glance in our direction confirms that the real Lindy
Chamberlain is the equal of her surroundings, and not diminished by our
treatment of her.
The horizon line cuts through the top of Lindy’s head, but her hair itself forms
the shape of Uluru on the distant horizon. Shapes like prison bars are in front of
her to the right, and a round shape representing the wheel of fortune is behind
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Drawing of Lindy Chamberlain, 22 November 1987
Black ink and coloured pencil on paper, 30 x 42 cm

her on the left. The viewer’s eye is carried in from the left, explores the face and
then moves about the painting or down her right arm towards a hand beyond
the bottom edge. Where is the hand, and what is it holding? A knife or scissors?
Or a child’s loving hand?
Behind Lindy is the hint of a dark red malevolent mouth-like shape. Is the earth
itself about to consume her? Here, in the dark foreground, are references to the
bogus and incompetent forensic evidence used, in the form of twisted bloodcoloured shapes.
The lens of a reporter’s camera forms the pupil of a large eye at the front of her.
It is the ever-present media surveillance. Lindy’s facial identity is being dragged
into the landscape, linking her with the land itself: she will be forever connected
with Uluru. Three trees, one for each child that was with her when she arrived at
Uluru, are painted behind her; she brings them here from her past. To the right,
and moving into the future with her, only two trees remain, and they are
stripped of their leaves. Death has entered their lives. Between these two trees is
a small new one: Lindy’s fourth child Kahlia, who was born in gaol.
Organic shapes float over the bottom of the painting. They have blood-colour
glazes over them except for those that cover Lindy. Similar shapes falling from
about her ears represent the lies that she refused to accede to. They fall and
discolour her white dress (for Lindy, the mud has inevitably stuck).
The slightly surrealist mood communicates a dreamlike unreality, which is
reinforced by the diagonal shafts of light running across the work. The colours
used are of the earth-like, and there is a sense of the vast distances of the
Australian outback that pervade Lindy’s story. All of these impressions help to
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Lindy Chamberlain 1988
Acrylic on canvas, 183 x 122 cm

highlight the intensity of her drama and the imagined and irrational view of her we
originally partook of.
This work was the first substantial portrait of Lindy from life since the loss of
Azaria (and at all). Lindy very much liked the work, and as she said on national
television:
It’s the first major painting of me and it contains the seeds of all the other
paintings. (Today Show)

The trustees of the Archibald rejected the portrait. Perhaps they did not like my
approach, or perhaps in 1987 the Chamberlain story was still too controversial
for them. Perhaps it was thought she did not qualify as a subject of the type
preferred (though not mandated) by the competition rules. If so, I reasoned that
by the time of my second entry with her image, these obstacles would be
diminishing.

Confinement
The word confinement means both childbirth and imprisonment, and for Lindy it
meant both simultaneously: she went to gaol when eight months pregnant, and
was forced to give birth in custody.
The painting depicts a pregnant Lindy at night deliberating over a circle of
flowers in the full-bloomed desert. This circle is suggestive of a wreath, which
itself is ambiguous: is it a funerary wreath honouring the lost Azaria, or a
celebratory ‘laurel’ crown anticipating the vindication that must come?
And even if there is a touch of death and vanitas in the flowers, they also hint at
renewal – at faith in victory over death – because they generate the seeds that
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Confinement (detail) 1989
Acrylic on canvas, 153 x 153 cm

My drawing over a Sydney Morning Herald photograph of 15 September 1982, 22 x 30 cm

will somehow survive the desert’s dryness and spring to new life after the next
rains. This is one of the Australian outback’s most exciting features – an
apparent miracle against incalculable odds.
And Lindy carries life in her body too: it is Kahlia, the daughter who arrived to
fill the gaping hole in the Chamberlain family, the sister Azaria never knew yet
still has.
I had been reading about the works of American artist Andrew Wyeth when the
concept for Confinement came to me. Wyeth’s Christina’s World is not a portrait,
but a figure in a landscape. The subject is physically disabled, but drags herself
slowly up a hillside towards a remote house. She is crippled, but has the dignity
of a queen. Wyeth is championing the courage and nobility of men and women
who stand up to life; who refuse to surrender in the endless battle against
misfortune and death (Feldman 126). I thought, of course, of Lindy
Chamberlain.
My composition is like a lateral inversion of Christina’s World: The horizon lines
in both works are extremely high (thus confining the figures into the spaces below
them) and both feature a large object on the distant horizon.
In my work, the figure is at the right side of the canvas, preventing the more
common approach of the eye (i.e. from left to right) and instead pushing it up
the arm, along the curve of the shoulder, into the lit face, and then down to the
circle of illuminated flowers in the centre foreground. This too is an experience
of confinement for the viewer.
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Behind Lindy is a strange dark light; she is in a nightscape – a dream-like, quasisurreal environment. Its dark blues suggest night, dreaming, cold, lost love, and
melancholy, and these moods are reinforced by the skin and dress.
Only the illuminated flowers stand out. Lindy contemplates them, dreaming of
all they might represent. There is the hint of a path, leading from the left
foreground all the way to Uluru, that seems to carry her thoughts back to it.
The image of Lindy is drawn from a newspaper photograph. I would use it again
later, in Seven Days of the Week and Fate.
While I like this painting very much, Lindy dislikes it intensely. She expressed
her opinion of it to me by simply filling her cheeks with air to point out that she
looks fat. For someone hounded for so long as a living media photograph, such
a view is understandable, but I can’t say I agree.

Outlook and personality
Lindy has explained to me:
I never went to any SDA schools. My parents were very community minded
and I had mostly non-Seventh-day Adventist friends. I had done prison
visiting and hands-on “welfare work” – caring for children of low-income
families – cleaning, washing and even repainting their houses at times. They
were always treated as equals by my parents and I was taught that also. I was
involved in community work and active show stands on health testing.
After marriage to Michael I was involved in Community Citizens Advice
Bureaus, disaster relief work and flood assessments. …My philosophy is [to
be] part of the community but not agree with everything, i.e. Bible
principals [sic] [should be] upheld. Religious culture is just that: culture that
changes from region to region and race to race, church to church, therefore
not to be adhered to closely. Be true to God, Bible and self alone. (L.
Chamberlain, “Handwritten Comments”)
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This approach to life – standing up for core principles while helping people
practically with their personal struggles – is surely relevant to how well Lindy
coped with her decade-long ordeal. In such a context, there is nothing
“unnatural” about her strength; indeed, the implication in the above is that she is
not even inflexible.
Certainly, my own observations over many years have been that Lindy is very
open and accessible to her friends and to people she feels she can trust. She is
talkative and has a firm and confident opinion on most topics. As Young puts it,
“Lindy was not a tight-lipped professional, but a chatty minister’s wife.” (1989,
11).
She also has a very good visual memory. This has become clear to me in the
context of our discussions, and she demonstrated it in the trial on many
occasions, including for example her conviction about the exact way Azaria had
been dressed on the night of the child's disappearance – even down to which
way around her singlet was put on (Young 1989 11 and 237).
It was this thoroughness of observation that would be part of her salvation in
the end. She always claimed that Azaria was wearing a matinee jacket with a
lemon trim. The Crown characterised this as a lie to explain away allegedly
damning forensic evidence, but Lindy never wavered from it. The jacket was
found on 2 February 1986 at the base of Ayers Rock, 153 metres from the spot
where her other clothing had been recovered (Young 174). Such evidence
indicated that Lindy had been telling the truth all along.
Despite widespread contrary images, Lindy is also clearly a loving mother. My
own many conversations with her about her children have made this abundantly
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clear. Moreover, Sally Lowe noted even before Azaria’s death that Lindy was
very caring and loving towards the baby and paid careful attention to her before
putting her to bed (Boyd 53).

Lindy Chamberlain: Through My Eyes
This was my second major portrait of Lindy Chamberlain for the Archibald
Prize. It was my intention to paint an imposing, direct and confronting portrait
that would be as significant to Australian portrait painting as I regard William
Dobell’s portrait of Dame Mary Gilmore.
I wanted to challenge viewers. I wanted to communicate what Lindy might be
thinking as she gazes at her supporters or accusers. People bring their ideas and
beliefs to a painting, but I wanted to challenge those very things.
Lindy sat for the portrait in a dress with a floral pattern on a black background.
She believed black looked smart on her and considered it to be “slimming” (P.I.
25 Oct. 1991). She had started to put on some weight by this time, but I
intentionally reduced the waistline in my portrait, because in the sitting position
she looked larger than when she stood and I did not want the extra form to
distract from the face or hands or extend to the left edge of the visual field.
Instead, I wanted the figure to be emerging out of darkness, in the manner of
Rembrandt’s or Ingres’ portraiture.
I also wanted to give great attention to the detail of her dress and jewellery, not
unlike Ingres’ Portrait of the Princess of Broglie (1853), which renders so well the
various textures and shines. Having said that, I did not want the dress to
overwhelm the rest of the portrait. So I painted the black background of the
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Lindy Chamberlain: Through My Eyes
Salon des Refuses (“Alternative Archibald”), S.H. Ervin Gallery 1992
Acrylic on board with peacock feathers, 122 x 153 cm

dress first, and then, when that was dry, added the colour as a child might
colour-in a stencilled drawing.
The pose is pensive yet confident. Her hand under her chin is perhaps
suggestive of listening intently or concentrating on an answer she must give.
Alternatively, there are many press photographs showing Lindy with her hand
close to her face (see, e.g., Russell 11). Does she place it between herself and the
camera as a guard? Or is it there so she can stop herself quickly from saying
something unthinking that she may regret?
I was aware of this phenomenon when planning this portrait, so I decided the
pose should remain open to this interpretation too. Nevertheless, its main effect
is clearly one of strength: here is a direct and intense gaze that reveals a strong
and capable woman who was made even stronger by her experiences. In this
context, the blue peacock feathers pasted in collage behind her help to create a
sense of calm yet slightly melancholy thoughtfulness.
The peacock feathers are in fact a personal touch: I once gave Lindy some that
she had been admiring in my home. They now reside in the front window of her
lounge-room. For Lindy and me they are a symbol of our friendship and our
memories shared. Eight years later I was saddened to hear from Lindy that
someone, possibly a hostile visitor to her home, had cut all the eyes from these
peacock feathers (T.I. 3 Apr. 2000). We found this very disturbing, as it is so
senseless. The incident remains a mystery.
The feathers are appropriate for other reasons too. The peacock is a symbol of
Christian immortality and resurrection (Hall 238), and its colour has a positive
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Jean Auguste Dominique Ingres
Portrait of the Princesse de Broglie 1853, oil on canvas, 92.1 x 120 cm
The Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York

Otto Dix, Portrait of Journalist Sylvia Von Harden 1926.
Oil on canvas, 88 x 120 cm, Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris

Chamberlain case connection too: it is the colour that filter paper turns when
blood or Mount Isa ore is tested with o-tolidine. As Professor Barry Boettcher
proved of Joy Kuhl’s incompetent forensic evidence for the Crown:
On occasions the Mount Isa sample gave the characteristic peacock-blue
colour just as rapidly as the blood sample (qtd. in Brown and Wilson 136)

In other words, peacock blue is also a symbol of Lindy’s innocence, and a
rebuke to the bogus pseudo-science that was used to gaol her.
Another painting firmly in my mind when planning this work was Portrait of the
Journalist Sylvia von Harden (1926) by Otto Dix. This work is one of my favourite
portraits of all time; it still impresses me every time I return to see it in Paris.
Dix’s portrayal of the hands in that work excites me greatly; I wanted the same
painterly treatment of Lindy’s hands, though with less exaggeration. I also used a
closed-in background to my subject as Dix has done.
Lindy Chamberlain: Through My Eyes was selected for exhibition for the first
official Salon des Refusés, which is these days itself quite a popular exhibition
and perceived by many as an extension of the Archibald Prize exhibition.
Its hanging received some press coverage. For example, under the heading “Art
for Art’s Sake” came:
Chambermaid
Lindy Chamberlain, used to star billing of one kind or another, shared the
limelight with Foreign Affairs Minister Gareth Evans and others at last
night’s opening of the Salon des Refusés Archibald and Wynne Prize rejects
exhibition at Observatory Hill ... displaying a figure a little fuller than in her
prison days but with the same hard gaze ... Lindy, who left more than three
weeks ago for a lecture tour of the United States, is forging ahead one way
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or another. Her image has at least improved from that of an art exhibition
in Balmain in the mid-'80s, when amid a series of studies was one depicting
her with fangs.
According to Anne Loxley, director of the S. H. Ervin Gallery, the
symbolism has not entirely disappeared. Behind today's portrait of Lindy is
a background of peacock feathers, which according to Ms Loxley might be
taken to signify vanity or ill-fortune.

For the Sydney Morning Herald to refer to Mrs. Chamberlain as ‘Chambermaid’
at all and as late as 1992 and for Ms Loxley to say that the peacock feathers
signified ‘vanity or ill-fortune’ without even consulting me, considering she had
all my details on the entry form for the competition, can only be regarded as
demeaning, negative and trivializing to Mrs. Chamberlain and to the portrait.
With these prevailing attitudes it is of little wonder that when I offered the
portrait as a gift to the people of Australia and to the Art Gallery of New South
Wales it was declined. It would be the National Library of Australia that
welcomed it, for the National Portrait collection.

Religious beliefs
It became clear that in order to understand Lindy Chamberlain I needed to
understand her religious beliefs. I too was brought up an Adventist, so I was
familiar with much of her religious outlook, and sympathetic to the
Chamberlains as I witnessed the media’s recklessly irresponsible portrayal of
their faith. But in order to prepare for these portraits, I revised and added to my
knowledge of Adventism. Below are a few of its tenets as I have come to believe
they are understood by Lindy.
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Seventh-day Adventism is a Christian denomination that arose in the United
States after 1844. Lindy says:
… Seventh-day Adventism is very much in the mainstream of the
Protestant faiths: we believe in the Trinity – one God: Father, Son and Holy
Spirit. We take the Ten Commandments literally, which is why we have
Saturday Sabbath instead of Sunday services. We believe the dead are asleep
until Jesus returns again, at which time they are resurrected... We hold
communion, and baptise by immersion, as Jesus was baptised, but not until
people are of an age when they can choose. We dedicate our babies so we
may set a good example as parents and give them a Christian upbringing. (L.
Chamberlain, “Through” 235)

When I asked Lindy to give me some insight into her strength in the face of her
adversity she said, “My strength comes from my belief and faith in God.” (P.I.
29 Nov. 1987).
… I know that I wouldn’t have survived without knowing that God was
looking after me. His guidance was always made plain to me when I needed
it most. (L. Chamberlain, “Through” 235-6)

Adventism is characterised partly by its focus on apocalyptic prophecy. For
example, Ellen G. White, the denomination’s “prophet” and one of its founders,
outlines in her writings the future Second Advent of Christ, at which:
the wicked are blotted from the face of the whole earth — consumed with
the spirit of His mouth and destroyed by the brightness of His glory. Christ
takes His people to the City of God, and the earth is emptied of its
inhabitants. (White 1942: 57)

This is just one stage of several in God’s plan for humanity, and I shall not
repeat them all here. One relevant detail worth noting, however, is found in
White’s The Great Controversy, which Lindy has read (P.I. 25 Oct. 1991). White
says of the coming “time of trouble”:
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The season of distress and anguish before us will require a faith that can
endure weariness, delay and hunger — a faith that will not faint though
severely tried. (White 1942: 261)

The appropriateness of this text in the Chamberlain story is obvious, and was of
relevance to me in trying to capture Lindy’s fortitude in paint. So too was Hymn
280 from the Seventh-day Adventist Hymnal. It is a song that Lindy and
Michael Chamberlain know by heart, and it has a strikingly literal resonance that
is impossible to miss:
Beneath the cross of Jesus I fain would take my stand,
The shadow of a mighty rock within a weary land.
A home within the wilderness, a rest upon the way;
From the burning of the noontide heat and the burden of the day.
(“Hymnal”)

Belief in Jesus, and in God’s purpose for us, provided Lindy with “a home
within the wilderness”. Here was the sanctuary she took refuge in. Even when
the hostility of the outback on the night of Azaria’s death turned so quickly into
the hostility of a nation, the “mighty rock” of Jesus provided the comforting
shade. Perhaps, therefore, it should not be so surprising that the Chamberlains
did not appear completely overawed by the Uluru backdrop to their tragedy:
they saw God’s presence in it.
Similarly, Azaria’s horrific death did not lead them to despair, perhaps because
“[d]eath is not complete annihilation; it is only a state of temporary
unconsciousness while the person awaits the resurrection.” (Ministerial
Association 352) For a family who has suffered the loss of a baby, such a belief
offers genuine consolation.
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Moreover, Adventists believe that on the resurrection morning: “Little children
are borne by Holy Angels to their mothers’ arms” (White 1942: 645), and that
“[God will] restore to His servants the children that have been taken from them
by death” (White 1943: 329). Lindy believes this unconditionally, and that she
will be reunited with Azaria. She also believes firmly in the presence of angels
(P.I. 25 Oct. 1991).

Lindy Gulla
Gulla, in the language spoken by the indigenous people at Uluru, means “good
woman”. Lindy told me that Aboriginal women such as Tjikadu (Barbara
Winmatti), Daisy Walkabout and other trackers showed her great respect by
referring to her by this name (T.I. 18 June 1995).
Not long after leaving Uluru, after Azaria was taken, the Chamberlains had an
interesting encounter at a petrol station located between Tennant Creek and
Mount Isa. They met some Aboriginal people there, one of whom identified
them as the now famous grieving parents. Lindy asked how he knew:
He said, ‘My people, they tell me.’
'Oh, you read the papers?’
‘No,’ he said, ‘not yet. We've just come in from the mission now.’
We said, ‘Well, how do you know?’
He said, ‘My people, they tell me. In my head they tell me. We know.’
…
He said, ‘And Jesus, He will look after your little girl. You be all right. You
don't worry. My people, they keep looking till they find something. Maybe
next year, maybe the year after, maybe nothing, but if they can, they find.’
We said, ‘Thank you.’
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Andrew Wyeth, Christina’s World 1948
Tempera, 121 x 82 cm, Museum of Modern Art, New York

Lindy Gulla 1996
Acrylic on board, 122 x 122 cm

He said, ‘Jesus loves you. He look after you, after your little boys. He be
with you, you travel tonight. You be fine and you not worry about your little
girl, you see her in heaven.’
Thank you Lord, I thought. That angel had a black face. (L. Chamberlain,
“Through” 72-73)

In Lindy Gulla, Lindy is depicted being blessed by an angel, who touches her
head. This is a ‘traditional-looking’ angel, of course, but the work’s title alludes
to the Aboriginal ‘angel’ quoted above, and to the fact she was also “blessed”
with the name Gulla by her indigenous friends.
The press photograph on which I based this work was taken just after Lindy was
released from gaol. She turns to her right as if someone has called her name and
she is responding. I liked that captured moment, and thought it appropriate that
Lindy has bars behind her in the photo whereas Michael is free of them.
During my art school days, I was very interested in the Pre-Raphaelite
Brotherhood, particularly the way they treated the human figure. Burne-Jones’s
faces are very idealized and classical, and most are arguably not portraits of real
faces. But I wanted with Lindy Gulla to evoke something of the feel of BurneJones’ Love and Beauty (c. 1874). My treatment of the figure and the swirling
movement in the foreground and then to the background is obviously related to
his work.
I have used predominantly yellow and orange tones to suggest spirituality, with
which these colours are often identified (e.g. in the Hindu culture of India).
I have tried to imply that Lindy is about to cry. Tears seem to appear and the
eyes are moist as the angel touches her head in a gesture of what looks like an
anointment or at least comfort and consolation.
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Michael
Michael Chamberlain
It is interesting to observe the earliest television footage of interviews with
Michael and Lindy Chamberlain. I think that Michael may have imagined
himself as the drama’s central character. He seemed to believe that he should
speak for Lindy even though it was she alone who saw the dingo emerge from
the tent. Geoff De Luca asked him:
“How did you identify the animal as a dingo?”
Michael was assured, talkative, a delivery aimed at the camera’s eye:
“When we saw spots of blood in the tent, we realised it must have been a
very quick event. The sharp, jagged marks in that thickly woven blanket, we
knew it was a powerful beast with sharp teeth. It was more than a domestic
dog that did that, and it was confirmed, in our minds, that it was a very
powerful, sly and wily beast. It had probably stalked the baby, because we’d
been there the second night. It had premeditated it, we think.” (J. Bryson
72)

In these first interviews, it was Michael who said most while Lindy remained in
the background — the Seventh-day Adventist minister’s wife. Moreover,
Michael believed he had some real understanding of how the press worked: “I've
done some journalism at Mt Isa, I know what you want.” (J. Bryson 71).
So in ‘performing’ for the world’s cameras, Michael often seemed to write his
speeches as he went along. He was charming, but not convincing.
The trouble was, this natty and well-modulated clergyman rambled so. His
attention was diverted equally by specious detail and considerations of
moral sensibility. He was both tirelessly indirect and dauntlessly eager, like a
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young preacher not often exposed to an unsympathetic audience. (J. Bryson
178)

At the time, Michael was a dedicated fundamental Christian, committed to
keeping fit and with a passion for photography. His energy and enthusiasm were
obvious strengths in many contexts, but dangerous in others – like the witness
box. Lindy quotes Royal Commissioner Justice Morling:
There is much in the evidence to justify a conclusion that Mr. Chamberlain
has a tendency to describe events in theatrical language. I think he also
enjoys having an audience. These characteristics… may account for some of
the embellishments and exaggerations in his evidence…, which give some
of his evidence a ring of unreality. In one of his interviews with the media
he said that the great quantity of blood discovered in the tent led him to
conclude that Azaria's death must have been swift. This statement was
patently ridiculous and could not have deceived any person who saw inside
the tent. The Crown relies upon it as showing that Mr. Chamberlain is a liar
but I think the statement does no more than reflect his proclivity for
hyperbole. (qtd in “Through” 727)

Michael was later to become much more withdrawn. There was a time when, as
Lindy wrote in my thesis draft, he “could no longer face the telephone and the
public.” (Chamberlain, L. “Handwritten comments”) This is hardly a surprising
reaction for someone in his position, but the contrast to Lindy was significant.
Under immense pressure, she worked hard to keep the family together and
spiritually alive. She was forced to dig deeply for her public voice, and to be as
accurate as she was adamant.
Even early on, Michael found it hard to keep up with that. Denis Barritt told me
that Michael requested to speak to him at the end of the coroner's inquest:
He asked permission to thank me and to apologise for breaking down in the
witness box and in the process got into a bit of a mess [by this Barritt
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meant he was upset all over again] and apologised for this also. (P.I. 3 Jan.
1995)

The Seventh-day Adventist Church backed the Chamberlains throughout their
ordeal, even financially. Today, Lindy still retains its strong support, but
Michael’s position is more ambiguous. Behind his resignation as Pastor were
personal details that remain confidential; they are known only to the Church, the
Chamberlains, and a few close friends. Michael simply told the media that he
was stepping down in order to dedicate his time and energy to the Lindy support
group (L. Chamberlain, “Handwritten Comments” 53).
I do not know Michael as well as Lindy. She told me that Michael always
suspected that I was a gay man and for that reason tried to persuade her not to
participate in a portrait or in my DCA project (T.I. Dec 1998).
There were other jealousies too. Lindy claims that Michael became upset that
the book he had commenced writing could not arouse much interest, whereas
Lindy’s had no trouble finding publishers. Michael’s finally emerged only in 1999
(L. Chamberlain, P.I. 6 Jan 1998).
It is called Beyond Azaria: Black Light White Light. In it he says:
When Lindy started to write her book, that was another period of time
when she was off into her own world, on her own. When she was writing it,
it seemed that there was no opportunity for real communication between
us. She locked herself away and wrote it without even my slightest
involvement in any way. She wrote during 1988-89 and I was totally shut
out. Nothing in that book was ever revealed to me.
As a result of that, I still haven’t read it. (M. Chamberlain 208)
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Lindy has told me that she had had to lock the door because Michael was taking
extracts without her permission and selling them to interested writers and
journalists (T.I. 23 Nov. 1999).
Such details tend to bear out my longstanding impression of Michael as
somewhat vain. I suspect he was jealous of the media attention his wife received.
(I do not mean to demean his tragedy and suffering by this. But I at least need to
express honestly the impressions that influenced the painting described below.)
In a chapter entitled “Anger”, Michael writes:
I regard speaking to the press as a privilege – when you don’t have your
back to the wall. And the greater the privilege, the greater the responsibility.
If you’ve got any integrity at all you should think long and hard before
speaking to the press. Choose your words well whenever you talk to an
audience. Whether your audience is a city, a nation or the world, you should
meditate long and hard before blurting out ill-considered words, if you want
to maintain your character stance.
…I’ve got to choose my time and place and make sure my first shot is
always my best shot. I’ve got to keep my powder dry in preparation for their
next assault and, because of my situation, I must always think about the
ramifications of what I say. (M. Chamberlain 132-133)

To my mind, the book reads like a man who is under siege yet still speaking
from a pulpit. Neither of these characteristics made me comfortable. For
example, it is difficult to believe that he has had the sort of press attention in
recent years that might require his “powder dry in preparation for the next
assault”. Instead, the perspective seems highly egocentric.
I had a strongly negative reaction when reading Beyond Azaria. It reads like a selfabsorbed self-help guide, and often seems sanctimonious yet still naive.
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Pastor Michael Chamberlain 1988
Acrylic on board, 92 x 122 cm

Although the book appeared years after I painted Michael’s portrait, I had
already gleaned similar impressions from other reading, from talks with Lindy,
and occasionally from Michael himself in person. They influenced the way I
chose to depict him in paint.
I wanted to portray Michael Chamberlain as uncomfortable in his position as an
Adventist minister. I have put him in an ill-fitting jacket and endeavoured to
project a slightly stodgy, stiff and formal pose. He looks out at the viewer with a
fixed gaze that to me is somehow strangely seductive yet also perhaps curiously
pompous. Perhaps it is the way a vain man might look out at the world, not
realising that others can see the self-consciousness he thinks he hides.
The manner of this work owes a lot to Otto Dix’s portraits, especially Portrait of
Photographer Hugo Erfurth with a Lens (1925). Its subject too has a certain stiff
formality, and there is a similar strange reserve on the face.
In the background I have placed two large circular shapes. This compositional
idea came to me from one the 1665 Rembrandt self-portraits now at Kenwood,
London (see image on the following page). The Rembrandt circles provide
compositional balance but also add a particular half-lit mood to the work. I
freely adapted this idea by using similar circles to give the impression of large
eyes or camera lenses bearing down on Michael. One circle is dark, the other
light. (Somehow, I had anticipated the title of his book Black Light White Light by
five years.) In the white shape we see Lindy, and in the dark shape is the dingo’s
head and ears. There is an impression that the darkness might eventually
overwhelm Michael completely. (Even the red and white tie seems deformed by
the shadows.) Michael is certainly aware of this binary personality:
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Rembrandt van Rijn, Self Portrait 1665
Oil on canvas, 94 x 114 cm, at Kenwood, London

One of the great difficulties of being under prolonged stress is that people
can sometimes lose their discernment of reality and fantasy. That’s why I
must never allow myself to be depressed for long, because depression is
where the very worst judgements can be made and where the very worst
behaviour can occur. People in a state of depression are liable to do some
very destructive things. (M. Chamberlain 152)

The Black Light White Light of the title is explained similarly:
The disappearance of Azaria was not a question of fate. From the beginning
of human history, behind the scaffold of the graded shades of human
behaviour, stand two diametrically opposed forces... On one hand, the mind
of goodness and white light. The other pathway is that caused by black
light, the path that is black, divisive, destructive, leading to nothing but lies.
(M. Chamberlain: sleeve note)

In my portrait, Michael has turned away from Lindy, and is confronted with a
dark void. The void suggests the dark melancholy he has suffered, and perhaps
an equal uncertainty (even if only mine) about his future.
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The Long Drama
In this section, I document some of the paintings that are not portraits of the
principle characters but responses to various ideas and moods of the
Chamberlain drama. With the exception of Fate and Witness, they do not even
feature human faces. Many of these works are expressionist in leaning, and were
a way for me to explore aspects of the story not readily expressed by portraiture.
They also provided a vehicle for developing motifs and techniques that I could
draw on elsewhere in this series.

Fate
This is a painting based on a newspaper photograph of Lindy and Michael with
their solicitor Stuart Tipple just two days into the trial (Mirror Australian
Telegraph Publications).
I found this image very compelling and decided to appropriate it for Seven Days
of the Week (see above), which then served as preliminary studies for the large
canvas discussed here. I drew over the photograph with markings, as a layout
editor of a newspaper might do, then made a transparency copy and magnified
it.
In this work, Lindy is very pregnant and her eyes are downcast; she is watching
her step. The men flank her on either side. The shadow of the dingo looms
behind them. The three people are pale, ghostlike figures passing in the dark
near Uluru. The feeling suggests that their spirits are now somehow part of this
place and have permeated the landscape – that they had been fated here.
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Fate 1994
Acrylic on canvas, 153 x 153 cm

Nail Fetish
37 cm, collected in the 1960s,
Kankata, Congo

I have dragged the horizon line across the top of the painting and through the
men’s heads to link them and to break up the composition in that area. Uluru
looms large in the background.
Its outline and the horizon are both drawn in white dots glazed in colour. The
background is also filled with dots, and some float over the heads, faces and
clothes of the figures. Dotted shapes like paths also connect Lindy and Michael
to the sky, suggestive perhaps of a prayer they might be offering for their child’s
salvation or protection – an idea reinforced by their curved backs and bent
heads. Meanwhile, their solicitor turns to look away, and his face expresses the
sadness and pathos of the moment.
The dots also feel a little like the night lights of city streets, or even of a surreal
circus. Gold strips fall from above, like ticker-tape in a parade. Multiple colours
surround the much paler human figures. Such effects simply help to evoke the
strange, dream-like feel I wanted.
A shaft of red appears down from the left middle and passes into Lindy’s heart.
It gives the appearance of movement, of vibrating and rotating into her being. It
represents Fate choosing her, yet all three figures are unaware of it.
The idea for the barbed shaft came to me after reading about a nail fetish
sculpture from the lower Congo. The nails driven into its chest are attributed
with magical powers that can be directed against (or in favour of) a nominated
person (Nail Fetish).
I thus represent Fate as a powerful invasive force into this woman’s life. This is
not exactly the “will of God”, but it a force from outside the self and its victims
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are unaware of it. Fate is now a highly charged and active force in their lives.
The feeling created by the barbed shaft explores that theatrical moment when
this force strikes; the quality is not unlike that achieved by the many famous
images of the arrow-ridden Saint Sebastian.
In the same context, yet by contrast, the plentiful use of dots reveals a debt to
Aboriginal art perhaps larger than in any of my other works. They connect this
fateful yet surreal moment with the ancient spirituality of the Uluru landscape, in
a simple generalised allusion that is easy to respond to and, I hope, conveys
some of the spirit that such indigenous works often communicate even to the
untrained viewer.
I have emphasized Lindy’s breasts to communicate the idea that she not only
carries a new daughter in her body, but will sustain her as an ordinary caring
mother when she is born.

Prayer at Uluru
This work refers to Pastor Michael Chamberlain’s attempt to pray with some of
the crowd that had gathered to search for Azaria at Uluru on the night she
disappeared. I had read that it rained about the rock not long after this date, and
this made me wonder if some were given to believe that heaven had responded
to this loss and the prayer. Consequently I wanted to achieve the mood of a
rainy day, which to me is not unlike the solemness of prayer.
It is a simple and direct image. I have painted on rag paper, using acrylic in a
wash technique, which helps to reinforce the ethereal quality in the painting,
seen for example in the translucent candle shapes in the foreground. They are
made to seem to dissipate as the prayer is released into the air and distance. The
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Michael’s Handkerchief 1989
Acrylic on board, 92 x 122 cm

Prayer at Uluru 1994
Acrylic on paper, 61 x 92 cm

small dots over them suggest their dripping wax, and once again create a slightly
indigenous art feel.
Uluru is on the distant horizon line, under a perfectly targeted rain shower. A
red line moves like a snake from left to right and beneath Uluru, representing
the elusive passage of the dingo with Azaria. There are three blue flattened 'U'
shapes beneath the red line that appear to weep. These represent the Holy
Trinity responding to the tragedy and the offered prayer.
In this work, I wanted to achieve something of the mood of Michael Johnson’s
well known huge canvas After Sirius. The power and presence of this work
overwhelmed me many years ago and have stayed with me since. I personally
find After Sirius as exciting as Pollock’s Blue Poles. Prayer at Uluru is on nothing
like the scale of those dramatic canvases, but I have tried to respond to
Johnson’s sense of colour, and to create the tranquillity and serenity I detect in
some of his work.

Rain At Uluru
But there was a negative side of the rain at Uluru too. It came down just twelve
hours before Azaria’s jumpsuit was discovered, washing it of what might have
been more dingo hairs. This was considered a major factor against the veracity
of the dingo account from the beginning. (But even then, Hans Burnner, an
expert in animal hair identification, did in fact find six hairs that were consistent
with dingo hairs (Brown and Wilson 135).)
I wanted to communicate the helplessness of the searchers in the wake of
Azaria’s disappearance. The jumpsuit was not found until a whole week
afterwards – and four kilometres from the campsite. The quest for clues to
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Rain at Uluru 1994
Acrylic on paper, 61 x 92 cm

identify the dingo was beaten partly by the weather and the enormity of the
landscape.
Uluru is the focus in this work, and the effect is of light and rain together in the
sky. I actually walked over the artwork with paint on my shoes to print earthcoloured footprints on the landscape and the sky. They seem to float in space,
adding an anti-gravity, slightly surreal feeling. But despite their relative size, it is
clear they are insignificant in a landscape so vast and barren. The task of
searching feels impossible, useless, hopeless.
Collage is used: gift-wrap paper is glued on to create the coloured flowers, and
above them are fragments of text from a library search on Lindy Chamberlain.
To achieve the rainy feeling, the painting was executed in the upright position
over a bath, with water and paint allowed to run down it. An ink roller laden
with acrylic paint was used to make the car tracks, and the sun was achieved by
spray painting over an old car hubcap, as in Seven Days of the Week.

Lindy's Handkerchief
The handkerchief is the recipient of our tears. Lindy was stereotyped as a
woman who didn’t cry, but this was both factually false (P.I. 6 Jan. 1998) and
belittling of the real complexities of grief, which can of course take many other
forms.
I wanted to refocus attention on the Chamberlains’ grief – not so much on its
tragic aspect as on its sheer profundity of feeling. The apparently simple object
of a handkerchief struck me as carrying this kind of symbolic power, and I
wanted to explore its potential. I have long felt that the making of a work of art
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Lindy’s Handkerchief 1989
Acrylic on board, 92 x 122 cm

Michael Le Bien, Whoa Mandala
6 x 6 cm

is something like an act of magic: there is mystery to be conjured even from the
simplest of household items if we open our minds to them.
The painting is mostly abstract and has the intentional feeling of a mandala. The
mandala has strong spiritual significance, appearing around the world as a
symbol of universal principles, (Le Bien) and is associated with dream
psychology and the human quest for wholeness and self-understanding, which
must sometimes come through great suffering (Gleeson 1976 380). I imagined
Lindy Chamberlain on such a quest.
Australian artists Lawrence Daws painted a series of mandalas in the 1960s, and
I considered his painting style. His sumptuous colours and the firmness and
authority of his design were influential in this work (See, e.g., Gleeson 1976
331).
A handkerchief has been glued onto the surface of the painting. It is suspended
in the space above Uluru. On it is what looks like a game of tic-tac-toe – an
innocent children’s holiday game, but suggestive of a larger contest between the
opposing forces of noughts and crosses – which might stand for Lindy’s
innocence and alleged guilt respectively. If so, the struggle takes place on her
handkerchief partly because a crucial issue for the public was whether she cried.
But tears, for many, are private. The handkerchief knows what the published
pictures refuse to show.
The empty mandala pattern suggests some sort of involuntary acknowledgment
of the loss that Lindy has suffered. But it also holds the key to finding wholeness
once more; great suffering, experienced with a determined search for its
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meaning or cause, can eventually be transformed to wisdom and strength
(Gleeson 1976 380).
In short, this work’s main objective is to convey a meditative quality – almost to
take time out from the drama rather than represent it. Lindy was deprived of
such contemplative mental space by our media and our own fascinations. This
painting, of an object inevitably personal, a handkerchief, is about her private
suffering.

Michael's Handkerchief
Michael’s grief was misinterpreted too. Indeed, the public debate about Lindy’s
tears was often not even applied to him. Lindy was judged an unnatural mother;
did we not care whether Michael cried, simply because he was a man? Michael
quotes W H Auden’s Musee des Beaux-Arts at the opening of Beyond Azaria:
About suffering they were never wrong
The Old Masters; how well they understood
Its human position; how it takes place
While someone else is eating or opening a
window or just walking dully along.
(Auden 79; and qtd in M. Chamberlain vii)

Moreover, since (in the early days) Michael clearly ‘performed’ for the cameras
(see my discussion of him above), only his family and a handful of others got to
see his tears. His handkerchief kept his secret.
In this painting, I was thinking of the time when they first searched for Azaria,
just after her disappearance. For this reason, a shaft of torchlight features. The
heads of two searchers and a (real) man’s handkerchief appear at the bottom
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right side. Uluru is in the distance. (As so often in my works, it is much further
away than it would really have appeared to the searchers of course.)
The work attempts to capture the feelings of sadness and desolation that
underscore grief, as well as the helplessness Michael must have felt, searching in
the dark for Azaria against impossible odds. The moon shape is repeated and
blurred, reinforcing this sense of confusion, and hinting at the frustration and
desperation that will later give way to an outpouring of grief. The colours and
textures chosen try to convey something of what one might feel in this darkness
with sand and stone underfoot.

Birth in Gaol
I tried to imagine what it was like for Lindy to give birth to a child while in
custody. (Technically, she did not give birth in gaol but at Darwin Base Hospital
under prison guard.)
This is a large work painted on paper. There are abstract swelling foetal shapes
moving from left to right through what might be washes of blood and water
over sand and red earth. The largest shape reaches a barrier on the right side and
is blocked from going further. Dark vertical lines in the background are
suggestive of the bars of a prison cell.
The overall feeling is of mental suffering and a desire for freedom. The dynamic
wavy shapes try to rise up like hot air and to reach out beyond the limits of the
painting. This is Kahlia emerging out of the womb into the world, but also
Lindy’s desire to follow her, beyond the prison bars that keep her confined too.
(See also Confinement, discussed above.)
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Birth in Gaol 1995
Acrylic on paper, 76 x 92 cm

Imprisonment is not just a physical experience. When painting this work, I
recalled the suffering the Chamberlains must have felt when Kahlia’s birth was
reported in the media:
Certain members of the press having learned nothing from their
irresponsible efforts to extract the meaning 'sacrifice in the wilderness' from
the name 'Azaria' now ransacked the world's languages in search of an
esoteric interpretation of the name 'Kahlia'. An ingenious reporter, by
unearthing a forced phonetic parallel with a rare Aboriginal word, wrung
from this innocent name the bizarre meaning of 'male dog'. Of course, this
was tendentious and linguistic nonsense. (Young 1989, 105-6)

Witness
This work was planned as something of a culminating statement about my entire
project of capturing in paint the people, atmosphere and lessons of the
Chamberlain drama.
It is a large (10ft x 3ft) semi-abstract landscape painting of Uluru and the
surrounding desert. It is called Witness partly because the landscape was itself the
‘silent witness’ to Azaria’s abduction and death, and partly because it features a
distraught Lindy Chamberlain at the moment she has recognised that a dingo
has taken Azaria.
I have also painted a large figure of the baby Azaria herself. To that extent it is
also her portrait. I took note of Marlene Dumas’ work The First People (I-IV) (The
Four Seasons), which shows a baby’s uncoordinated helplessness and vulnerability.
Hints of decay give the painting an unsettling and disturbing expression, and I
wanted this in my work too (Barnes et. al 126).
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Witness 1999
Acrylic on board, 306 x 107 cm

Road Sign (Plastic sign with laminate, 25 x 150 cm) and Witness (acrylic on board, 306 x 107 cm) 1999

My painting is semi-abstract in style, and gives the impression of looking at
Uluru from a speeding car window. As in so many of my works, Uluru is on the
horizon, but here it is a little more blurred than usual. Images in the foreground
are more blurred still, suggesting rapid movement.
The Chamberlains were able to claim compensation from the Northern
Territory Government because there existed no signs to warn campers that
dingoes were a genuine danger. Instead, the Chamberlains’ tragedy itself had to
act as a warning to the nation. For this reason, to the left of Azaria is a road sign
in the international warning shape of a triangle. It reads, simply, “A Dingo’s Got
My Baby.” In these few words, the simplicity of the true event is reaffirmed: noone should be in any doubt, and we must all consider ourselves warned. This is
not, of course, just a warning about dingoes, but about the disastrous way
Australia handled the Chamberlain case. A young Lindy Chamberlain, co-victim
with her baby, stares out in anguish, through suggestive streaks of red paint, to
remind us of this fact.

Road Sign
Road Sign is a simple laminated white plastic sign on a tall orange plastic stand.
The sign repeats the words depicted in Witness: “A Dingo’s Got My Baby”. It
and Witness form part of a gallery installation that I plan to exhibit when an
appropriate opportunity arises.
The third part of the installation will be a series of large colour photographs of
Road Sign itself, each one taken with a different Australian roadside background.
In other words, Road Sign is a portable photographic model. It can be taken
anywhere in Australia and dropped into the local scene. The resulting
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Witness 1999 (detail)
Acrylic on board, 306 x 107 cm

photograph then joins the others in the gallery. In this way, diverse Australian
scenes are brought together into a single room, united by the sign, whose image
is everywhere.
The sensation the installation thereby conveys is one of being surrounded by the
cry, “A Dingo’s Got My Baby”. And here, Australia has been brought into the
room and confronted with this cry at last. Similarly, the cry itself has already
been taken all over Australia. There is now no escaping this single-sentence fact,
and no lack of being warned.
There are two more elements to the installation. First, Road Sign itself stands on
the gallery floor, in front of its own multiple images and in front of Witness too.
This three-dimensional echo was suggested by the contemporary work of
Jennifer Bartlett’s called Yellow and Black Boat. In that work, the two real boats are
in front of a painting of the same boats on a beach. Thus the objects are brought
‘out’ of the flat canvas and extended into the gallery installation (Barnes et. al
31).
This approach raises questions about the nature and function of representative
art. Why, for example, represent something at all if one can simply have the real
thing? And how inadequate are representations compared to their actual subjects
anyway?
These ideas, I felt, were at the heart of my own project about the Chamberlain
case. Could paintings really respond adequately to this case? Could I even hope
to capture the sense of outrage the Chamberlains must feel? Was there a better
way than mere Art to get across all of the ideas at stake?
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By bringing the sign ‘out’ of the painting, and the painting out of the gallery, I
am attempting to engage Australians in a more direct and confronting dialogue.
But is even that enough?
This brings me to the last part of the planned installation. On the floor, at the
base of Road Sign, I will place a small wrapped sample of red earth. It was, I have
been told, collected from near the Chamberlain tent by Nipper Winmatti on the
night of Azaria’s death. It is said to have particles of Azaria’s blood in the soil. I
was passed this sample from Lowell Tarling (co-author of Michael
Chamberlain’s Beyond Azaria), who claims to have been given it by Nipper
himself (Tarling).
When viewers who read the accompanying program notes or identifying plaque
realise what they’re seeing, they will experience a personal reaction of some kind.
What that will be could differ immensely from one individual to the next. After
all, everyone has a different perspective on the Chamberlain case. Perhaps there
will be people who characterise it as a bizarre or grotesque horror; or a
bewildering joke; or a tragic utterance; or a cause for sober reflection; or even a
misguided work of satire. Whatever the reaction, the installation will certainly
surprise, perhaps even shock. My hope is that it might at least encourage people
to respond to the Chamberlain drama in a strong way. And if it leads some to
explore the story further, even via my own other artworks, it will have been very
successful.
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Sally and Nipper
Sally Lowe
As Young has said:
The eyewitness testimony, virtually in its entirety — the state of the
Chamberlains on the night of the tragedy, the absence of blood in the car or
on Lindy’s person, the time available, the presence of dingoes and tracks —
agreed completely with the defence’s position, but was in total opposition
to the Crown’s forensic case. The eyewitnesses survived the scrutiny of the
Commission with greater credibility than either the Crown’s scientists or the
police. (Young 1989, 264)

At the start and end of the legal trail for the Chamberlains (i.e. at the first
inquest and the Royal Commission respectively), the eyewitnesses Young means
above were accepted as reliable. But in between they were disbelieved, harassed,
mocked and/or ignored. Of them, Sally Lowe was arguably the most important.
The Lowes and the Chamberlains had only met for the first time that same
afternoon at the Uluru campsite, just an hour before Azaria’s death. Sally Lowe,
Michael and Aidan Chamberlain, and a fourth person, Gail Dawson, all gave
evidence that they heard Azaria cry out in the tent. His Honour Justice Lionel
Murphy, in his High Court appeal judgment, alluded to Sally’s apparent
independence and the crucial nature of her evidence (Young 1989, 263).
Coroner Barritt told me that he perceived all of the eyewitnesses who gave
evidence at the first inquest, and especially Sally, as “straightforward, truthful
people”. And it is clear that she also had courage and compassion:
For a short while we held on to the hope that the dog had perhaps circled
back somehow with the baby. I was a bit wary as I'd seen the blood and
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knew the sight would not be pleasant. But the thought that Azaria might
have been close by and in need of help spurred us on. When I made my way
back to the barbecue area there was a track of large paw prints clearly
defined across the sandy floor of the barbecue area where we had been
standing earlier. I now know what they mean when they say in the movies
that 'a cold shiver ran up my spine.' It shook me so much that I made sure I
did not wander far from the other women who were on the rail in front of
the car until Greg had returned. (qtd. in L. Chamberlain, “Through” 48)

As part of the push to overturn Coroner Barritt’s findings, the Northern
Territory police raided the Lowes’ home on 19 September 1981, in “Operation
Ochre”. It was a rehearsed swoop, in which the major witnesses around
Australia were all visited and interviewed at the same time. Sally was taken to the
police station:
I was eight and a half months pregnant and was given a kitchen chair to sit
on and refused a glass of water or the use of the toilet. This was my
situation for almost five hours. Despite this, I did not change my story. (P.I.
22 Jan. 1992)

As Lindy notes:
She was later to give evidence that she felt they treated her as if she was a
criminal, and that she was badgered to change her evidence. ... [T]he Lowes
and other witnesses were told to forget the dingo. No one wanted to know.
(L. Chamberlain, “Through” 176)

Sally recalls that years later all witnesses compared their stories. She believed that
the police had treated all of them in a similar manner (P.I. 22 Jan. 1992).
After the Chamberlains’ conviction, the Lowes became active members of the
Chamberlain Innocence Committee and spoke many times publicly on the
subject. Sally always found this stressful, as she was not an experienced or
confident public speaker. “It had to be done,” was how she expressed it to me.
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Examples of their dedication include their letter to the Attorney General of the
N.T. Legislative Assembly, Mr Robertson (on 15 September 1983), and the fact
that at a Labor Party rally in Hobart in January 1986, they approached the Prime
Minister to speak with him about what he might be able to do for justice for the
Chamberlains, and gave him a letter asking for an inquiry (P.I. 22 Jan. 1992).
In making conversation, shortly before the dingo’s attack, Sally and Lindy had
discovered the happy coincidence of their daughters’ names: eighteen-monthold Chantelle Lowe and Azaria Chantel Chamberlain (J. Bryson 36). When I
spoke to Sally about this, she put the death of Azaria down to chance: “After all,
it could have been our child that was taken that night” (P.I. 22 Jan. 1992).
I visited Sally at her home in Hobart. It was a very pleasant afternoon. We talked
about the Chamberlain case and its impact on her marriage and life. I did some
study drawings and took some photographs.
I also visited the archives office of the Hobart Mercury newspaper, at which I
found an interesting article about Sally accompanied by a photograph. I used
this picture (with permission) together with my sketches from life as the basis of
the portrait. As with some other works in this series, I wanted to draw upon the
press image but restate it, to explore it in new and meaningful ways.
I chose to depict Sally as she was in 1980. The photograph, dating from that
time, shows her holding her young daughter Chantelle and an Alice Springs
newspaper, the Centralian Advocate, which is headed “Dog Takes Baby.”
In this painting, Sally is in the foreground; a desert landscape and Uluru are
behind her to the right. The sky is a dark blue and the background light is dying.
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Sally Lowe 1993 (detail)
Acrylic on board, 122 x 122 cm

Sally Lowe, 1992
(Photograph: Neville Dawson)

Only the left side of Uluru is picking up light. I had asked Sally about the light at
Uluru that evening, and recorded her answer in my sketch pad: “It was an insect
light with a strong glow, which later changed to a light muted colour type.” (P.I.
22 Jan. 1992).
Mother and child dominate the space. Sally wears a red coat and holds the
paper with her husband Greg’s photo on the front. Chantelle gently touches her
mother’s coat and breast. Her expression and reaching arms are not unlike the
Christ child in Raphael’s Small Cowper Madonna, a painting I also had in mind
when treating colour, hair and other features. I thought of the Raphael because I
wanted both its serenity (suiting Sally’s own character) and its quintessential
image of motherhood. My image of Sally and Chantelle would thus stand as
tribute to the bond they have made with Lindy and Azaria.
Sally Lowe’s face is painted in a realistic way and shares a fullness of form with
Raphael’s Madonna. Francesco De Sanctis (1870) notes that from Raphael’s
time onwards:
this type of face became more and more realistic, until in the Venetian
imagination of Titian it took a form that is almost voluptuous. (De Sanctis
44)

Unlike the Madonna, who has diverted her gaze, Sally gazes out at the viewer
with a serious air. She has her left shoulder lower and her head is inclined to the
side as if she is hearing a sound. The sound is represented in repeated dots,
which fade into the landscape from whence they have come. She is
remembering Azaria’s cry. A red, blood-like line also comes from the same ear,
reminding us the horror Sally now associates with what she heard.
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The newspaper is treated with a wash technique, which runs like blood over the
headline “Dog Takes Baby”. Greg’s portrait is on the newspaper. I used a
photocopy of his image, and colour-washed it with the ‘blood’ tints of a victim.
Sally had told me that their marriage “was one of the casualties of the
Chamberlain case”, and I was suggesting that side of the tragedy here (P.I. 22
Jan. 1992).
What I found in Sally Lowe was a good and noble person of decency and grace.
I think I have captured these qualities in this work.

Nipper
Nipper Winmatti was the Head Elder of his tribe. He and his wife Barbara were
expert trackers, and saw dingo tracks about the tent on the night of Azaria’s
death. They were so certain that a dingo had taken the baby that years later,
when Justice Morling asked Barbara if possibly the dingo could have been
carrying a joey, she stunned everyone with the reply, “Was there a kangaroo
living in the tent?” (Young 1989 264) And on another occasion she flatly told
Ian Barker Q.C. that he was a liar, and she wasn’t (L. Chamberlain,
“Handwritten Comments” 69).
At the first inquest, Nipper spoke partly through an interpreter, Mrs Harmer,
and partly in English. He spoke for himself and his Aboriginal tracking team. He
described the dingo prints beside the Chamberlain tent and in the dunes, and
telltale marks where the dingo had put Azaria’s body down and picked it up
again. Nipper even identified the prints from photographs shown to him, and
could identify individual dingoes’ prints (J. Bryson 216-7).
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Raphael, The Small Cowper Madonna
National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
Oil on canvas, 44 x 60 cm

William Dargie, Mr.Albert Namatjira
oil on canvas, 76 x 102 cm, Queensland
Art Gallery, 1956 Archibald Prize winner

James Montgomery Flagg
Uncle Sam: I Want You 1916-1917
Enamel on tin, 24 x 36 cm

Giotto, Saint Francis Receiving the
Stigmata c. 1320, Louvre, Paris
Tempera on wood, 313 x 163 cm

Coroner Barritt also asked Nipper to tell the court the Luritja Dreaming of
dingoes and children. Mrs Harmer translated the answer:
For an Aborigine to have twins, who both die, that is taboo. So they keep
one baby, the strongest one. And the Dreamtime story is that children who
leave the camp, the Dingo Spirit will get them. So they leave the weaker
twin out bush. For the dingoes. (J. Bryson 217)

Mrs Harmer was very uneasy at having to do this, and later told Barritt that he
should not have asked the question: the Dingo Spirit Dreaming was a forbidden
subject. Barritt apologised, but nevertheless felt that he had had to ask the
question (J. Bryson 217-8).
And presumably, Nipper chose to speak for the sake of the Chamberlains and
for truth.
Despite his crucial evidence and expertise, Nipper Winmatti was not called as a
witness in the Chamberlain trial. By contrast, Professor Cameron, a so-called
dingo expert from London, was. In fact, Cameron “had no experience at all of
the way in which a dingo or wild animal might deal with a clothed baby as prey”,
but the Crown was keen to use him against the Chamberlains (Brown and
Wilson 9).
I asked Lindy why Nipper was not called at the trial. She said that Barker Q.C.
had threatened to humiliate him by alluding to his drinking habit and thick
glasses (T.I. c. 1991).
That Nipper was ignored after the inquest was hardly unique in Australian
history. We know, for example, of another blacktracker ignored many years
earlier, apparently at the tragic cost of a lost white child who was killed and
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Nipper 1990
Acrylic on board, 153 x 153 cm

eaten by dingoes (Young 230). I have sometimes wondered whether I would be
here now had my mother adopted such an attitude to Aboriginal learning back
in the 1950s (see above under “The Aboriginal knowledge”).
It wasn’t easy for me to meet Nipper Winmatti personally or contact him. His
community was somewhat remote, and I did not have any appropriate contacts
who could introduce me. Travelling out to Uluru myself was also not an option
at the time I conceived this work. Consequently, I found some press images of
him, and applied for copyright permission to use one owned by the Centralian
Advocate in Alice Springs.
When considering how I would paint this dignified and noble tribesman, I
consulted carefully William Dargie’s Archibald-winning Mr. Albert Namatjira.
The judges and the public liked Dargie’s portrait but the professional critics did
not (Ross 51). I find it engaging to a point, although I am not sure if the loose
brushwork is expressive or merely economical. The treatment of the face is
expertly done, but I think much more attention could have been given to the
subject’s arms and hands, particularly since Namatjira was a painter. (With
Nipper, of course, I was not interested in the hands, so this did not matter.)
I decided that I would have preferred to see Namatjira with the native landscape
he loved, rather than just a hint of it and a white sky to set off the dark face. In
fact, this observation led me to a very contrary idea: since Aboriginal culture
sees itself as inseparable from the landscape, I have made Nipper’s face the same
colour as Uluru behind him; each is a part of the other. His beautiful white hair
and beard then acts as a bold frame between them.
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To my mind, William Dobell’s Portrait of Dame Mary Gilmore, of similar vintage to
the Dargie, is a better, more expressive portrait. The brushstroke gestures are
like a calligrapher’s: seemingly spontaneous yet consistently meaningful. Dobell’s
use of white as a highlight is particularly effective in this way. I followed this
technique in Nipper, but then glazed over the white highlights with colour tints,
to blend them gently into the rest of the painting.
I have represented Nipper with his thick black glasses smudged and blurred so
we cannot see his eyes. The Crown showed no interest in his evidence or that of
the trackers he represented. Bigotry had rendered Nipper ‘blind’.
Rather than copy Aboriginal art motifs I only imperfectly comprehended, I
created my own very simple symbols for the baby Azaria, the cooking area and
the torchlight. They appear in a translucent shaft that passes through the sky.
The implication is that Nipper can see these moments in the story with clarity
and understanding.
The lines and shapes to the right of the light shaft show repeated movements in
different directions. They are an attempt to express an echo of Lindy’s piercing
cry of “A dingo’s got my baby!” and the frantic action in the search that
followed.
On my last trip to Uluru in January 1997, I was told by a ranger that Nipper
Winmatti had died a few years earlier. He didn’t know exactly when.
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Barritt, Barker, Brown
Dennis Barritt
Denis Barritt made legal history in the Chamberlain case as coroner at the first
inquest in Alice Springs, beginning 15 December 1980. When it ended, he
announced his findings live on national television:
I do find that Azaria Chantel Loren Chamberlain, a child then of nine weeks
of age and formerly of Mount Isa, Queensland, met her death when
attacked by a wild dingo whilst asleep in the family’s tent at the top camping
area, Ayers Rock, shortly after 8 p.m. on 17 August 1980.
… I further find that neither the parents of the child, nor either of their
remaining children, were in any degree whatsoever responsible for this
death.
(Barritt, “Findings”; and qtd. in L. Chamberlain, “Through” 159)

I first spoke to Denis Barritt by telephone in January 1995. He was immediately
obliging, straightforward and incisive in his comments. We talked about many
aspects of the Chamberlain case, and his comments revealed much about his
own wisdom and sensitivity.
For example, he said he had valued Nipper Winmatti’s evidence because it came
from a culture that truly understood the outback environment and the behaviour
of dingoes (T.I. 3 Jan. 1995).
He was also very sympathetic to the Chamberlains because he and his wife had
lost a child in its early years:
My wife was very careful to keep her feelings private and was, like Lindy,
only emotional in private – unlike me who had difficulty even in public.

There was one time I had to make a quick exit. Things got better as time
went on. (T.I. 3 Jan. 1995)

Barritt was clearly a good listener, unusually open to people and to what they
might understand. Dr. Ken Brown (scientist for the Crown at the first inquest)
told me:
I thought Barritt‘s approach was unusual and would not have happened in a
court in South Australia… [At one stage during the inquest] a group of
schoolchildren filed in… Barritt asked if the children had any questions and
a child raised its hand and asked: 'Did a dingo kill the baby?' Barritt then
attempted to explain to this twelve-year-old child the aspects of the whole
case. [A letter from a member of the public] was then read and it was one of
those '100 years ago today' columns from a local paper that stated that a
settler’s child disappeared from the veranda of the outback homestead,
probably taken by a dingo. Barritt instructed the media to take note and to
print the story. (K. Brown)

Barritt told me that to be too optimistic regarding scientific evidence is a
dangerous weakness. Forensic scientists, like other people, were capable of
mistakes (T.I. 16 Oct. 1995). Similarly, he has said:
Police forces must realise, or be made to realise, that courts will not tolerate
any standard less than complete objectivity from anyone claiming to make
scientific observations... (qtd in L. Chamberlain, “Through” 159)

By contrast:
Barritt believed that primary witnesses were salt of the earth people whose
evidence stood up... (Brown and Wilson 125)

As Lindy has pointed out, Barritt ended his summing up with great compassion:
To you, Pastor and Mrs Chamberlain, and through you to Aidan and
Reagan, may I extend my deepest sympathy. You have not only suffered the
loss of your beloved child in the most tragic circumstances, but you have all
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been subjected to months of innuendoes, suspicion and probably the most
malicious gossip ever witnessed in this country. (qtd in L. Chamberlain,
“Through” 159)

Denis Barritt was important and soon would be absent – he was dying. I had to
do his portrait and I wanted to dedicate my DCA exhibition to him.
I was able to see a copy of Barritt’s entire findings address, thanks to a friend
working at the ABC film library. It helped me determine my approach to his
representation (“Findings”).
Barritt was certain in his manner and very convincing. I wanted his image to
capture this conviction and authority, and to have the presence that one feels
from forceful characters on television screens. He had to be up close and
personal.
One clear image came to mind above most others: the now iconic tin sign Uncle
Sam – I Want You, an army recruiting poster for the Great War by James
Montgomery Flagg. Drawing on this, I have depicted Denis Barritt as a straightdown-the-line, direct and strong individual. The gesture of his right hand and his
gaze are unmistakable — he is telling us forcefully that he has facts, that we had
better listen, and that we should make no mistake about what he is saying. Like
the Uncle Sam poster, Barritt wanted to sway the hearts and minds of his fellow
nationals.
Several of my works throughout this series feature shafts of light that pass
through them, often between earth and sky (see, e.g. August 17, 1980 and Prayer
at Uluru). Meanings for this motif vary, but in Denis Barritt, the light emanates
from him. He emerges out of a very dark landscape background: Uluru at night,
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Denis Barritt, Magistrate 1995 (detail)
Acrylic on board, 122 x 122 cm

the place and time of Azaria’s disappearance. Barritt is the clear-minded shedder
of light on this so-called mystery.
Several of these shafts (e.g. Nipper and Malcolm Brown) include small lines and
shapes of either a general or specific symbolism. In this work, they are
suggestive of radio and television signals going out live to the nation, and are
accompanied by a suggestion of a clock with its hands on half past nine. In
other words, this was a great moment in the Chamberlain story – a high point
from which events soon (sadly) descended.
In the shaft of light is a target (his audience) and a dingo (the culprit of the
inquest). Lines of white dots connect the light specifically to his eye, ear and
head, indicating that his judgment is the result of careful observation and
thought. This technique occurred to me after seeing Giotto’s Saint Francis
Receiving the Stigmata (c. 1320) in the Louvre.
Barritt was too ill to sit for me, so the hand I have painted is not really his own:
in fact, it belongs to Sinn Fein leader Gerry Adams! I simply drew on a
newspaper photograph that featured the pose I wanted. Yet ironically, Mrs.
Sheila Barritt later complimented me:
You did a wonderful job with his hands. He has extremely long fingers and
they are his best feature. I considered the entire portrait very clever... (27
Aug 1996)

My portraits generally are visually imposing. This one is certainly so. It has a
formal stylisation sometimes not expected in a contemporary Australian work,
but one can find similar approaches in Archibald entries from the likes of Jeffrey
Smart, Ray Crooke, Robert Hannaford and Bill Leak.
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Denis Barritt was not well enough to attend the opening of the exhibition
dedicated to him, but he did write to me with both kind words and humour:
Thank you for your letter and the photograph of your portrait of myself.
Your painting appears to have been most skilled, not only from my
impression, it has also been the unanimous opinion of family members and
friends who have viewed the photograph.
I have never been taught anything about art and have reached my
appreciation of it usually through landscapes and portraits. I thank you for
including descriptions of the symbolism in your painting. I accept that you
are entitled to draw each of those impressions from your objective
considerations of the evidence and other surrounding aspects of this
unfortunate case… (24 Aug. 1996)

Ian Barker Q.C.: Through My Eyes
Ian Barker Q.C. was Crown Prosecutor in the Chamberlain trial. His was an
Australian household name for weeks, and he emerged victor – a man at the top
of his profession, crowned in glory. From what I have read about the trial, it’s
clear that Barker was its star. In court, he was whimsical, morbidly witty,
sardonic at times, and merciless with irony. He was a compelling performer:
impeccably logical, confident, cunning, tenacious and sharp (See, e.g. Young
1989, 25).
I once said to Lindy that Barker seemed to be the big hindrance to the jury’s
seeing her case clearly. She replied, “That was the biggest understatement since
Noah said it looked like rain!” Chamberlain, Lindy (P.I. 22 Nov. 1987).
How did he do it? First, he made a strategic decision: the jury had a simple
choice of guilt to make, between Lindy and the dingo.
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Barker reminded the jury, “dingoes are not known as a species for killing
and eating human beings”. He made a dramatic contrast: “If this were a
crocodile case and not a dingo case, well you might have less difficulty with
it.” (Young 1989, 229)

Barker always referred to Lindy’s account of the dingo seizing her baby as a
“tale”, “theory” or “story” (Brown. P.I. 9 Nov. 1993) To this he added his best
weapon: wit. For instance, when an enlarged photo of a dingo was produced at
the trial he referred to it as “the dingo blow up.” Similarly, he characterised the
dingo tracks about the Chamberlains’ tent as:
“a red herring” caused by the “many eccentric snowdropping dingoes... as
these busy marauding creatures ran about, resting from time to time with
their suitcases and portmanteaus, washing and sorting articles of underwear,
stolen from tourists”. (Young 1989, 25)

It is difficult for anyone to take the truth seriously when it has established itself
as a good joke, and Barker tapped into the profound implications of this for the
Chamberlains. I, like many Australians, recall vividly the enormous popularity of
Azaria/dingo jokes. The case became such a humour industry that books were
published (e.g. Dingo Lingo, a collection of ninety or so cartoons depicting a cute
dingo always scheming up new ways to kill and consume the next baby), and
revue-style tunes did the rounds of school playgrounds and work places:
Waltzing Azaria for example.
Another strategy of Barker’s seemed to be to get the independent eyewitnesses
in and out quickly, and bog the jury down instead with scientific, technical,
difficult and boring forensic evidence. Denis Barritt agreed with this assessment
when I spoke to him (T.I. 7 Jan. 1995).
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There is a disturbing side to Barker’s reminding the jury that the dingo was not
on trial. In the weeks leading up to Azaria’s death, the rangers at Uluru had
identified a serious problem with aggressive dingo behaviour towards tourists,
particularly children. Chief Ranger Derek Roff had written to the Northern
Territory Conservation Committee – earlier in the very same month that Azaria
was killed – for permission to shoot dingoes around Uluru (Young 1989, 25).
The Committee refused. Two of its six members were Ian Barker Q.C. and Paul
Everingham (former Chief Minister and Attorney-General of the Northern
Territory and later an outspoken sceptic of the Chamberlain dingo story) (L.
Chamberlain, “Handwritten Comments” 60).
Did Barker and Everingham have a personal axe to grind? Could they have been
considered liable for Azaria’s death in ignoring Roff’s advice? Such complexities
in his role were in my mind as I prepared to paint his portrait.
So too were other questions. What did Barker really think of Lindy? (He never
suggested a murder motive to the jury.) Malcolm Brown asked him this question
after the verdict had come in. Barker replied in colourful terms that he was
indeed convinced of Lindy’s guilt.
I visited the Barkers’ country holiday residence in the New South Wales
southern highlands to sketch him for the Archibald portrait. Peter Richardson,
like Barker a lawyer and a Newington College Old Boy, had arranged a letter of
introduction for me.
Barker did not know at that stage that I had painted Lindy Chamberlain. I was
doing his portrait for the Archibald Prize as a successful public figure and
Newington Old Boy. I thought it best not to complicate this explanation too
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much. This meant, of course, that I wasn’t able to discuss the Chamberlain case
with him in much detail, though it did come up in conversation. My caution
proved wise, to judge by the little that was touched upon, namely what he
thought of his depiction in the (pro-Lindy) Fred Schepisi film Evil Angels. His
wife replied quickly: “We have not seen it and frankly I will not have it in the
house.”
Why did she speak for him, a man so experienced at expressing things
pertinently? And how he could really resist seeing an actor depict him in a major
film? What was his wife’s view of Lindy Chamberlain? Was her reaction more
than defence of her husband? How hostile did the Barkers feel towards the
Chamberlains personally? What baggage did Barker still carry from the case? For
example, when talking about his country home and its fine view, he told me that
he had initially looked for land near Martinsville, at the foot of the Wattigan
Mountains, “but that was a little too close to Seventh-day Adventist territory for
my liking.”
When I met Ian Barker Q.C., he was dressed in an open-neck white shirt that I
thought complimented his skin colour. I asked him how he wished to be
represented and he indicated the preference for a more casual representation. I
liked this: it would help to capture the different sides of his personality as I
understood them.
Inside Barker’s holiday house was an Art Deco kitchen dresser with coloured
glass in the doors. It reminded me of my grandparent’s home – of childhood
food smells, timber textures and cupboard drawers, and shelves lined with old
linoleum – so I chose it as a usefully evocative background for the portrait.
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Ian Barker Q.C.: Through My Eyes 1992 (detail)
Acrylic on canvas, 153 x 153 cm
Australian National Library Collection, Canberra ACT

In addition, the edge of the cupboard could be used as a composition device to
direct the eye down from the top of the canvas to the centre of Barker’s head. I
repeated this vertical twice on the left, so as to ease the eye into the portrait as it
reads from left to right. The angle of the cupboard is gently opposed to the
angle of the table and has the effect of enclosing the figure in an intimate space.
This shape is repeated by Barker’s left upper and lower arm. His right arm
completes the triangle as the eye is carried from the table up the arm and to the
face. This is aided by the contrast of the white shirt on the darker background,
the open neck of the shirt, Barker’s right arm and hand, the back of his chair
and the bottom of the cupboard’s glass door. Also, the stained glass lent itself to
restrained shades of background colour.
In focusing on questions of light, particularly for facial close-ups, I turned to
Ivor Hele’s 1954 Archibald Prize winning portrait of Sir Robert Menzies. The
hands, face and eyes are all handled with masterly control, as is the blurring of
the transition from shoulder to background. Hele’s work helped me explore the
subtleties possible in such treatments. Moreover, Hele achieve a perfect balance
between the dignity of the public figure and the relaxed confidence of the
capable high achiever. I did not want a Prime Ministerial mood, but I did want
this balance. I think my attention to the eyes and other details helps achieve it.
In my view, traces of Hele’s approach to portraiture can be found today in the
works of Robert Hannaford and Bill Leak, both of whom are quite popular with
the

art-going

public.

I

admire

these

artists,

uncompromisingly true to their portrait painting ideals.
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because

they

remain

Ivor Hele, Rt Hon.R.G. Menzies
Oil on canvas, 79.7 x 105 cm
winner of the 1954 Archibald Prize

Ian Barker QC: Through My Eyes (detail)
Acrylic on canvas, 153 x 153 cm

The slightly upturned corner of his mouth is my attempt to suggest Barker’s wry
sense of humour. Barker’s own letter of thanks later is typical of the style I saw
in person:
5 March 1992
Dear Neville,
Thank you for your card and the [photograph of the finished portrait].
I am sorry for the delay in contacting you. Bad manners and I sleep
comfortably together, although in mitigation I did spend most of last year
away from the State.
I think the portrait is good — that is, it portrays a dissolute cynic with a
constant thirst. Some would think the subject, even if not the portrait, was a
fit case for hanging.
Perhaps Newington will keep it, in its gallery devoted to those whom the
school half-educated.
Regards,
Ian Barker

I do consider it a small coup that I have been able to paint both Ian Barker Q.C.
and Lindy Chamberlain from life, in large imposing canvases. I named this new
work Ian Barker Q.C.: Through My Eyes, playing further on the title of Lindy’s
Chamberlain’s autobiography and of my second portrait of her. Both major
works are now owned by the National Portrait Collection in Canberra, allowing
for a significant feeling of dialogue between them.

Ian Barker Q.C.
In 1995, the Old Newingtonians’ Union celebrated its 100th anniversary. An
exhibition was put together at NSW Parliament House in Macquarie Street
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Ian Ba Ian Barker Q.C. 1995
Acrylic on board 122 x 122 cm
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entitled “The Image of an Old Boy – Portraits of Old Newington Collegians”.
Unfortunately, on this occasion it wasn’t possible to borrow my first portrait of
Barker from its Canberra home – they had a strict six-month notice policy – so I
decided to paint a second work urgently. I had just three days to create and
frame it.
I returned to my working drawings and photographs, and considered what I
wanted the new work to say.
Firstly, I wished to retain the sense of dialogue between Barker and his past that
the juxtaposition of the two “Through My Eyes” paintings in Canberra was
achieving. I remembered that even at the Royal Commission, when the tide of
legal opinion was finally turning in Lindy’s favour, Barker Q.C. was still involved
for the Crown. Lindy said to him then:
I don't like you, Mr. Barker. I never have liked you. If you expect me to be
polite to you, don't. (qtd. in Young 260)

This portrait, entitled simply Ian Barker Q.C., has, like the one in the Australian
National Library, Barker sitting at a table with a glass of beer. In the
background, behind and to the left of Barker is Lindy blindfolded. There are
several intended implications in this: (a) Barker had destroyed her eyewitness
evidence, and convinced the jury that she had not seen a dingo at all; (b) she
looks like a prisoner (indeed, one awaiting public execution); (c) she symbolises
that other, ironic meaning of Justice’s “blindness”.
In fact, however, it was Barker’s vision that was blurred in the Chamberlain case,
so he is depicted here without his reading glasses, drinking beer.
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Many viewers read paintings from left to right, hence the fact that most
paintings of the Annunciation place the angel to the left, moving towards the
Virgin on the right. In my painting, I put Lindy Chamberlain in the left
background, yet moving not from left to right but from right to left. The
unsettling nature of this displacement is then compounded by the dingo spirit,
behind Barker’s other shoulder, that is following her. It feels as if Lindy is slowly
creeping up on Mr. Barker from behind as he sits ruminatively with his drink. In
other words, as Barker himself has said of this work to the exhibition curator, he
is “portrayed as a man haunted by his past.” (Brandon-Smith).
Barker looks slightly tired, perhaps of the seemingly never-ending Chamberlain
saga. The mouth turns, with one side up and the other down, and the right eye is
lazy. Dark blues and purples in the nocturnal background add to this sense of
quiet weariness.
The portrait is in a right-angled equal-sided diamond shape. I expected that all
other portraits in the Old Boys exhibition would be of the traditional horizontal
or vertical format and I wanted Barker’s to stand out from them. But I also
chose this shape because it adds to the drama, in particular to the zoom-like
perspective that has already been created by the darkened background and the
remembered characters lurking in it at a distance.
At the time of this work, I had just seen Normand Baker’s 1937 self-portrait.
Close study of it helped me to achieve Barker’s hands, over which I took
considerable pain, and which I believe are among my most successful.
Later in 1995, I submitted this portrait to the Doug Moran National Portrait
Prize.
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Malcolm Brown
Malcolm Brown is an Old Boy of Newington College. He joined the Sydney
Morning Herald in 1972, and has done since then a lot of court and crime
reporting, including major Royal Commissions and other high profile cases. He
was reporting on the Chamberlain case from very early on, and has maintained
his interest in it for two decades. Other highlights of his career include covering
the Fiji Coup in 1987 and the Gulf War in 1991, and working as correspondent
in Brisbane and London (P.I. 29 Aug. 1996).
Malcolm has struck me as having both total commitment to his work and a
social conscience. He is always fair-minded and finds injustice intolerable. I
know of no other journalist who has written so carefully and objectively about
the Chamberlain case. Others seem to agree:
Malcolm Brown, who covered so much of the Chamberlain story, may be
disappointed to discover he is not in [Moya Henderson’s] opera. But the
reason is a good one: in Henderson’s view, “he comes out of it very well”
and wasn’t to be included among the “media mongrels”. (Sykes 6)

Instead, Brown is a devoted, probing journalist. I met him at Newington
College, and was delighted when he agreed to sit for me for a study and portrait.
I decided I wanted Malcolm Brown to look like the archetypal reporter super
hero: the Superman inside Clark Kent. In the portrait he is alert, expressive of
face, and dressed as a professional man yet still down-to-earth and practical.
In John Bryson’s Evil Angels, Malcolm Brown is said to have a recurring dream:
He was somewhere so remote there was no periphery to the world. It was
dark. He could see a pale bundle on the ground. What drew him closer was
an appealing gurgle of childish delight. He could not help but look. It was a
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Malcolm Brown 1996
Acrylic on board, 122 x 122 cm

baby with a doll’s face and glassy eyes, and it was gagging on its life’s blood.
He lay there until the sound of it was loud enough to wake him. (519)

I did not wish to represent such a dream, but I did feel that depicting Malcolm
with Uluru at night would help capture the way the Chamberlain case seems to
have haunted him. Here was a journalist alive to the drama’s power, and aware
from early on that the Chamberlains were somehow being forced to take a role
in a powerful tragic myth. In the portrait therefore, I have tried to evoke this
awareness of the mystery and wonder, this electric sensitivity that took several
forms, including recurring nightmares. The red shapes in the middle ground of
the painting, connecting land and sky, are suggestive of this heightened state.
Brown stands in the Australian red centre at night, at the spot where Azaria was
taken by the dingo, sensing her and the truths that disappeared with her.
Struggling with the graphic sound and sight of her violent death, he holds his
stomach and turns his head and ear in the direction he imagines she might be.
Brown sat for some preliminary studies but I was unhappy with the result, and I
delayed making a start on the painting itself. Eventually, I asked him to send me
some newspaper photographs he liked, from which I chose one then set to
work. When the second DCA exhibition grew near, ABC TV in Darwin wanted
footage of me varnishing a work, so I had to finish the portrait rapidly. (I
couldn’t resist the request, since it was a painting of a reporter who had been
highly critical of the N.T. media itself.) Fortunately, Brown liked the portrait,
and convinced his employer, John Fairfax and Sons Limited, to purchase it for
the company’s collection.
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The painting was done quickly, just in time for the major Newington College
exhibition in 1996, and for this reason I think it suffers from too low a tonal key
and a restricted range of colour.
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Bob and Glad
If the Chamberlain story was a ‘drama’, then it also had an audience – perhaps
the largest audience an Australian legal case has ever had. To complement the
main characters, therefore, I felt I needed one or more representatives of that
audience too. As I turned out, I chose two, a man and a woman. Both were
citizens of my own Sydney; one was a longstanding friend, the other a minor
community celebrity whom I found myself talking to about the Chamberlain
case. With these two sympathetic portraits, I wanted to suggest that ordinary
Australians are capable of understanding the lessons of the Chamberlain story;
that, if the media will allow us, we can think for ourselves, and distinguish truth
from lies, justice from injustice.

Glad Moser
Glad Moser has been a friend of mine for over ten years. She is an intelligent
woman and enjoys reading and has always enjoyed a good ‘murder in bed’. Like
so many Australians, she followed the Chamberlain case in passing, as it invaded
her daily television and radio news and her newspapers.
She was one of the many spectators who were convinced of the Chamberlains’
guilt. As she has subsequently admitted, her views were coloured by the media’s
depiction of Lindy and by the fact that a friend of hers had killed her own baby
when suffering from post-natal depression.
We discussed my DCA project and my friendship with the Chamberlains on
many occasions, but she was adamant in her disbelief of the dingo story, and
convinced that Azaria had been murdered.
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So when I had Lindy and Michael come to my house for lunch in late 1987, for
Lindy’s very first sitting for the Archibald portrait, I invited Glad too – and
didn’t tell her that the Chamberlains were coming. The day was a pleasant one
for all of us, but Glad’s views weren’t changed overnight.
Indeed, three years passed, during which time I had completed several of the
major works in this DCA. But in October 1990, I invited Glad Moser to join me
at the luncheon book launch for Lindy Chamberlain: Through My Eyes. Lindy was
giving the address.
At the luncheon, Glad was surprised to find that Lindy remembered her, and
greeted her immediately by name. She was also impressed with her speech. The
following afternoon, she telephoned me to say that she had not slept – but
instead had been reading the book non-stop. And she had changed her position.
From that moment on, Glad was something of a convert, and was even angry
that so many Australians like herself could have been so misled. She is now
convinced that Lindy’s case “was a trial by media in its most sensational and
rapacious forms”, and “hope[s] that lessons have been learned and it may never
be allowed to happen again.” (Moser).
I believe that ordinary Australians are capable of rising above prejudices of the
past, of recognising injustice, and of learning from mistakes. Glad is one of
many who have come to feel betrayed by both the media and the criminal justice
system – not at a personal and tragic level like the Chamberlains, but in a real
enough way nonetheless. As spectators in Lindy’s drama, we too had a stake in
it. I realised, therefore, that I wanted to paint Glad Moser. She would be our
representative in the series.
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Glad Moser 1994
Acrylic on board, 74 x 92 cm

Glad Moser has always reminded me of Eleanor Roosevelt and it was this
famous woman whom I had in mind when I was painting her. Like Roosevelt,
Glad is an intelligent, charming person of integrity and graciousness who will
speak her mind about important issues. She is not one for trivial conversations.
She has talked with Lindy and Michael Chamberlain about the views that an
average person (informed only by newspapers, radio and television) had about
the case. “But that’s all we had to go on,” she would say.
I wished to do a simple and direct portrait of Glad Moser to communicate her
pleasure in simply having a good conversation. I wanted to give the impression
that she is about to speak. I think I have achieved this aim and for that reason I
like this painting very much. I know Glad so well and she me. She is my best
female friend. She loves blues and purples and wears them often. I wanted to
make a blue painting that communicated the feeling of joy. I like the freshness
and spontaneity of this portrait. No doubt this is because the painting was
started and finished in one sitting of about three hours. The painting is not
overwrought with any heavy meaning or symbols. It’s just how I want to
remember dear Glad. Having a coffee and a good conversation. I was pleased
when at the Newington College exhibition when the Australian composer, Nigel
Butterley said it was his favourite of all the portraits because of its freshness and
directness. He had just agreed to sit for me for the Archibald and it helped me
decide how I would approach his portrait.

Bob Gould
Bob Gould is a slightly different kind of ‘audience member’ to Glad Moser. He
is the owner of a very well known bookshop in King Street, Newtown, Sydney.
The store is a very large one, and contains many thousands of second-hand
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Rick Creighton and Lindy Chamberlain-Creighton with Glad Moser, 1994
(Photograph: Neville Dawson)

Eleanor Roosevelt (Anon.)
Illustration, 28 x 36 cm

books. It has been a pillar of community life in the area for many years.
Newtown is on the doorstep of The University of Sydney, and many members
of the Newtown community have been attracted there by its ‘academic’
surroundings. Gould’s Bookshop has long been a part of this culture-scape.
Bob is a very engaging man. I have been told that he can be gruff and
unyielding, but this has not been my experience when working with him. I met
him at his bookshop when I saw him sitting among heaps of books he was
busily pricing. He had his glasses on his nose and was filling a pair of overalls
that had the fly partly opened. I walked up to him and said, “I simply must paint
you for the Archibald! Would you consider it?” I thought he was a person
exuding character.
We had a short conversation about other interesting characters whom I had
painted. When I mentioned Lindy Chamberlain, Bob talked about Seventh-day
Adventism and its history in Australia, about which he knew a good deal
(though he is not of that faith). He gave me his perspective on the Chamberlain
case. He struck me as a thinking person in his evaluations of the media,
especially the country’s newspapers. Journalists have many times calumniated
him. He gave me some real insight into the workings of the press and media
manipulation of facts. Here was a different member of the Chamberlain
‘audience’, one who had always been highly sceptical of the Crown’s allegations,
and who knew first hand the darker side of the Australian criminal justice system
from his time as a member of the Communist Party and as a leading activist in
the Vietnam moratorium marches. Bob Gould, I decided, would represent those
who have stood up against sensationalist journalism, police arrogance, prejudice
and intolerance.
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He agreed to sit for me for a portrait for this DCA and the Archibald Prize. We
had one sitting for the preliminary drawings and two for the painting.
I asked him to sit as he felt most comfortable, which was with his hands on his
lap, his legs open and his elbows in a floating position. The pose speaks of selfconfidence and assurance. He is not a small man and almost always wears
overalls or braces and not a belt on his trousers. His fly is often not completely
zipped up. I decided to represent him at ease, casual in dress and confident in
manner.
In the painting, this left wing man of passion yet warmth wears red, and looks a
little oracular and very portentously eccentric. His unkempt hair and beard add
to this impression. I chose, to match his unconventional nature, the diamond
shape I had used for Ian Barker Q.C. The effect of his elbows floating reinforces
the angle. The background is abstract in design and rich in red and blue tones. I
have painted his shirt a forest green with a painterly effect reminiscent of
William Dobell self-portraits.
Bob was excited beyond my expectations when he saw the finished work. He
was not only sure they would hang it, it had a good chance of taking the
Archibald Prize. My past experience with the trustees made me doubt this, but it
is true that many who saw it at the Newington DCA exhibition of 1996 thought
it a special portrait. I was very happy with the end result. The treatment of the
shirt worked well and my glazing technique lent itself well to achieve the layers
of blue I wanted over the green under-paint. (There is more colour in the
original painting than can be seen in the photograph supplied.) The red in the
background helps warm up the skin colours and gives the required colour
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Bob Gould (detail) 1993
Acrylic on board, 153 x 153 cm

balance. I especially like the hair, eyebrows, eyes and hands. They remind me so
much of the first day I saw Bob Gould. What I saw and wanted that day I
achieved, and that is very satisfying. The portrait was painted quickly, over a
long weekend, and in this case it has retained the freshness and spontaneity of
our first meeting and sitting.
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Conclusion
On one view, the Chamberlain story might be reduced to a very simple historical
fact: that two ordinary Australians of undisputed good character were wrongly
convicted of the murder of their own baby.
But of course it was much more than this. In reality, it was an episode of
singular importance for a young nation still coming to terms with its
paradoxically ancient past and with its rapidly evolving aspirations. The case
unleashed forces among us that we had not understood were present and could
not satisfactorily control.
The 36 works presented here are a significant contribution to late twentieth
century Australian painting, because they provide new ways for Australians to
approach a resonant episode of their recent history. Few events of this period
have evoked as much sustained excitement and discussion as the Chamberlain
case; this fact afforded me an opportunity to demonstrate a genuine social role
for the artist today.
We all make meaning individually, by negotiating the space between texts. The
artist who provides new texts and contexts therefore has an opportunity to affect
what meanings we do in fact make. Even what we think of as ‘history’ really
comprises only constructed knowledge, and knowledge is always more multiplex
and fragmentary than we perceive. As the decades pass, even ‘history’ soon
vanishes from what we call ‘living memory’, and resides only in books, galleries,
monuments, sound and film archives, and so on.
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Accordingly, the Chamberlain story isn’t really over yet. It can’t be while it is
remembered in any way. Australians will go on constructing and interpreting it,
and its meanings and lessons will continue to shift.
This project endeavours to be part of that ongoing process of reconstruction. It
is based upon two convictions: (1) that the artist can engage with the minds of
those who view his or her works to positive social effect; and (2) that portraiture
– because we often come to history by imagining the people who lived it – is
particularly well suited to this kind of social role.
The non-portrait works in this series add further context to this process of reinvestigation. They explore more of the moods and ideas conjured by the
Chamberlain drama, and they also interact with the portraits, providing further
layers of meaning for viewers.
And in keeping with this notion – of the multiplicity of meanings in the
Chamberlain story – is the working method of this very project. It draws freely
upon a diversity of theories and practices of art, whether old or new. It rejects
dogmatism, favouring fluidity and inclusiveness. A too-certain partiality for one
knowledge over another – as the Chamberlains could tell you – can be very
dangerous.
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Appendices
Chronology of Events
Below is a brief guide to the history of the Chamberlain story in chronological
order. It is put here only for easy reference purposes of readers of this paper. I
acknowledge a substantial debt in what follows to two sources: “The Book of
Events” 1999 and Young 1989. Some passages are taken verbatim from these
sources.
1980
August 17
Baby Azaria Chamberlain, nine week-old daughter of Lindy and Michael
Chamberlain, disappeared at a camping ground at Ayers Rock (Uluru), NT. Lindy
raised the alarm, crying out that the baby had been taken from the family tent by a
dingo. An immediate search failed to find the baby.
August 24
Victorian tourist, Wally Goodwin, finds Azaria’s bloodied jumpsuit, singlet, booties
and nappy near the base of Ayers Rock.
December 15
The first of two coroner’s inquests into the death of Azaria Chamberlain began at
Alice Springs, before a local magistrate, Denis Barritt.
1981
February 20
Magistrate Barritt determined that Azaria Chamberlain met her death when attacked
by a wild dingo and that neither parent was implicated in any way in her
disappearance.
September 19
Northern Territory police raid the Chamberlains’ home in Cooranbong, New South
Wales. At the same time witnesses around Australia are interviewed in a coordinated
Northern Territory police investigation.
November 20
The Northern Territory Supreme Court quashes the finding of the first inquest and
orders a new coronial inquiry.
December 14
Following claims by the Northern Territory authorities of significant new forensic
evidence a second inquest opened before Chief Magistrate Gerry Galvin.
1982
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February 2
Chief Magistrate Galvin committed the Chamberlains to trial: Lindy for murder and
Michael as an accessory after the fact of murder.
September 13
The ‘Trial of the Century’ begins in Darwin before Justice James Muirhead of the
Supreme Court.
October 29
The Chamberlains were found guilty as charged. Lindy was sentenced to life
imprisonment and Michael to 18 months in prison, suspended with a good
behaviour bond.
November 19
Two days after giving birth to her baby daughter Kahlia, Lindy is released on bail
from the Berrimah Corrective Centre pending an appeal to the Federal Court.
1983
February 7
The Full Bench of the Federal Court begins hearing the Chamberlains' appeal.
April 29
The Federal Court unanimously upholds the jury’s verdict. Lindy Chamberlain is
placed in a New South Wales prison while her lawyers applies for bail.
May 2
Justice Gerard Brennan refuses Lindy’s application for bail pending an appeal to the
High Court. Two days later Lindy is returned to the Berrimah Corrective Centre in
Darwin.
July 19 & 27
Lindy’s solicitor applies for temporary release due to an accident to younger son
Reagan’s eye. The request is not granted.
November 28
The Chamberlains seek leave to appeal against their convictions to the High Court.
1984
February 22
The High Court, although split 3:2, also rejects an appeal by the Chamberlains and
upholds the jury’s verdict.
March 26
Lindy’s solicitor asks for release on licence as infanticide as generally defined is
treated compassionately in most places. The request is refused.
May 3
A petition of 131,000 signatures (later to swell to 150,000) calling for Lindy’s release
and a full judicial inquiry into the case is presented to the Governor-General, Sir
Ninian Stephen.
June 14
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Senator Colin Mason presents a private member’s bill to the Senate calling for an
inquiry into the Chamberlains’ convictions.
November 17
Lindy’s solicitor applies for release on licence, as the family caring for Kahlia is to
shift from Cooranbong. The request is refused.
1985
June 4
Following increasing doubt about the jury’s verdict in the Chamberlains’ trial, and
challenges to the reliability of the Crown’s forensic evidence, a Chamberlain
Innocence Committee made an appeal to the NT Government to set up an inquiry
into the case.
October 16
New South Wales Ombudsman, George Masterman QC, tables a report to the State
Parliament asserting that the Chamberlains’ defence was prejudiced by the
destruction of the immunological tests plates upon which the Crown relied to prove
that there were infant blood stains in the Chamberlains’ car.
November 12
The Northern Territory Government rejects the Chamberlain Innocence
Committee’s application for a full judicial inquiry.
November 13
Senators Gareth Evans and Peter Durack, both former Attorneys-General, call for
Lindy’s release. The Chamberlains’ lawyer immediately makes application to the
Northern Territory for Lindy’s release on licence.
November 25
The Northern Territory Government rejects the application for release on licence.
1986
February 2
Azaria’s matinee jacket was found at the base of Ayers Rock, 153 metres from the
spot where her other clothing had been found. Lindy Chamberlain had always
claimed that Azaria was wearing a matinee jacket when she disappeared.
February 7
Pressed by Police Commissioner Peter McAulay, the Northern Territory
Government released Lindy Chamberlain from prison on licence and appointed a
Royal Commission, headed by Federal Court judge Justice Trevor Morling. Lindy is
not to return to gaol no matter what the result of the inquiry.
June 5
The inquiry opens in Darwin before Justice Trevor Morling.
1987
May 22 & 25
Justice Morling delivers his Report to the Governor-General and to the
Administrator of the Northern Territory.
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June 2
Justice Morling’s report was released. Morling concluded that a judge, equipped
with all the evidence that had come before the Royal Commission, would have been
compelled to direct the jury to acquit the Chamberlains. In response, the Northern
Territory Government pardons the Chamberlains.
October 21
The Northern Territory Government passes special legislation allowing the
Chamberlains to apply to the Court of Appeal to have their convictions quashed.
1988
September 15
The three judges of the Northern Territory Court of Criminal Appeal unanimously
uphold the finding of the Morling Inquiry and quash the Chamberlains’ convictions.
1991
July
The Northern Territory administration agreed to pay compensation to the
Chamberlains and the Seventh-day Adventist Church (to which they belonged and
by which they had been aided financially) for legal and other expenses.
1995
December
Summarising the verdict and the eventual second inquest into the disappearance of
Azaria Chamberlain, Northern Territory Coroner John Lowndes concluded: ‘The
cause and manner of Azaria’s death cannot be determined, and must remain
unknown.’
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The Geoff Howarth Poems
Geoff Howarth is a Sydney poet. When he saw the collection of paintings I had
assembled on Lindy Chamberlain, he was moved to write a ‘matching’ sequence
of poems. They are set out here. Where the poem’s title does not coincide with a
painting’s, the applicable work is indicated in parentheses.
TARGET (Lindy Chamberlain)
Desist!
Leave me alone;
I have become a painted target.
As much as you stare at me
I will stare back,
Ever watchful for another attack.
Have any of you ever known
Such tragedy?
Do any of you even understand
Why I resist?
Have any of you ever recognised
The real crime?
A dingo took my baby
But I
Have done the time.
MICHAEL CHAMBERLAIN
Once life seemed simple
For this plain man
Travelling in minor orbit,
Within God's plan,
When suddenly, without signal,
His known firmament of faith
Exploded.
All order disappeared
As the sureties of the soul
Were withdrawn.
His face no longer reflects
Full confidence in a God who is just,
Resembling more,
A mask against malice.
His Azaria, brief little star,
In the moments of an averted eye,
Had disappeared, forever,
Below that grave, blanketing sky.
LAND CLAIM (Instinct)
Afar,
My symbol of theft,
The theft of my freedom,
Uluru,
Aeons old,
Sitting bold and shameless,
The beckoning siren of the Centre.
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Through heat-haze and hunger,
Still, in my deepest soul I know,
That to beat you,
And what you signify,
I must slip these dark essences
Away from my perceived slinking state,
To assault and subdue recent phenomena.
For I, the stalker,
Am the owner of all I survey
And will confront the spirit,
Devour the flesh,
Of every fair, or tinted,
Moving, breathing entity
Which dares,
Purely by its presence,
To challenge my eternal connection
With what I sense and possess,
Surrounding me, and underfoot.
All that moves in my space
Is possible prey.
There are no excuses or apologies
For creation,
I am, as I am,
My only master, instinct.
Not cruel– natural.
Not sneaking – enquiring.
In charge.
Some have tried to wreak transformation,
Treated me as docile, servile,
Branded me patronisingly – "native dog",
Although nothing in my charter of life
Delineates or demands trust.
So heed facts, cautions, warnings,
Or stay – if you must.
Remember this night ...
Then, with dread insight,
Never again stray
On my land, in my way.
AT PEACE (Dingo Spirit: Kulpunya)
Rockabye baby,
Cradled in a mythical monster's jaw.
Rockabye baby,
Daughter Azaria is no more?
Bodily savaged, crushed,
In a brutal rush,
The spirit has departed the agony
Leaving behind the raiment fine
And the innocent child at rest,
To wait,
Safe in God's caress.
Bye bye baby,
Rockabye baby,
Sleep Bubby, sleep,
Mummy's coming.
CURSE (Lindy: The Australian)
I still call Australia,
The land of my troubles,
Home.
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The grief that I carry
Is part of a place,
Just as I am.
We are inseparable:
The land, the sorrows and I.
No matter where I tread
It is not man,
But the earth's call I dread,
Pulling me back willing, unwilling,
To unsettle myself.

FATE
With eyes downcast it seems
This is your life:
Never to be sure
Of what people think
Anymore,
Or what is in store.
This is your life:
Mother dear, mother-to-be,
Wife.
Never to place trust
Save when needs must.
This is your life:
Background fear,
Communications queer,
Needless, uninformed strife.
This is your life?
Rather to follow your truth to relief,
Drawing courage and faith from belief.
Lindy Chamberlain,
This, is your life.
CONFINEMENT
Grieving in the desert...
Joy in her belly,
Fear in her heart,
The wonders of a world
Which conspired against her
All around.
What should she feel?
What must she reveal?
Hunched rock, distant, gaunt,
Seems ready to accuse and taunt:
"I am the Peter of this place.
You are temporal.
As firm-footed as I stand,
So you must fall."
See here two brooding spirits,
One immobile, yet encompassing all,
The other impassive, yet invoking a call
For a nation's bigoted revenge.
She is still, when the people cry "dance!"
Tongue-swift, when the people say "quiet!"
Silent, when the masses say "speak!"
Stunned, she still stands by the Rock,
Ringed by beauty, silence and truths,
Ready for judgement, recording her plea:
"Please believe. Please stand by me."
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NIPPER
All-seeing, all-knowing,
Integral with the land you tread,
Able to translate the hieroglyphs of Nature,
The Braille of beyond,
Into evidence.
Your skilled task
Not to damn the dingo Simply to pull the proofs
Of age-old dominance
From earth's crust and vegetation,
Pending publication,
Within the Coroner's lucid verdict,
Which endorsed your expert claim.
Although prejudice
Would later re-position blame.
How, Nipper, could you be credible?
You share a bond,
Black as you are,
With a white lady A bond of persecution.
Black and white,
Your lives have been laid out
In a formalised grid,
For others to play games upon.
Forced into a pattern
To justify conclusions sought,
Not truth.
Your skilful moves, Nipper,
Were then ignored,
So that Lindy, for her innocence,
Could be captured.
Noble man, distinguished tracker,
For being so right, and black,
You had to be banished from the courts.
With you aside,
Quicker than a dingo stride,
The ravening minds,
Of law and prosecution,
Could defile their mother victim,
Avenging an oedipal grudge.
Thus was created a greater monster,
Pacing, racing past the dingo.
"Get the mother, get the mother!
Cull the mother from the family."
After the dust and stones had settled,
There remained:
A family herded into shame,
Lindy resisting, behind bars,
Nipper resigned, behind glass.
BEFORE OUR EYES
For Neville Dawson
You have strummed the ochre
Over her,
Passion-played the yellowed orange
Of the hinterland,
Fantasising primal fire,
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Then tuned in blues and greens and reds,
Faith and doubt and myth
And all the tyrannies of environment —
Put faces to before and after facts,
Explored realities outside the legal tracts.
You have known frustrations
In depicting truth,
Yet still you try,
Try to settle the score
Before the dust and dirt
Obscure it any more.
You have rearranged the devils' game
To show the evidence
Of innocence
Once beyond, but now
Before our eyes.
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